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·• . ! 
Toreros court . 
tourney bid 
Tribune Staff Report · .;Z. "5':J 
JJSO'uneris basketball team may 
be oiitof the running for the WCAC 
title, but the Toreros still have plenty 
. to prove before the season ends. 
Such as? Finishing with the 
- school's best Division I record and 
getting to a postsea~on tournament. 
H USO defeats Gonzaga in Spo-
kane tonight (7:30 p.m. tipoff), the 
Toreros will run their record to 19-8 
- bettering their 18-10~ rec9rd in 
1983-84 when they won the WCAC. 
What's more, a win tonight and a 
win next Wednesday at_ St. Mary's in 
Moraga might cinch USO a· NIToid. 
"That is our goal," said senior cen-
ter Scott Thompson. 
USO has peeled off . four straight 
wins, including a 61-40 defeat of 
Portland State Thursday, and is 18-8 
overall and 8-4 in WCAC play. 
Gonzaga, 13-13 overall arid 6-6 in , 
the league, upset Loyola Marymount 
last Friday. The Bulldogs are led by 
se~or guard Jeff C~ndill and fresh-
m.in forward Jim Mf:,Phee. . 
I • • 
USD o· et\ Gonzaga 
The Uni~rfily ~n Diego takes 
on GonzaJa tonight in Spokane, 
W_ash., in I game Coach Hank Egan 
feels his tlam must win to stay in the 
running br a National Jnvitation 
Tournammt berth. The Tpreros (18-
8), who f nish their reglf!ar season 
Wednesd~ against St. ~ary's, have 
been told they need 20 victories to be 
seriously !onsidered for the NIT. /· 
• I J ~--___.. 
:,uso rolls ' 
' 
iC;i ''IQ~ ~p 1 ~9~,<tJ; -l"'- ::t~~ I 
• f;6" \ :_, ~· I. 1 Ft ; '!, \ 
af ou.i:;,~ '·off 1ci3". ·, f ·i . . '' . ' ¼, • ti~ j • I \ 1\ .. ; , . ( • './ , :711""1':'-,---.... By Chuck Stewart , ' · - Special to Tbe Union . I • Aztecs lose regular-
SPOKANE, Wash. - ~ Universi- season finale io New · ty of San Diego men's basketoalisaw Mexico 'in OZ.- Page H-3 its ·goal of a 20-v1ctory season ruined ... ,. ,•· :, last night in Gonzaga University's :. ,'.-~,- -";-"· > •j . Athlet!c ~e~tre. • ' . ~ ~- · -~ . Though .2o fvictories are impossi-•. .! Cap1talizmg on 11 USD fouls m the • ble,~ there...stfll remains Wednesday ·r final six minutes and i~ pressure ~: ni'gbt'.s- regular-season • finale at. St: . . man-to-man defense, ., Gonzaga ·~ry's ... :-1, ( . · 
1 . surged from a five-poi~t deficit to a ~ "I do~'t think we played with the . ~-61 West Coast Athletic Ccmference intensity we have," Egan said. "We , . victory. '- certainly didn't play as well as v;e The Bulldogs scored their last 12 d~4 ~gainst _Portla?,d ' (Tbur~day points, and 18 of their last 22, on free rught s 61-40 triumph). . throws to charge from a 51-46 deficit . Nor -as _well ~s they had in that with 6:16 left. The victory avenged first meetmg with Gor:izaga roughly Gonzaga's worst loss of the season, five weeks ~go. . . 74-50, Jan. 23 in San Diego. But the difference last rught hkely was that Gonzaga's play ~ primarily 
a combination of shooting and strate-
gy - was improved. 
Besides ending San Diego's win-
ning streak at four, it also may have ruined the Toreros' (18-9) hope for a 
National Invitation Tournament bid. 
Reaching out: Oklahoma's David Johnson cannot quite 
USD coach Hank Egan said he 
didn't know. Bulldog coach Dan 
Fitzgerald said he hoped not. 
The Bulldogs, · who shot 34.9 per-· 
cent against USD in that first one, hit 
51.2 (22 of 43) last night. The Toreros, 
who average 51.5 percent, cooled off 
pick off a rebound from North Carolina State's Chris Washburn, but the ·14th-ranked Sooners topped. the 18th-ranked Wolfpack, 72-69. Top Twenty roundup, Page H-2. 
"They're a 4:1uality team; quality 
enough to make it" into the NIT, the 
Bulldogs' coach said. 
· to 47.2 (25 of 53) . . 
And when Gonta went to its 
See USD on age H-3 
•• , ,I • ' • • • '· 
-,l:fSD: alls to Gonza{a 
Continued from~~ sists, all career highs, and 7-foot 
Scott Thompson and 6-4 Pete Murphy 
pressure defense, Egan said, "it added 14 points each. · 
worked in their favor. The last time The decisive stretch was a 67-sec-. 
when they went to the press, it ond span in the final three minutes. 
worked in our favor." USO had just cut the GU lead to 
"We gave them a little zone and a 56-53 on the Leonard free throws and 
little man (defense) and switched was doing a good job o~ containing 
things around a little bit," Fitzgerald the Bulldogs. But USD's Mark Bostic 
said. "But when we got down by five was called for a foul on Jim McPhee, 
(with 6:16 to play), we said we can't and the Bulldogs' freshman hit two· 
, let it get any more." · free throws. 
That's when the Bulldogs went to a Then with Leonard bringing the 
pressure defense. It didn't create ball upcourt, Zag Dwan Hurt stole 
many turnovers, but it . did create the ball. Bostic stole it back, but be-
enough havoc that the Toreros would fore the Toreros could get another . . 
go the next 31/z minutes without scor- point, the Bulldogs got two free 
ing while the Bulldogs got 10 points, throws by Dale Halland on a Jim 
six on free throws. Knight foul.t 
By the time junior guard Paul "We did a good job taking care of · 
Leonard converted two free throws the ball all night (only nine turn- · 
with 2:46 to go, Gonzaga led by 56-51 overs) and hit our free throws down - -
and the Toreros would get no closer the stretch (18 of 20)," Fitzgerald 
. than three points the rest of the way. said. "Those are things you have to 
Leonard led the Toreros with 16-_ do to beat·.a good club like San . 
points, eight rebounds and seven as- - Diego." : r : 
The San Diego Union/Charles Starr 
The Gulls' Kefi Binyamlni smacks a backhand during her 
match against the Aztecs' Ginn~ M~cGregor. 
SDSU women def eat 
USIU tennis team, 6-3 
San Diego Slate's 10th-ranked 
women's tennis team, recently 
noted for beating highly ranked 
teams such as USC and Miami but 
losing lo weaker ones, downed 
14th-ranked U.S. International 
University yesterday, 6-3, al USIU. 
No. I singles player Cinny 
MacGregor needed three sets to 
lop the Gulls' Kaffi Binyamini 6-1, 
3-6, 6-2. Monique Javer, Kathy 
Berry, Dana Bleicher and Sondra 
Mitchell also won singles matches 
for the Aztecs. The Gulls won two 
of the three doubles sets. 
UCSD BASEBALL - UCSD 
gave up seven runs in the first 
three innings and fell to visiting 
Cal State-Dominguez Hills, 10-6, in 
a non-conference game. 
Scott Murray was 2-for-3 with 
two RBI for the Toros (11-3). Dan 
DiMascio (2-for-4, two RBI) and 
Brian Rude (2-for-3) led the Tri-
tons (5-9-1). 
UCSD's leading hitter, Bob 
Natal , was injured before the 
game and will miss al least a 
week. Natal has five home runs 
and 20 RBI for UCSD. 
USD BASEBALL - USO (9-4-1) 
got aoiie-out RBI single from 
Sean Baron in the ninth lo edge 
siting Biola, 3-2, in a non-confer-
Local Br.iefs 
ence game. The Eagles (5-2) lied 
the game in the eighth with two 
out, when an infield fly dropped 
untouched. 
MESA WINS OPENER - Host 
Mesa College (7-2, 1-0) used 13 hits 
to crush Imperial Valley, 17-2, in 
the teams' Pacific Coast Confer-
ence baseball opener. Mike Thom-
as was 4-for-5 with two doubles 
and a three-run home run for the 
Olympians . Shortstop Larry 
Simms added a double and a 
homer for Mesa to back the pitch-
ing of Jeff Oswalt (3-0). 
TRITON TENNIS - The UCSD 
men's tennis team (2-3) swept 
· Point Loma Nazarene, 9-0. r 
TOYA DECREED TOPS -
Toya DeCree, a senior forward on 
the U.S. International University 
women's basketbaH team, has 
been named the West Coast Ath-
letic Conference player of the 
month for February. DeCree aver-
aged 22.9 points in leading the 
Gulls to a perfect 8-0 record and 
the conference championship. 
Senior Steve Kenilvorl of Santa 




en. Cranston uses charter blls
1 
to pl_!t election ·biq into motion I 
. By R~~g;?nessy ' · . 
.was defeated in the 1968 Republican j 
Tribune Staff Writer 
primary. 
Pledging to continue a forward-
Eight Republicans have lined up 
thinking, conscientious and fiscally 
for a chance at running against Cran-
sound tenure as California's senior 
ston in November. Cranston has no 
United States senator, Alan Cranston 
announced .opposition in the June 3 
formally announced his re-election 
primary. 
bid from the steps of a charter bus as 
At the San Diego County Demo-
it departed Coronado this morning. 
cratic Party's annual Jefferson-
Cranston-, a 71-year-old Democrat, 
Jackson ,Dinner Saturday, Cranston 
began his two-day, seven-city swing 
said he expects at least two of the 
through the state with a short drive 
nation's most visible conservative 
from Coronado to the University of 
leaders - Sen. Jesse Helms of North 
Sa.11...rnego caml!llS-, wbe1e'1n! told stu-
- Carolina and Jerry Falwell, founder 
den~king further ahead 
of the Moral Majority :- to try to 
than the next election. 
assist his opposition. He_ predicted 
"I will continue to resist mindless 
the two will oppose him for his own 
slashes in vital domestic programs 
opposition to the South African poli- , 
. that would devastate our schools and 
cy of apartheid. _. 
laboratories," he said. "We cannot 
''The people of California don't 
and we must not fight a budget defi-
--• want a senator 
approved by, en- ' 
cit by taking books from our stu-
dorsed by or aligned with Sen. Jesse 
dents, food from the hungry and 
SEN. CRANSTON · Helms," Cra
nston said, noting that 
health care from the sick." L
aunches drive for 4t
h term · Helms has filibustered measur
es in-
He railed against "military over- · on the
 California ec~nomy. It diverts tended to i
mpose economic sanctions 
spending and overkill," saying "Cali- brai
n power and investments that · against S
outh Africa and "denounced 
fornians understand that waste in de- are 
central to our prosperity in the me pers
onally" for opposing apar-
fense endangers the lives of fighting 1990
s and beyond,"lie said. theid. 
men and women and weakens the de- C
ranston, a former state control- Of Fa
lwell, Cranston said, "I ex-
fense of the nation .. , ler, 
,has served three terms as ·a pect he 
will oppose me and I wel-
"The diversion of resources to the Qiemb
er of the United States Senate. come that 
opposition ·7 We . have 
Pentagon is not a boon but a brake He 
replaced Thomas Kuchel who Please se
e CRANSTON, 10 









every right and the duty to respond 
when he calls Bishop Desmond Tutu 
a phony." Cranston was responding 
to Falwell's criticism in August of 
the Nobel laureate clergyman from 
South Africa. 
Cranston also assailed other noted 
conservative leaders, in particular 
two secretaries of the interior under 
President Reagan, during his re-
marks to both the USD students and 
area Democrats. 
"Five years ago, when James Watt 
wanted to sell off . our national re-
sources to the highest bidder, we or-
ganized; we fought and we stopped 
James Watt in his tracks . . . 
"Now we are fighting ... efforts to 
ravage our coastline by offshore 
drilling in the wrong places. We'll 
stop Donald Hodel just as we stopped 
Watt," he said. 
"I have always been an environ-
mentalist," he said. He said he is 
leading the fight to enact tough laws 
to clean up toxic ~te dumps, regu-
late transport of toxic chemicals and 
to punish polluters. 
Cranston said his priorities are 
working t<? bring an end to the arms 
race, fostering new economic growth 
for the state and country, and provid-
ing better education for American 
children, stabiJity to families and 
protection to American natural re:-
sour<:es. , , . . 
Cranston also told the Jefferson- , 
Jackson audience that the Democrat-
ic Party has been unfairly criticized 
as one promoting economic stagna-
tion. · 
Of such critics, he said: "Let them 
· watch the economic vitality of Los 
Angeles under Tom Bradley. Let 
them watch the economic_ vitality of 
San Francisco under Dianne Fein-
stein. And let them watch the coming 
burst of economic vibrancy in San 
Diego under Maureen O'Connor." 
Those laudatory words weren't 
heard by their intended recipient, 
however. O'Connor and fop-ranking 
members of her campaign commit-
tee left the function before Cranston 
delivered the key-note 'address. 
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Kley citeo the o
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Mahoney, who tried
 running a fut 
food franchioe after
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auto manufacturing
 planL Af\er 11 
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Mahoney came to Kle
y, who helped 
him figure out where 
he belonged. 
Charger quarterbac
k Dan Fout■ 
is the headliner f
or a Celebrity 
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be held Sunday, 1
-5 p.m., at the 
Valley Bowl in E
l C,tjon. More 
than 100 prof ... ion
ol athletee and 
other local celebriti
es are expected 
lo join locale in 
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 and competing 
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iL~f}i-Paw_sat win tourney 3rd tim
e 
;Rick Leach and Tim Pawsat of fo
ur-time winners' are the teams of S
DSU. Admission is $7.50 and $5. For 
U~C won the Pacific Coast Men's 
Maurice McLaughlin and Thomas 
information, call 692-4162. 
Doubles Championships yesterday 
Bundy, and Howard and Robert Kin-
for the third time in five years, 
sey. _J
 
defeating Stanford's Jim Grabb and 
0an Goldie 7-6, 6-2. 
: After losing to Boris Becker and 
SJpbodan Zivojinovic Thursday in the 
second round of the Pilot Pen Classic 
in La Quinta, Leach and Pawsat de- , 
cided to play in the doubles champi-
onships at La Jolla Beach and Tennis 
Club. 
:They defeated Doug Sachs and 
Kelly Jones of Pepperdine 6-3, 6-4 in 
the semifinals yesterday and did not 
•· lose a set in the 64-team tournament. 
• • • 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
USD's women's basketball team lost 
73-87 to Iona in last night's fourth-
place game of the Northern Lights 
Invitational tournament in Ancho-
rage,. Alaska. 
• • • 
SURFING - San Diegan David 
Eggers,. 16, won the California Ama-
teur Grand Prix Surfing Champion-
ships yesterday at Carlsbad. Todd 
Jacobs of Hermosa Beach was sec-
ond. Peter King of La Jolla was 
third. 
• ■ • 
,In 1972, the pair won the National 
Indoors, Hardcourt, Clay Court and 
Uie Nationals. They won the Pacific 
CQast doubles - the second-o)dest 
tqurnament west of the Mississippi 
- in 1982 and 1983. 
:Leach and Pawsat are the first 
USA. OLLEYBALL - Ticket 
sihce 1946 to have their names en-
sales begµi today at Teleseat outlets 
gfaved three times on the tourna-
for an April 1 volleyball match be-
nfent's prestigious trophy. Jack _
tween the U.S. women'~ team and 
~amer and Ted Schroeder won for 
Japan at tJCSD and an April 9 match 
t~e third time that year. The only _ 
b_etween the U.S. men and France at 
' ' 
~,-~~~ co-Co~~v~ ~~! !:~: 
It hasn't taken Hank Egan long to 
make an impact on the USO b et-
ball team and the West · oast Athlet-
ic Conference. 
·Jim Brovelli departed for USF. The 
Toreros finished 16-11 last season 
and, with the 1985-86 schedule almost 
completed, still have a possibility of 
securing an NIT berth. With one game remaining in the 
regular season, the Toreros are W-9 
overall and 8-5 in conference play. A In addition to Egan's award, Scott 
victory in tomorrow's finale against Thompson and Pete Murphy were se-
St. Mary's in Moraga would give lected to the 10-man ~l:WCAC t~. 
USO its most victories ever in NCAA Thom~on, a 7-f<>?t Jumor center, IS 
Diviston I play. ' · averagmg 14.3 pomts a g_ame to le~d 
the team. Murphy, a senior guard, IS 
averaging 12.6. But whatever the outcome, Egan's 
peers already have honored him for 
a job well-done. The Toreros' second-
year coach has been selected WCAC 
c<rCoach of the Year along with Pep-
perdine's Jim Harrick. 
Egan, who came to Alcala f ark 
prior to last season following a 1~ 
year stay at the Air Force Academy, 
For Thompson, it marks the third 
straight year he has received post-
season honors by the conference. He 
was an -All-WCAC choice last year 
with Anthony Reuss and was selected · 4 
the conference's Freshman of the}. 
Year for 1983-84. . . 
( 
Named WCAC 
co-coach of year 
By T.J. Simers 
Staff Writer · 
. University of San Diego basketball 
coac~ Rank Egan was pleased but 
not necessarily overwhelmed yester-
day to learn he had been selected 
West Coast Athletic Conference 
coach of the year with Pepperdine's 
Jim Harrick. 
"I've been in coaching for 20 years, 
and now I have.one trophy; one tro-
phy does not a trophy case make," 
Egan said. "You get ·coach of the 
year honors because your players 
are good." · · 
Egan's players, including center 
Scott Thompson and guard Pete 
Murphy, who were named to the 
coaches' 10-man All-WCAC team yes-
terday, have been good enough this 
season to post an 18-9 record with 
one regular-season game remaining· 
tomorrow night at SL Mary's in 
Moraga. 
One more win, and USO will have 
won more games in Division I than 
any previous Toreros team. One 
more win, and USO also may move 
closer to securing a berth in the 32-
team National Invitation Tourna-
ment, despite losing to Gonzaga last 
Saturday. 
"San Diego and Loyola (Marym-
ount) losing this weekend hurt both of 
them," WCAC commissioner Michael 
Gilleran said yesterday from his San . 
Francisco office. "But the NIT looks 
at more than just wins and losses, 
and both of them are still in there for 
NIT consideration." ' ,, 
"The loss didn't help us," Egan 
said, "but I don't think it buried us. If 
the NIT is looking for somebody 
competitive, we would be ·a good 
team to have in the tournament.' 
Of the 283 teams in ·Di~ision I. 60 
have 18 wins or more, including USO. 
This weekend, the NCAA and NIT . 
will select 96 teams to participate in 
their postseason tournaments. · 
Gilleran said the Ntmay be look-
ing favorably toward lifornia and 
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~ I Continued from D-I'J-.... "'-~ . ting into ~he NIT: So far, . th~ only . scoring (14.3); Murph;·~ rig4; ~hi~d .. D~~;~ 'Polee: 'wll~· ~ver~g~~ 15.;,, 
UCLA as hosts of NIT games.' "The people who have talked to me, about , (12.6). -~, ,' .-'. . 1 • • t • points and .4.2 assists for Pepperdine,; 
best-case scenario," Gilleran said, the NIT have been reporters and .my . ·; as the conference's most valuable 
"would be if Loyola and San Diego wife. My wife asked me what was . "It's nice that Scott and Pete were · player for the second straight year._·. 
were matched against . those two going on about the NIT, and I said I, honored, but I look at this as an 'All Also selected· to 'the· 'all.:Conference 
. teams in the NIT." didn't know." · My Children' thing .. • We . were a · team were: Gonzaga's Jeff Condill, • 
The NIT, will announce its selec• End of conversation, but then yes- team," Egan said. "Scott scored from · Santa Clara's Steve Keiµlvort, Pep- ' 1 
tions for its tournament, which opens · terday afternoon it, was time for . the inside and Pe~ fr9m the outside, .,' perdin.e's Eric White, Portland's: · 
March 13-14, Sunday evening after Egan and bis players to take a bow .. , while others filled their r.oles as ball- · Fred Harris, Loyola's ·Forrest · 
the NCAA has released its 64 teams. It was Egan's peers who awarded ·· handlers and rebounders. There w~re ;. · McKenzie· and Keith · Srajth and S~ 
"From what I've heard, there are him co-coach of the year honors a lot of deserving ballplayers on this · · Mary' ·' Paul Robertson: St Mary's 
more options than a good offense to along with Harrick, who led Pepper- team." 1 1 • Robert Haugen was named freshman 
what might happen with the NIT," dine to the WCAC title with a 12-1 . The WCAC coaches selected guard .. of the year. · ... , · / 
Egan said. · · · mark, and that made the award all ' 
While Egan was willing to talk the more significant. . · \ 
about the NIT yesterday, he would "That's impor,tant," Egan said. 
have preterred to prepare his team "But 'tltere were other years when I 
for two more practices and one more thought I did a good job of coaching 
game. but didn't have a whole lot of wins. 
"It's a good-news, bad-news thing," These kids play well together. They 
• ,Egan said. "The NIT talk is a distrac- have chemistry and mesh together 
tion, but it's also flattering. well, and that's a tribute to them." ~ 
: "We have one more game to play, For Thompson, a junior, it was the 
and you do a lot of things in life just second straight year he has been 
for pride. It's doing something well named to the all-conference team. 
that makes you feel good about your• The 7-footer finlshed strongly, with 
self. When it's all over, then I'll ask , 17.1 points and 7.1 rebounds a game 
the, experts what thev say about get- in February. Thompson leads USO in 






~.bING (l,WI) - Democrat• 
le Sen. Alan Ctamtoa. announcing 
his candidacy for a fourth term, 
refuses to abandon the liberal 
credentials that Republican chal-
lengers hope wW make him vul· 
nerable to defeat In November. 
At atppa In San Qlego, Torr• · 
ance, San Francllco and Redding 
on Monday, Cranston labeled him• 
aelf an euvirolplen~ and • , 
pouse<h'J)N~ttol'bi reminis-
cent of his. failed 1984 presidential 
attempt. ' . . . , 
For the mmt par( his audi-
ences were small at a few dozen 
'people. But the senator said the 
goal of his two-day, seven-city 
trek was to blghllght hll cam-
palgn1stances rather than ·attract 
crowds. Today he visits Sacra-
mento, Fresnq and East1Los -An• 
geles. • . . 
His addresses recalled his early 
opposition to the Vietnam War 
while touching on economic and 
trade themes that advisers hope 
will lure the state's growing num-
ber of conservative voters. But he 
distanced himself from his nine 
GOP challengers by criticizing 
the federal Gramm-Rudman defi-
cit-cutting· law as drastic and 
, unconstitutional. 
"I look forward to the next 
seven months of tough, vigorous 
~. campaigning and to sw~ping vie-
. tory in November," Cranston told 
about 70 supporters at a Redding 
shopping mall . He faces no major 
challenge for his party's nomina-
tion in June. 
"I have certain· basic precepts ·, 
on war and peace and education 
1. that are not changing with the 
passing mood of the electorate or 
changing' t1m ," Cranaton ..told 
an interviewer aboard his chart-
ered campaign plane. 
Cranston, 71, the first California 
Democrat ever elected to three 
six-year Senate terms, said he 
~ has not considered retirement. 
"I think I'll) in as good shape as 
anyone in this campaign," said 
the senator, who began the day by 
running wind sprinlj in front of a 
CBS television camera crew on a 
San Diego beach. 
Addressing about 100 students 
at the University of San Diegolo a 
private, Catholic school, Crans n 
vowed to "work to ban U.S. mili-
tary assistance to all military 
dictatorships and· authoritarian or 
totalitarian governments - of the 
right ,F the left. " 1 f' , 
He later told a small • band of 
· environmedtallsta ,on · a knoll 
above the crubing waves of the 
Santa Monlca·Bay: "We must put 
an end to the arms race be~ It J -
ends the hwnan race." - ., 
r 
Boys Clubs honor . · 
· civic leader Levi 
a!clflt.~o~~ac~eamna , 
broad scope of community service 
organizations, has been chosen as re-
cipient of this year's Golden Ma 
- Award of the Boys Clubs of n 
Diego. . 
!..;. i i, a third-generation member 
· · of a pionee::- San Diego family, is the 
owner of Richard C. Levi Insurance 
and is active in civic affairs, includ- _ 
ing serving as president of the UCSD 
Cancer Center Foundation and as a 
trustee of tb~ La Jolla Cancer Foun~ 
dation. He a1so· has served on the 
boards of the Boys Clubs ~f San 
Diego, the University of San Diego 
Law School, the San Diego Historical~ 
Society and the Musical Arts Foun-
dation and is a past president of the 
UCSD School Qf Medicine Associates. 
He has sen.e4 on the San Diego 
County Council 'Advisory Board of 
the Boy Scouts of America, was a 
founder of the San Diego County 
Child Protection Board and is a past 
president of the San Diego-Yokoha-
,ma Sister City Society. . · 
The award will be presented at a 
dinner at 6 p.m. April 1 at the Town 
and Country Hotel. · 
US~tums to Thompson again trying to impress NIT 
By T.J. Si~s, S1aff Writer ; over Division I competition. almost two hours and ultimately forced USD to change not be too much of a difference," Egan said. "But that's 
MORAGA - He's finishing strongly at a time when This season, USD recorded two victories over Divi- a late-afternoon practice at St. Mary's to 9 p.m. last pretty good considering all our conference opponents 
his basketball team needs him most. sion II foes (St. Ambrose and Alaska-Anchorage). Yes- night. (who dominated the second half of USD's schedule) tried 
And tonight against St. Mary's.J)SD will geed one terday's USA Today ranking of all 283 schools in Divi- "I'm hoping we go back to San Diego and get the to devise defenses just to stop Scott." 
more dominating performance from 7-foot Scott sion I, which is based only on Division I victories and . chance to practice again," said Thompson, whose par- Based on an earlier meeting with St. Mary's, Thomp-
Thompson to assist it in making a lasting impression on' ; tosses; ranked USD 95th with its 16 Division I triumphs. eats and grandparents are making the trip from Sacra- - son and the Toreros should enjoy their regular-season 
National Invitation Tournament officials. · ' A victory over St. Mary's would place USO alongside mento for this game. "We have an outside chance of finale. After fallh,g behind by seven at the half, USD 
Thompson, who has scored 134 points in his last eigh 65 other teams with 17 or more Division I victories. And getting into the NIT, and we're going to go for it, but it rebounded behind Thompson's 17 points and Mark Bos-
games, can leap to 14th on the Toreros' career scorin though other teams have a chance to finish impressively really hasn't been a bad year. No one at USO has any- tic's 16 to beat St. Mary's, 70-61. 
list with 10 points against the Gaels. More ~portantl in a conference tourna~~nt, this will ~ USO's. last thing to be ashamed of." . . . That was st. Mary's' sixth st;aight loss at the time. 
Thompson can help USO (18-9 overall, 8-5 tn the W chance to gather ammumtion for an NIT bid. Thompson, who has scored m double figures m 23 of The Gaels (l0-l6 3.10) since have managed but one vie-Coast Athletic Conference) obtain its 17th victo "I'm trying like heck to coach a basketball team and - USO's 27 games, has scored no fewer than 14 points in tory in four outi~gs. 
against Division I competition. get us a win," said USD coach Hank Egan. "I'll worry his last nine. The junior center has scored 884 career . 
The NCAA will announce its tournament field of ~ • about the rest of the stuff when this game is over." points and has a chance to pass Mike Stockalper (887) "We have to become to~gh~r mentally when plar~g 
teams ~unday, and later in the evening, the NIT wf Egan's task in preparing his team for battle became and Mike Whitmarsh (893) tonight on USD's career list. on_ the road," Egan said . . We 11 have to get aft~r. ~t . m 
select 32 teams. Though overall records look good qo more complicated than necessary yesterday. The "If you took Scott's scoring average from the first half . thJS game and_ put ~verythmg, mcludmg the possibilities 
~r, both tourn~ments put greater stock in victorir Toreros' Qight to Oakland was delayed in San Diego for of the season and the second half, there woul~ probably - of the NIT. aside." ' L 
.. -- . 
UCAJII founder Mlcbael Sham
es bas rrcmt1,· r 
"ll'alchdoa sroup. 





S, Light Stall Writtr 
A T UC
AN. nom,n ,st 
om~n. 
The U1ility Con-
sumers Action Network , a
t 
ballle wilh San Diego Gas
 & 
Electric sin~ its inception
 in 
1983, recently forced the u
tili-
ty company to decrease its
 
· rates by S 137 .6 million, an 
amount that will lower 
customer bills by an avera
ge 
of S4 a mon1h. 
But it was not the organiza•
 
1ion alone. One of lhe key
 
players behind the war so
 iuc-
cessfully waged between lhe
 
UCAN David and a u1ility 
Goliath is Michael Sham<
s, a 
JO-year-old La Jolla lawyer 
with a penchant for serving 
lhe common good . 
.. For whatever reason. 
public interest law imcrcst
s 
mc.•
1 he said in a recent inter-
view in UCAN's small Poin
t 
Loma office. 
n a way. Shames began his 
public in1ercs1 career in a N
ew 
York s1a1e high school 
whet• - when learning abou
l 
th• bicycle death of a 
t!md - he ini1ia1ed a cou
nty-
?ld• drive for 1he cstablish-
mmt of a bike palh . 
gram, but nothina ma1eria
lized 
in lhe South, where he wanled
 
to Slay. So be worked as a
 
waiter in San Diego while 
also 





- A subscqu1:nt stint in Dal
las, 
Focusing In 
0 Evcr since. (publ.ic interes
t 
concerns) were in my bloo
d,., 
hamcs said . .. There arc so
me 
intangible rewirds in help
ing 
somebody 01her than 
yourself." 
Af1er completion of his 
undergraduate work in 
poli1ical science and en-
vironmental sciences at 
, ~• volunteered 
for 
work uniter lhe VISTA pro
-
where be served as a conduil 




netted him sufficient fund
s 10 
murn 10 San Diqo and b
egin 
bis law s1udies at 1h0Jd!liw
si-
1y of San Dieao. · 
From the very ltarl , he 
made ii clear to bis profes
sors 
1ba1 be was intcresl•d in w
ork-
ing for the general Jood. F
or 
staners, he was working for 
the school's Center for Pu
blic 
- In I crest Law. 
As parl of the job, he 
covered lhe ~i1ics
 
... commission in Sacramen
to 




the lack of consumer grou
ps," 
said Shames, who finally 
decided 10 fill the void . "In
 a 
way, I called their bluff.
" 
Shames go1 the go-ahead 
signal from the PUC and 
USO 
and charged righl ahead. 
Let-
ters were sent to politician
s 
and community poups to 
in-
form 1hem about UCAN's
 
planned structure and wat
-
chdog functions . Af1er tw
o 
years of work and endless
 
hearings; Shames gol UCA
N 
es1ablished - with then ' 
Mayor Roger Hedgecock 
on 
the board of directors. To
day, 
ii has 60,000 members, a good 
Please Stt roqus, C4 
Continued from Cl 
number of them SDG&E employees and shareholders. 
A survey conducted by SOG&E in 1981 showed that an overwhelming majority or iu cus1 omcrs were not pleased with the company. "And how do you do business with a company when 75 percent or your customers hate you7" Shames said . 
The negative groundswell against SDG&E. naturally helped UCAN to get on its feet financial-ly . "We raised $350,000 withinL the first year because of the sim-mering discontent ," Shames said . "It was unheard of." 
In 1983, the newly formed group received permission from the PUC to insert its material into SDG&E mailings to some 800,000 customers, a fact that did not only make its existence known but also serve<J as a perfect way to raise funds. SDG&E immediately appealed the PUC's decision and has forc--ed UCAN to use canvassers for the sqlicitation of funds . 
By the end of 1984, when UCAN' really started functionin11 as a watchdog, Shames had had his share of utility concerns. He entered a law practice with other young attorneys, spccializin11 in personal injury and ad-ministrative cases, but also took ' time off to become campai11n director for Robert Simmons, a law professor from the University of San Diego who ran - and lost - against Bill Lowery. 
Small wonder then that Shames came back to UCAN as an interim executive director last fall after being asked by its nine-member board to replace the cur-rent director until a new one could be found . He also had heard "reports from UCAN peo-ple that bothered me," including repons on monetary difficulties and too much litigation. 
Shortly after his return, the PUC issued its rate decrease rul-ing, a process that was staned in October 1984. At that time, UCAN had initiated a process designed to lower SDG&E rates and oppose its request for a rate increase of S 160 million for three consecutive years. The company argued that innation, increased oil costs and an increase on the return to their shareholders war-ranted such Bl) increase, Shames said. 
Even more surprising was the manner in which the PUC for-mulated its decision. "It always is kind in its language," Shames said, "but this time it was stron11 ·wording" with alleaationa /'against SDG&E. / 
The excas funds have · pro-mpted SOO&E to look into diver-sification, 1 concept that "c:,n be done leaally, but makca 111 1ub-s id i z e unfair bu1ine11 propositions. 
"We want to know every transfer of assets," Shames said. · Shames currently la awaltina a . decision , from the PUC on whether SDG&E actually can diversify. But · should the out-come be neaative, Shames un-doubtedly will find a poaitiw: angle. 
The recent California Supreme Coun decision on inacns, for in-stance, 1•1a 110t areat," he said, "but it's not real bad. It probably will permit access (to coatoincn), except not in the IIUDC ' way (u before)." UCAN can no lonaer include controversial material in SDG&E envelopes, but can 1till "let (customers) know about our existence." 
As pan or his job, Shames aJao trains canvasscn and advi1e1 con-sumers on complalnli they have 111ainst SOO&E. ' 
But he plans ■11ain to leave UCAN once the board baa found 1 new cxccu!ive director. He still is not sure whether he wants to work for the city, 11 an attorney on land-use issues or small business, but then hi• decision to leave may chanae after all. 
"I have somewhat or a mater-nal link to UCAN," Shamel llid. 
. I 
.~fzeady to ,ft:(!~p.l~:'}!P: :Mfi'ih ·;NQ)!}~;:::Nlrp/.\-
IF YOU'RE
 a 'college ~asketball fan - us," Rev. Cahill says.
 1, ·1,I ,,. , .,,- 11 ;,_ • a .~ ,Angeles _school tha
t defeated ·a. Sari ,_., You shouldn't~' Hank. 'It was a fine
 year.1 
· and ;!'!10· al"OU!'d. ·b~ 1 isn't;,-eh? ,_ th~ 
1 , ., <The Strikes .to which he is referring merely Du~gQ
;sch~\ ,,w1ce and finis~ed ahead:of .i..t in,.:. ~ e,aQilS you
 ' can beat like 'veal cl.ttle'ts will 
.~ "~ lyour,.-b1g-1weekeadifl!fomorrow• is •,-\ llf'e facts
:-·Tfn~"Toreros finished.,third: in the , ct!Je eoqf-,rence. 
110 ?.ll\ 'l~ n,rw, •r, rt ..... • :-·<-r:1 ;make th C~As. • 
. , • · 
the day when the NCAA picks about 62 East WCAC
 behind Pepperdine ...,. ·•which: will ~ -'l Why-not.ta
ke them both, you say? Well, thiB·,'i,l , 1,,11t · • 1 n ~i·,u~
, r '!'111 •~ , ... . f -·:·• , :.1·
1 
Coast clubs· to fill it& 64-team I tournament. 
1 •. • 
is a New York tournament. Most of the peo-: , 
- . 'J '·! • • • • " , ·:;_ :, 
Parochlal or"llo4 it remains the finest-sport-
1 ple in the· world - let alone on the island of ·' 
. : · · -.~ . • ~ • · : 
Ing event in America. ~ 
· '. Manhattan ·_ ·never have even heard o
f the ,· -~ Mea~whll~, the NC~ is gettmg,-eady t<r 
Mea~while, the National Invitation Tour-
"· • , ,t, , "' :.~1~~• 1WCAC,.muchJess I,oyo)a;Marymount and our , ma~~ its ,big ~J:~n~hoJ1 .. tQW.Qn;Q:«, _a(ter-, 
_namen . ~nc~ the Valhalla of the college • 
bluoi.f 111 lb · IJ& ;-guys:J"f.j.; USD::suddtplY cou1d
1Jchatt~· ib( last fi, JW9P.f1t ~iCl\U; Wll~.9Jl..~~.w~••i ,W.W .an
 
game, now gets the CAArs,lefto ers.~Aiid I - -~ 
can· e· - n ' ~-W initial t01 fFt -whi<1J'-woull makel t far-mere-> ,u;~~e tbe,,~ ,,.for l~, t9,~a~ent.• The 
notice that l}SD just sitting around on its 19-9 '-
'-;;._-----~ ,i I famous USF, Jhen m
aybe i( would' have a . a_nd the,networkitrea
t. this like nation-
record, is hoping for an NIT bid. . 
, 1 · , • chance. .. •. 
· ' . al election returns., ,You1 expect to
 see D~n· 
It might be wise for Rev: Patrick Cahill, · receive an auto
matic NCAA ticket ·- and "I ·know . what .Yo
u're ·saying'' rToreros Ra
ther. Instead, _w.e get Gary ,Bender, (is ., 
the '.l'oreros athletic director, to say novenas Loyola
 Marymount. On top I of, this, , Loyola \ 
1coach Hank Egan says. "I thipk ~we 'have a• Brent 
Musburger dl,-or ~ha_t?). . - · · 
throughout the night' and on through tomor-· Marym
ount hyice defeated USD this season. · very slim cha
nce, ·at best. '•;· · ' ' :, ., .. ' .~ "r ''This is'. the' only 
time in sports where the . ' 
row. I.don't want to intimate that things look It is tr
ue that the San Diegans finished with "The only th
ing I'feel bad about is that' we actual announcemen
t'of hard news comes·on -
bleak for USD, but, what the heck, .I ,will. ·u 1 a better oyerall record
 than·the Lions (18-10) , had a good basketball team
 this year. 'And live television," says Len DeLuca, director of 
USQ ,mates 'it, we can assume Rev. Cahill , and that th
ey had the .tougher schedule. But now, with all .this
 talk about the NIT, it's like program planning for c
ollege sports on CBS. 
was busy with bis rosary beads. , it's di
ffi~lt to believe that the NIT fol~ - · ' the· whole seas
on will. be · a mess if we don't · 
1What's bard about it, Len7lf:'' ...,, 1 : ... 
''I'm afraid we have two strikes against· with·32 t
eams to pick - ' are going to pass on , make it. I don't see it 
that way." Please see CANEPA, B-7 
,.. ' 
.. 
• - . • ' '. ' • 111 
• 
·~~~ to NIT: USD's 
• ,~ 
f T6r~rOS (f9;.9)'~re -~Y,anatile· From Tribune •rid Wire Reports · though the Waves · already had clinched the The USO men's ketball team, hoping to WCAC title. land mv1ta 10n to--the National Invitation The Waves finished the regular season with Tournament, did everything it could to catch an 87-82 victory over Loyola Marymount last the selectio~ committee's attention last night night at Malibu. The victory gave the Waves a in Moraga. · , Juniot center Scott Thompson scored 19 points and guard Pete Murphy added 14 to lead USO to an 83-53 victory over Sl Mary's in the roreros' WCAC finale. USO (19-9, 9-5) brok(!. the game open early, ,utscoring the Gaels 41-14 in the fmal 15 min: 1tes of the first half. Thompson led the charge vith 15 points. · · ' · 
So now all the Toreros can do is wait and >pe for a phone call from the NIT. The NIT ill ~ounce its 32-~m field Sunday night, 'ter the NCAA· names its 64-team field. Elsewhere in the WCAC: 
Peppenline 87, Loyola 82 · I'here was no letdown by Pepperdine, ~ven_ 
WCAC 
season-ending, nine-game winning streak. Pepperdine guard Dwayne Polee scored 24 points and keyed a decisive six-point spu_rt in the fi~al 2½ minutes. The game was tied ,at 75 . with ·2:35 to play before Polee hit two free throws to give the Waves a lead they would not relinquish. 
· After Grant Gondrezick, who had 21 points, added two free throws, Polee stole the ball and scored on a slam dunk that made the score 81-75 with 1:41' left. 
Loyola Marymount, which led by as many as 
seven in the first half and 48-46 at halftime, , play. McPhee; who finished with · u points, 
had tied the game at 75-all on an 18-foot jump- gave the Bulldogs tfieir final margin of victory · 
er by Mike Yoest, who had 23 points .for the · by hitting a free t4row'awarded on a technical 
Lions. · , : , when Portland, with . no timeouts left, called . 
Forrest .McKenzie scored 28 points,.to lead timeout anyway. ' ·'. · . 
Loyola Marymount, which wound up 10-4 in - . Portland finished the' season• HO in confer- · 
. conference, 18-10 overall. , ence and 13-Woverall. Gonzaga, of Spokane, 
· The victory was Pepperdine's 28th straight Wash., is 8-6 in the conference c!nd 15-13 over-
at Firestone Fieldhouse. all. • · · · Gonzaga 54, Portiand 52 · Santa Clara 72, San Francisco 55 
Senior guard Jeff Condill scored 20 points, Senior . forward Steve Kenilvort scored a 
including two on a layup with four seconds to . ga~e-high 19 points and guard Ken Mulkey 
play, 'to lift Gonzaga t'o a WCAC .'victory in added 10 points to lead the Broncos' in. San 
Portland. 
Francisco. · Gonzaga's Jim McPhee hit a jump shot wih USF, which revived its basketba·ll program 
, 3:24 to play in the game to put the Bulldogs this season after a three-year layoff, finished 7- . 
1 
ahead 51-50. The next score came with 10 sec- . 21, with a 2-12 WCAC mark. Santa Clara fin-
onds to play, ..yhen Portland's Fred Harris hit a ished 7-7 in the conference, 12-16 for all games ... 
17-footer to put the Pilots ahead 52-51. Forward Anthony Mann led San Francisco 
1 
Condill responded by dri"'.ing the length of with 18 points, making nine 'of 15 shots from \ 
the court for his layup with· four seconds to • the field, while guard Robbie Grigsby added 10. 
. . 
. . '· /, 
Torer'~~-heat 
' . & 
.. Aztec&-111· 1 o· 
USD's b~seb;ii~ defeated 
SDSU 6-5 in io-~ngi yesterday at 
USO. . ·:t\.~ . ; . . . 
The Aztecs· ~. !bl /lame in the · 
ninth with a solo'. .boQ'er · by Deron 
Jo~n Jr. an~.~~ ,,if.tible by Bob 
Parry that <frove "°~·_pjnch-runner 
Tom LeVasseJr. ' . "<'J ·. ' . 
. Toreros center '.fielder Dave Jacas 
scored the Wllllii~g ~ 6n· a_ double · 
by Robbie Rog~ .. ' ':, ?:: 1 . - • 
.. Brian Tbaree pitc~he Dint~ and 
10th innings, _earning JJis first victory. · 
Rusty Elsber'ry \~~"!ft~ !~ for the 
Aztecs. ·· . . ... , / . . ,···· 
I • • • ~ . • f ••, ' ... , ; ·: 
~ .,"' #, / ~ 
·tJnCaged 
g6~tf0n ra--
. . ~ . ' 
Trounce Gaels 83-53 fi 9th victory 
await Sunday night's d ion by NIT · 
By T.J. Simers 
Staff Writer WCAC I 
MORAGA - The University of San .• 
Diego men's basketball team seelc- .J Final standings 
ing the attention of the Nation~! Invi- -T-••-m~-~-------tat' T Overall Con. 
100 ournament, flashed an over- Pepp!lidine 25•4 13• 1 
powering finishing kick to its regular 
season last night by drubbing St. 
Mary's, 83-53, in McKean Pavilion. 
l~or.,,~ 'while, tholh, the Torero~_ 
, W~f~P t- ure , ~~Y. oulct I ml\i~ ,,i 
Loyola · 18-10 10-4 ,. 
Toreros 19-9 9-5 
. Gonzaga 15-13 8-6 
Sant~Ofara ◄ • 12-18 7-7 
P~rufnt · tij ~3-115" ◄ 4.?6' hA 
St. Mary's 1 -17 
here. ln getting ea to leave their 
hotel for the gal{e last night, eight of 
US~layers, including four start-
ers, ~ere stranded ori an elevator lor 
more than 30 minule!. · ·, . ,..._.--:'•·""·~~--,_.....'-".__ ___ _J 
·"I. heard them ' screaming ·and I'll tell you I'm.not completely objec-
pushing the alarm, but I was .on a tive, but I'd vote for us, hands down." 
different elevator," said USO start- "Wflre going to practice Friday," 
ing guard Pe_t'e Murphy. Thompson said, "and hope we get 
"It was scary; a couple of guys into the NIT.~' 
wen; gasping for air," said 7-foot . Th91!1pson, playing in front, of his 
center Scott Thompson, who· was pare~ and gt~dparents, eventual_-
jam~ed into the elevator'. "They ly ~ame the man everyone was 
couldn't get us out; we finally had to watchmg last night. He flipped in 15 
climb out the top." • · . • • ,.._ first-half points to stake the Toreros 
Once uncaged, the To~er:os.we'nt on . to a 49-22 halftime lead and, playing 
a rampage, piling up a ·21-point half- .. only part time in the final 20 min-
time lead before finishing on cruise utes, finished with 19. 
control with their reserves. ' "The I coach wanted us. to take · it 
"That's as. good as we can play," ri~ht at them early in the . game," 
said USO coach Hank Egan. . . said Thompson, who scored eight of 
. The victory gave the Toreros (19-9) ' USD's first 14 points. . " .· 1 · 
their most wins ever as a Division I · "We' played well on both ends of 
school, and their 9-5 West Coast Ath- the urt," Murphy said after scoring 
letic Conferenc~ mark· plat!e-d them . 14 P lnts. :;The loss_ a\ Gonzaga last 
third behind 13-1 Pepperdine and 10-4 weeKend put us in a bind, but ·hope-
Loyola. fully ,,after this game '. the NIT will 
Loyola, too, is courti~g the.favor of sti.~l look at _us." . I : ~ 
·j 




the NIT, but the Lions lost to Pepper- I{~n Diego does get in," said St. 
dine last night 87-82. That gave USO Marfs coach Bill Oa~es, "~ think 
a 19-9 to 18-10 overall record advan- · they.would do really well." ' · 
tage over the Lions. The NIT will Mercifully for Oates .and St. 
announce its 32-team field Sunday Mary's, the season is over. The half-
evening after the NCAA's naming of. time show, ,~eaturing the Belles of St. i-. 




''.I don't have the foggiest -idea of the only highlight of the evening for r 
what the story is with the NIT," said the ho~etown _faithful. -USD, with its . 1. 
Egan, who never·has coached a post- 49 first-half points,: had ,its biggest , 
season toU1'1lament ie~in._ "People , scoring ~alf of !.11~. ye7i·· .,· j ~ _ 
tell me we have an outside shot. Now · ~ ,,.,.See USO on P ge C-3 ; 
... .i ... --- '. - • 
I 
·;- : . outs 
f ~t. Mary'~f 
Continued from C-1 
The Toreros used 11 players in the , 
first 'tlalf and played all 12 in the 
second half to ease up on the Gaels. 
USO sophomore reserve center Jim 
PEtlton, making his four shots last 
night, finished the season 12-for-12 
from the field. 
though Pelton gets the chance to 
re£urn, there is no way of telling if 
the same can be said for Oates. St. 
M4ry's, ·which fired footbafl coach 
Joe DeLuca this week, may be look-
ing at Oates now. The Gaels lost 10 of 
thtir final 11 games to finish 10-17 
and 3-11 in the WCAC. 
the Gaels had stayed within four 
polnts pf the Toreros midway 
thmugh the first half, but then USO 
weht on a 21-4 binge to take a 39-18 
Ieid. , . ;. _ ... : ~ ·-~~· · ' 
\JSO, ranked 10th in the ·nation in 
fieJd-goal defense with a season 
mark ·of 42.5 ·percent, improved its · 
:;tatistics· by limiting St. Mary's to 39 
percent last night. 
. Robert Haugen, who led the nation 
in '.field-goal shooting before playing 
., U$P earlier this season, was befud- ' 
died once again by the Toreros' de-
fense. Haugen; the WCAC freshman 
of the year, set a St. Mary's record by 
hitting 65.2 percent of his shots, but 
against USO this season Haugen was 
2-for-6. · ., · 
"We weren't really doing anything 
different on him," Egan said. "It was 
just good defense." 
It was aiso a great way to end a 
season for the Toreros - NIT bid or 
not. ·• . 
"That's what I told our kids," ·said 
Egan. •~It's _a, g~ way t.o finis~."r~/ 






The Univ~it>' of San Diego 
avenged last Wednesday's 12-1 
loss at San Diego State with a 6-5 
victory at home yesterday in 10 
innings. 
Torero center fielder Dave 
Jacas singled, was sacrificed to 
second and scored the winning 
run on Robbie Rogers' line double 
· over a diving Eric Wood in center 
. field. , 
The Aztecs (7-4) tied the game 
in the ninth when Deron Johnson 
Jr. hit a solo homer and Bob 
. · Parry doubled down the• right- "' 
field line to score pinch-runner 
Tom LeVasseur. 
Brian Tharpe pitched the ninth 
and 10th innings to gain his first 
decision. Rusty Elsberry took the 
loss. 
USIU 5, Cbapman, _ USIU (4· 
16) led by 5-0 going into the top of 
the ninth inning but had to throw 
out the potential tying run at the 
plate with two out to defeat visit-
. ing Chapman. The Panthers (6- 11) 
had rallied with a double, two si n- ( 
gles, a walk and an error. Gulls 
catcher Mark Waters had three 
RBI, and Chris Bolte hit a solo 
home run, his first of the season, 
in the seventh. Mike Poteet (2-4) 
went eight innings. 
Santa Ana 10, MiraCosta 6 -
MiraCosta led by 1-0 in the top of 
. the first but gave up 10 runs in the 
next four _innings. Greg Garman 
(0-2) took the loss; and MiraCosta 
fell to 3-6. 
SDSU VOLLEYBALL - Adam 
·Johnson of Southern Cal made 20 
·kills to lead the second-ranked 
Trojans to a 15-9, 15-8, 15-6 victory 
over San Diego State at Peterson 
Gym. San Diego State's John 
Eddo and John Forrest contribut-
ed 17 and 16 kills, respectively . 
. The 10th-ranked Aztecs dropped 
to 6-7 overall and 5-6 in the Cali• 
fornia Intetcollegiate Volleyball 
-Association. 
UCSD TENNIS - The Tritons 
,men's team defeated visiting Cal 
Poly Pomona, 6-3. Mark Sandknop 
gave the Tritons (3-3) a 5-1 advan-
tage after he won his No. 2 singles 
match. ' · 
MESi GOtF - The Mesa 1 
men's team (378 points) swept 
four of the top five places in 
defeating ~ost San Bernardino 
Valley (390) and Mt. San Antonio 
(440) yesterday. Three Olympians, 
Scott Buchanon, Scott Wbitmayer 
and Steve Janke, shared the low 
of 75. John Kennedy was fifth for 
the Olympians at 76, and Ray 
Babcock shot 77. 
1/ 
. . kers·_keep Toreros .. " _ ·- 1 
~ . ~ 
-By Tl. Sime;, ;:. '\'"l _be sa'.id a call .,;o ming - if Egan spent time lobbying with Egan worked tliey _could not do on • 
l&al( """' · · , we are chosen - at 6, t or 8 p.m." • Portland coach Jack Avina, who is a. pbon~ U! spo information • _ ~ · ':.. . · ' , : 
: Tbe tfaUooal Invitation Touma- USO coach Hanr Egan, who bas member of a West Coast advising rector Jed Goieii prepared a "season , 'Tm _ afrafd we liave es 
ment C9Dftrmed yesterday that the scheduled a s p.m Sunlav actlce, ' committee to 'the NIT. " _ hlghli~ packet to be sent by Fed- · against ust Cahill said. ' ~ . 
University of SaiLJ)iego basketball was also on ' the · rday, "I just told Jack, 'Remember us.' I era! EJpress to each member of the third behind Loyola; who w~ second 
is being considered for the 32- aeeking advice fro '85 know it's a slim chance, but there is a committee last nlghl in the conference, and they peat us 
~ tourney. , lm' runner-up Bob · • chance because the NIT told us w-; after recording a ». ,twice. Of course we w games 
, ~ asked and I told by Paul ana's coach. ~ are being considered," Egan said. . )>O Sl' Mary's Wednesdq and won more Division than : 
Clark (the NIT• chief administrator) "He told me to "Frankly, rm very high on San 1~11 f!>r the season and µiey di~" c · • · 
thaf we are being considered," said people on the NIT Diego," Avina said. "They beat the ~s Coast Athletic Confer: The lJons, 18-1~ and WCAC 
tbe Rev: Patrick Cahill, USD's athlet- press my feelings o hell out of us twice this season; I hap- g _for NIT attention; play, defeated the Toreros, ?2-70 and 
le. illrectot "I pve-):lm the number said. "He said don't pen to think they are one of the bet- may first have to beat 67-59 during the re'3ar sedOn and 
1'.1iere I could be reactied Sunday and ~t, so I "!'On'L" , ter teams around.", t, somethi .See USO on age 
' ~. - - . ·---- ~ ' '.: 
; U~P; Looking for some help I'\ 4 to2inoed from E-1 Northern Arizona ($'78 round,trip air- 1 d' · · fare plus a bus ride to Flagstaff), -1 also are courting the powers that be UCLA, Cal, Wyoming ($98 roundtrip in tile NIT, . airfare to-I:>enver and a bustrip) and _ · Neither Lo~la ~or USD will host - BYU and Utah {$l58 roundU:iP,. air- • .I NIT game 1f se ected because of fare) would offer . th~ their best an . . . ' - . 1 . <:hances of playing m the NIT. · the size of their gyms, and they wll "Ha t ill tr el ,. · d not ~ -matched against teams they - ~e ,earn, . w a~ . .' - sai hav«: already played. After the NIT Egan. 'Yi~ 11 go anywhere. · ~ • picks 16 teams with good-sized are- T_eams expected to contend nas, the selection committee will at- ~gamst USD as NIT t~vel partners -- tempt to match teams to tournament include Loyola, UC-I~e, San Jose it that will result in inexpensive state and Eastern Washington. . 1 
3 
a~el 
· Last year, the NIT sel~ted five 
tr _ · 
. . teams from the West: Fresno State, 
After doing some checking, and _ Montana, New Mexico, Santa !]ara 
eom paring · some records, the (from the WCAC) and UCLA, .which _._ 
-~!_oreros discovered that games at · went on to win the tournament. · • . J 
I 
..,..-- -.---- ---- -----r----~ . .,......,.........--,.-- --
··, ·*Canepa·......-~-------------------·· 
ContinuedFrgmJJ-'1 :;L"\SJ So, what the heck. If you're that 56 teams, the closer you get to 64, it Maryland, the computer sa~s,' had : 
Not-tha't it will matter to us, any- desperate to know what's going on gets harder and harder. They all look the toughest schedule overall .. The 
1 
way. If you're 011 cable, you aren't tomorrow, send a check to Easter alike. It's like splitting hairs." T'erps' non-conference schedule 
going to see it here. Chi. 8, CBS's Seals and turn on ESPN. It's nice to know, ·Dick, that there ranked 11th, but coupled with their 
local affiliate, won't show it at any ■ ■ ■ are at least 55 remarkable college ACC games, they moved to No. 1. 
time tomorrow because the Easter basketball teams in the United , Here are the 10 teams 'with the 
Seals Telethon will be running during I was reading the other day where States. The way you put it, Manhat- , toughest· overall schedules, accord-
. that period. the Atlantic .Coast Conference will tan College, r_anked dead last in ing to the NCAA: Maryland, Louis-
.. CbL8, you are officially pardoned send as many as six teams to the · America, may be on pins and needles ville, ~rgia Tech, Cincinnati, Prov-
here. Of course, there will be com- NCAA Tournament. And you can de- tomorrow awaiting its bid. 
plainers. pend on the Big East - that made- After al~ they all look alike. SidtaenteceMi, · ~ahi~• Wdakce Forest· t, t.Iowa • 
"Oh, yeah," says one Chl. 8 spokes- for-TV basketball conference - hav- , ■ ■ ■ . , , . ,.-· , . , c gan an onnec icu , · 
man. "We'll get complaints. We're al- ing its share. 1 Here are the 10 schools with the 
ready_ hearing about not showing the Sounds fair to me. As you may or may, not know, the most difficult non-conference sched-
Michigan-Indiana game (today), even Dick Schultz, who chairs the selection committee now puts great ules: Louisville, New Mexico State, 
though there's nothing we can do NCAA's Basketball Selection Com- stock in strength of schedule. ,That's St. · Bonaventure, St. Joseph's (Pa.), 
a~ut it. The network isn't feeding it mittee, claims that sentiment will be why San Diego State coach Smokey UCLA, · Kent State, Cincinnati, Kan-
to us." no factor in ~hoosing the 6-4-team Gaines - whose team would riot sas, Middle Tennessee and Georgia 
iESPN is the real home of this tour- tournament.- . have made the NCAAs last year had Tech. • , 
nament, anyway. CBS doesn't jump According to Schultz, a team such it not won the WAC Tournament, de- In getting to the tournament, 
in,until the crunch comes later on. If as Villanova, last year's national spite a 23-win season - scheduled Louisville .not only played Memphis 
you take college hoops in the veins, champion, will "have to earn it," more difficult teams this winter. State and Virgina Tech twice in the 
ESPN's the place for you. The cable The Wildcats, who have won more I understand that according to Metro Conference, but also had to 
network,_ which reaches 37 million than 20 games in the Big East, have NCAA computers, Louisville has had see Kansas (twice), St. John's, Ken-
homes, will have televised 2~ confer- earned it. Poor example, Dick. Be- the most difficult non-conference tucky, Syracuse, Indiana, Purdue, 
ence playoff games by tomorrow, 22 sides, if they don't make it, they may schedule this season. In other words, UCLA, North Carolina State and De-
of them live. ESPN also will bring us go to the NIT and take on USD. the Cardinals, playing extremely Paul. · - · J 
21 NCAA ·Tournament affairs, 12 of Yeah, and I'm John Wooden. well now, anyway, would be a lock Now that's a major college sched-
them live, beginning next Thursday. Adds Schultz: "Once you get the 55- with just a decent season. ule. Smokey, get on the"phone. - . . 1·. -. . ) 
I 
Tlibane,taff~ 
USD COACH~ EGAN IS HOPING TO HEAR FROM 
.,. -.·, .. 
:rr 
Anxious for ·bid, ·Toreros wait and hope j 
By T.R. Reinman Ille WCAC title. To get into postse3!00 play. U'f belped the NIT selectors. 
Tlibvae Spo,u,,r/t<t' & BOW' does J-for-5 strike you? At leut the city '11'1 unfortunate.• says Egan, "became since we , 
First, a little conjecture. Realistically, what are , title belong, to USO. came so close, people might forget wbat we ac- : 
.USO'• cb•nce:, of getting an invitation to the Nm "I wouldn't say It wu a disappointing season," cmiplJshed." : 
"I don't know,• says USO coach Bank Egan. "I M b f thr k tors (swingman Ila-e's a quiet reminder: . · : says urp Y, one O ee ey sen . lf'l'lle ghost of • Jim who?" : 
donWba't lmot hwe doesbow i~:~~t It's all right to do•a MarttbeBostic and reserv) "We ftillorw:eelrd J:iesa~f:! "We came out and played so well with Coaclt : 
are other two . e s ,, g F.ca'• method," says Leonard. "We were in every , 
little campaigning, and he's done that much. because we gave all we bad. We just lost a lot of PIIII we played well, and that was just about :, 
"I left messages with some people In New Yon, -· close ones.• ba Is led f • 
saying that we'd be very Interested In coming,• ' Says Thompson: "That was the difference be- ""1 oae of them. We lmow w t upec O , 
't · fresbm h ffllJOOO. We should only improve nut year.• ; says Egan. "Coming. became we sure aren gomc . tween this year and my an year, w en we :t"•an: "I certainly wouldn't say 'Jim who?,' ,
1 to host a game." went to the NCAA. We won the close ones then." ""' 
But while USD finished at 1~9. Its best-evet But, says Egan, who shared the WCAC Coach of 1111& getting-to-know-you period Is over.• 1
• 
Division I record, the Toreros allo flnlsbed third ii • the Year honor with Pepperdine's Jim Barrick, "I ■ fte development ol'l'bompson. · 
the WCAC, behind Pepperdine. which will go I# don't think you get 19 wins and call it disappoint· TIii WCAC Freshman of the Year two.._ I 
the NCAA as the cooference cbamp_ ion. and Loyo,_ ina oo matter wba_t happens with the NIT. It was ago 11d an all-conference selection since then, the • 
and f1nislled ., f ood 7-foat Thompson led the Toren11 In scoring and ! la Marymount, which beat USD twice a !leal!On where there were a lot o g games rebalnding again this .... , but really bloaomed ,, 
at 11-10. , , and some bad ones. Unfortunately, tbe bad ones llfli.il tbe sea.,on. ,- • • 
"Bmmm, • uys Egan wbell reminded of ~ were so close, so1.bere'll be a lot of 'what ifs.~• , was after the second USF game,• aays F.can- ~ 
last item. "So it doesn't loot good. Bow about if Of USD's five league losses, three were decided "l'lli aot sure what happened. but he ltarted com- , 
they want victims, lite for UCLA or BYU!" • by a total of five points. The Toreroa bad a shot 1111 down the floor saying. ·'Give me the ball.' I ; 
This was offered with the familiar Egu and a couple of tip-in attempts in the final seconds -. 'Give 1M the ball DOW.' Be'I a dlffennt ; 
wryness, an almollt cat-that-got,th&canary sort al at Santa Clara, but couldn't convert and lost by · pla:,tr DOW than be was at the beginning ol Ille : 
smile. It was the same smile be bad back in 0ctO' two. Loyola Marymount won on a last second sbot ~• - • 
ber wben be was assessing the then-upcoming- from the top of the key. Pepperdlne, which lost .;.. play of Leonard. . : 
son. only to USD, DePaul, Kentucky and Kansas, beat , ro.. thing that bu been overlooked,• says , 
Egan knew be bad a big mao In Scott Thom~ the Toreroa only alter stealing a pass and scoring r.pa; "ia what he's meant in the overall picture.• : 
and a shooter in guard Pete Murphy. He also inew ' in the final seconds. Egan said then and guard 1-lard, a S-foot junior, was dunking with the ! 
it was the start of bis second season at USO, time Paul Leonard said yesterday that Pepperdine bit boys after yesterday's sbootaround. Be led the : 
for the ghost of fonner coach Jim Brovelli to be game at Malibu was still probably USO's best of· team in assists, and turnovers, but bis uptempo- l 
exorcised from the Sports Center. If the team tbe year. 'lritMl·lhe-pattern approach, bis defeme and bis : 
chemistry came together, Egan said at the time, And wbat if Knight hadn't inadvertantly tipped ~ were often missed behind Tbomp1011, ( 
its cup would bubble over. In I missed South Florida free throw at the buzzer Marpl!J and others. • • 
"My goal,• says Egan, "was to get them to play ID the Texas tournament? The Toreroa would bave Ullesa the NIT calls tomormr eYenin& - at : 
as well as they could play and let the wins fall - by a point and made the championship game , wbld point 3-for-5 would strike'USO Just rlgllt - ~ 
wbere they migbl • fl two of their • three tournaments. And they the ~ !leallOn bigbligbt film will be called ! 
The team ,et different ones: to mate the cbam: ww)dn't bave·played and beaten Aluta-Ancho- "Clale But No Cigar." · 
pioosbip game of the three tournaments it bad race, a Division II team, in the consolation. And, if 8111 smoking stunts your crowtb. anyway. And 
scheduled. To beat San Diego State and USIU for all else remained the same, they would have won belldes. says Murphy, "We don't have that far to 
the city championship. To win 20 P.-· To win pmea. Bow doea %-for-5 strike you? That mi&ht &0- I lh1nt they'll remember that nut~?' 
• l ~ 'I'~ ~ l\ . "A. °ROfl:fNG'toAN gatber; nol loss," iA •the somewhat irre-verent but all too true experience,ol, lenders to Third World nations1 "'8hl, Leland Prussia, of BankAmerica I Corp. "We all have been managing that (total $SOO billion) debt by res-tructuring the loans when needed . .. rolling them over Into longer terms." • _Participating in Un==n ~ . es Friday, Prussia added that some banks - including his own .... 'Were ·• the process of writing down and tak- · ing losses on loans to private indus-try in the Third World but not to the foreign governments as yet. He said the banking fraternity is more wor-. ried about tho9e 'collntries' capital < flight than their repudlatiq •their , loan obligations. ' ' Last week was a volatile one for the nation's second-largest bank, and even more so for its top management as Bank of America's board of direc-tors hewed to the demands of some very unhappy shareholders and rear-ranged the executive suite. Among I the changes: Pnmla was stripped of , bis longtime bank chairmanship and , named chairman of the ~ecutive i committee ·· instead
1 
and · president Sam Armacost took over as chair- , man, thereby extricating him from day-te>-day management. 1 




By Michael Scott-Blair 
Staff Writer 
Sally was attending a student 
party celebra~g another Unive~~ 
oJ San Diego basketball ·team v1c ct 
ry, but Sally was uncomfortable and 
getting more uncomfortable by the 
minute. -
- Her date, a fellow USD student, 
had driven her to the ·party, but he 
wa_s getting drunk. . : . ... 
Now she was on the other side of 
. town with very little money in her 
purse, and her drunken date was her 
ride home. 
It is not an uncommon situation, 
say officials at USD, but the campus 
student body government and stu- · 
dent services have found an uncom-
mon solution. 
Sally (not her real n'ame) simply 
picked up the telephone, called 
Orange Cab Co. of San Diego, and got 
See USD on Pag1 B-8 , 
' ' I -
USD~llege Cab' picks up s~uden~s' -tal,·,. 
· · Continued from B-1 difficult situation where they feel student name and number) and 'then · 
a free ride home, courtesy of the uni-
versity and student government. 
Called "College Cab," it is believed 
to be the first comprehensive free 
cab service in the nation to be devel-
oped between a university and a cab 
company. 
Other schools have programs at-
' tempting to offer similar assistance, 
although they are considerably 
smaller in scope. Both SDSU and 
UCSD have escort services within 
their campuses, officials said. 
"Other universities provide cam-
pus transportation for special events, 
• such as an annual ball, for students 
who get into difficulty, but we be-
lieve this is the first time that stu-
dents have been able to get a free 
cab out of a difficult situation from 
anywhere in the city," said Gaye 
Soroka, USIYs special projects-roor-
dinator. 
' "I and· many other people here 
could give you dozens of examples of 
situation similar to those experi-
enced by Sally," said Soroka. 
"Many young women students fre-
quently find themselves in a difficult 
situation, yet they don't want to 
' make a fuss or accuse their date of 
being too drunk to drive. And nobody 
is forgetting that acquaintance, or 
'date rape,' is on the increase in the 
nation," she said. 
The service is not jum for party 
goers. ·, 
Mindful of the murder -1f USD hon-
ors student Anne Swanke, the new 
cab service is available to students 
who find themselves _- in any kind of 
threatened or unsafe. sign the receipt at the end of the ride. 
(Swanke, a senior at USD, was last Students are not required to ex-
seen alive at about 2 a.m. Nov. 20, plain why they need the cab to cam, 
1984, carrying a can of gasoline back pus authorities and are not called 
to her stranded car. · Her body· was upon to reimburse.the expense. 
found four days later by a hiker on a "We _find ourselves in a dichoto-
and we only keep the receipts for 
accounting purposes. But if one stu-
dent number starts to appear fre-, 
quently, we might call that stud·ent in · 
and see if there are other problems 
th,_t we fan help resolve," s~e said, . 
hillside in Spring Valley.) mous position," said . Soroka. "In - ~ 
,,, 
"Under the new service, Anne ·- some ways it looks as though we are 
could have gone to the nearest phone, condoning excessive drinking, which 
got a free ride home, and taken care we definitely ·are not, yet if we don't 
of her car the next day," said Soroka. provide the service, we know we are 
Paul Briggs, a student government - turning. our backs ~n stud~n_ts w_ho 
officer active in the Phi Kappa Theta are gomg to get 1_nto d1ff~
1
culbes 
campus fraternity, told of a recent whether we condon~ 1t or_ n?~ 
fraternity party where five party The student services d1v1s1on con-
goers felt they had drunk too much to sidered several alternatives before . 
be safe on the road. settling on the cab. 
"We simply called a cab and sent "We tho~ght of_ making ca~pus 
th II h f f h It • transportation available, but qmckly em a ome ree O c arge. is realized that we could not be in all 
much safer for them and everyone I ces at 11 t· f d ,, ·d I " ·d B · p a a 1mes o nee , sai e se, sa1 nggs. Soroka. 
The program is being jointly fund- "Then we -remembered the free 
ed by $500 from the student govern- cab services offered by local compa-
ment through student fees, an~ $~00 nies during national .holiday week-
from campus funds, to provide a ends when there is a lot of traditional 
$1,000 fu~d for thi~ semester. The celebrating. We wondered if we 
program 1s also bemg promoted by could reach agreement with a local 
BACCHUS, an acronym for Boost Al- cab company on a more permanent 
coho! Consciousness Concerning the basis " she said. 
~ealth of University Stud~nts, a na- Th~ Orange company gave the uni- . 
bona! peer alcohol education group. versity a price break, and the service 
Bacchus was the Greek and Roman went into operation at the beginning 
god of wine and revelry. . of February. 
If the prog~~m is suc~essfu~ this "We have not had a lot of use yet 
semester,. addtbon~l _fundm_g will be and there is no . evidence of any 
made available, officials said. abuses," said Soroka, who said he 
When using the cab, students must realizes a student could use the ser-
provide their student card for the vice for other than emergency situa-
driver (if they have forgotten their tions. 
card, the driver can call campus se- · "We don't have any formal plans 
curity 24 hours a day to confirm the - for checking on abuses at present, 
T?e tfn versity of San Diego's t~o-stor , u . 
~~upe HalJ; built m 1982, 18 an eumple of th~ , mS::i.'b anildie_laborate exterior on a PnHln
,tneered 
.- u ng. 
--
General Dynamics Data Syatems Division com-
puter center on Kearny Meaa, ·qne of the ·largest 
buildings In San Die&o County af513 feet long and 
153 feet wide, demonstrates the versatility possi• 
ble In pre-en&ineered structures. Its entrance is at 
ri&ht background. -
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College Cab free·s 
~'!~ ' • 
students from Jams 
By Joseph Thesken for a voucher signed by the
 student, 
n-ibune Education Writer Soroka said. 
Help is available for University of "If the students don't ha
ppen to 
San Diego students wfm may find have their ID card with them at th
e 
'themselves m lhe following jams: . time, the cabdriver can c
all our se-
• Their car breaks down, and they curity office to verify that t
hey are 
have no way to get home. our students," Soroka said. 
• While at a party, they drink too The prof am began in late
 Febru-
1 
· much, and driving home would be ary as an experiment a
nd may be 
hazardous. continued in the fall sem
ester if it 
• They're on a date that turns out. ·. proves valuable to the studen
ts, Soro-
so uncomfortable they'd like to go ka said. 
home on their own. So far, ,four students h
ave taken 
l'o take care of such situations, _ advantage of the service. 
Soroka 
USO has inaugurated a service, Col- does not know from what t
ype of sit- ' 
lege Cab, which assures the students uations they were rescued
. 
a free taxi ride any time of the day Tom Burke, dean of st
udent af-
or night to their home or to campus fairs, said $1,000 has been set 
aside 
housing. - - this semester to pay for
 the cab 
· ''The purpose of College Cab is to fares. · 
' 
provide an alternate means of trans: · ''That's about 75 to 90 c
ab rides," 
portation when students are in un- :, be said. 
safe situations," said Gaye Soroka, If the cost goes over t
hat, more 
USD coordinator of special projects. ·' .{1191ley will be allocated. ·
 
"That's all they have to do is get to ... Soroka said the original i
dea for 
the nearest phone or, if their car is the service came from the
 Associat-
disabled, to ask a passing motorist to ed Students' concern abou
t students 
call for them, and call the phone who overindulge at off-cam
pus par-
number of the Orange Cab Co., 291- ties and may drive home w
hile under 
3333." the influence. 
The cab company has agreed to _· .. ~---------..,.
..'--
respond to any USD student who l 
calls them, Soroka said. . 
A commercial company was cho- · 
sen for responsibility and dependa-
bility, she said. ;- ~ 
College Cab is a pilot project of the . 
Associated Students, the USD Stu- '. · 
dent Affairs Office and the USD 
Chapter of Boost Alcohol Conscious--
ness Concerning the Health of Uni-
versity Students (BACCHUS). 
BACCHUS is a national peer-educa-
tion group. · 
Under the plan, the student in dis-
tress gives the cabdriver his univer-
sity ID number and is driven home 
free of charge. The taxi company 
/ihen is reimbursed by the university 
Martinez-faces 
~er~~ 
28 felony counts 
Grand jury indictment cover
s 
$1,879 in city credit caJd bi
lls 
Martinez profile - Pag
e A-9 
By Lori Weisberg, Starr Writer
 
City Councilman Uvaldo M
artinez was indicted yeste
rday on 28 felony 
counts of illegally appropri
ating public funds for perso
nal use and submitting 
false records in connection 
with his use of a city credit
 card. 
The indictment covers a s
eries of 
21 drink and meal charge
s totaling 
$1,879.70 made on the credi
t card be-
tween Nov. I, 1984, and July
 24, 1985. 
The expenditures - includ
ing one 
tab of $402.93 - were ma
de at 14 
restaurants, among them so
me of the 
most expensive in the city. 
If convicted on all 28 count
s, Mar-
tinez could face a maxim
um sen-
tence of eight years in pri
son and a 
$280,000 fine. Conviction o
f even a 





Martinez said last night fro
m Wash-
ington, D.C., where be had go
ne Tues-
day to lobby federal officia
ls in con-
nection with the city's bord
er sewage 
problems. 
"It didn't come as a co
mplete 
surprise," he said. "When w
e notified 




to testify before the grand
 jury. we Uvalde Mart
inez 
alreatly pretty much felt th
ere would 
be an indictment." 
Asked if he intends to resig
n from 
the council, Martinez, 
speaking 
calmly, said: "No, I'm not
 going to 
resign. I'm going to conti
nue to be 
the same councilman I h
ave been, 
and that's an effective one.
" 
Asked how he could be tha
t while 
fighting the charges, Mart
inez said: 
"It's the lawyer's job to p
resent the 
defense . . . I've got a job t
o do ... I 
think it can be d(lne. It's jus
t another 
phase in the process." 
Martinez, 43, who has repr
esented 
the council's 8th District s
ince 1982, 
said he has no plans lo se
ek a plea 
bargain. 
The 19-member grand jury
, which 
began its probe Feb. 11, he
ard testi-
mony from 71 witnesses. Th
e jury de-
liberated for a liltle more 
than two 
hours before returning the 
exact in-
dictment requested by pros
ecutors. 
The indictment, returned 
to Pre-
siding Superior Court Judg
e Donald 
Smith, comes after a ne
arly six-
month investigation into al
legations 
that Martinez and his fo
rmer top 
aide, Rudy Murillo, fraudule
ntly used 
their city credit cards. 
"Hopefully, this sends out 
a mes-
sage that (public officials) 
ought to 
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~~t~fr~~e~: r~lgnin~~~~-~ m~l~'s, Dl~ti~~~e,i ~ alonn~2!~been~~:ng 
'}.\ ' Council mem
bers agreed the lo- lantis, L'Escargot, Old Town
 Mm- as press secretary for the campaign 
be observant and. circumspect ins<>- dictment wUI b
e detrimental to San can Cale and Tarantioo'L 
to deJeat the Managed Growth Inltla-
lar as expenditure of public money ls Diego's image
 and detract from cily Others are Lubach's, M
ulvaney'• tive, resigned from the campaign be-
concerned," said Deputy District Al· business. 
, and Loa Arcos in Escondido, cause he fe
lt he had become a politi-
torney Allan J. Preckel, who had pre- "I feel like 
I've been through Ibis Stefano's and Fat City/Chin
a Camp. cal liability. 
aented the grand Jury with a p~ belore," said 
Councilman William The biUa Involved ranged 
from an Martinez Is working on trying to 
pooed indictment Jones. "It's an
other painful and em- $8.50 charge at Misler'A's to
 a $402.93 reduce an $18,000 debt he accrued for 
Martine. is scheduled lo be ar- barrassing subje
ct to deal with. Al· charge at Dobson's. Also In
cluded legal and other expenses related to , 
raigned in Superior Court at 2 p.m. leotlons will b
e divided." were two meals al D!Caotl
, each to- hls campaign. He was forced to seek 
Tuesday. "I feel sad t
he City Council ls once tallng more than $200. . 
· a court-appointed attorney when he 
Prectel said the case ls "pl'OllleCllt• again put in lllil
 llmeUgbt that la un• In one_lnst.ance, Martinez c
harged could no longer pay bis lawyer's , 
able" and that there ls a "pattern . pleasant,• lllld
 Councilwoman Abbe a $98.IS meal at the Butc
her Shop bUb. , 
lnberent In the evidence." Preckel Wollshelmer. "
But we'll get through; atter]ded by be and 1w wlfe, P
at, and Martinez's political allieL past and 
uld the Idea of a plea bargalll bas we'll pull logtther'."
 Unlven)tt ol San Diego base
ball present, reacted with sadness to the 
not been ralJed by eltller the defeme She uld that if 
Martinez does coach Joliii Cunningham anti bis wife, a
ew, of the indictrneota. 
II' prcacatloa. ' leave office, a Hlapanic s
hould be ap- Nancy. 
"It's a dlamaylng deve~~ but 
, "I llll liot IOUIC to speculate OIi pointed In ha place. 
• Cunningham later said he and his 
1 think be lboul4 ,remabl ID ciffice 
- what the lutore may bring,•~ ,,._.._.
ttomey's office began wife met Martinez by ch
ance at the untll lie bas gone through the p~ 
said, adding that he is ethically lls inv~tigaG
oo into Martlnel fol- restaurant and were u&ed 
to join and let's see where we stand," 
obliged to diJcuss a plea bargain if lowing news r
eports that a bumber them al their table, partly b
eca- 1t· ~id David Lewis, whose political 
the defense requ~ls it. of people lllte
d by Martinez u hll wu the councilman's birthday. 
consulting firm ran Martloei's 1983 
Murillo's case before the grand dining partners 
denied having been Soon after revelations bega
n sur- cooncll campaign. 
jury ls still pending. and tesUmony "Ith him. 
facin& lasl fall about Martinez's use "Re has had ju
sl about u much 
will not be beard until Preckel bas a More than 
two dozen people told of hla dty'credlt card, Mar
tinez ack- acratlny and allenlioo as anybody, 
dllnce to ·work oat dates for a trial The San Diego Unio
n they either did nowleged he had been sloppy In 
his except possibly Roger Hedgecock, In 
In Martinez'• Clle, Preckel said. not recall din
ing .with Martinez on record-keeping, but maint
ained he the pas! few months and has operat-
Tbe Indictment comes In a period the occaslom be
 reported lo the city was guilty of nothing more. 
ed effectively. I think he can contin• 
In wbk:h the councll bas been rocked auditor or 11111 lf th
ey were preseol, "1 am probably one of the m
ost ue doing that. I think he should get 
by acaoda1 involving lls own mem- the primarJ purpose
 of the meal wu dlaorpolzed · people on the (council) bis tur
n in court before he makes any ' 
bers. social. 
· Ooor, and rm paying lbe price for career moves
." 
Just three months ago, Roger Among those 
who were quick to it," be said in an interview in
 Sep- "I know that a Joi of people are 
Hedgecock resigned as mayor alter refute Martin
ez's claims that they · lember. 
iaying it would be better lo resign,• 
being convicted of perjury and con- had shared dri
nks or meals with him In an open council ~ion
 months said restaurateur Ralph Pesqueira, a 
IJ)iracy. Coaocllman Ed Struiksma Is were a numbe
r of hlgb-ranklng olfi- later, Martinez publicly ap
ologized friend of Martinez's. , 
under lnv.tion by the dls!rlct at- clals, including
 a U.S. coogr~rnao, for any embarrassment he , mig
ht • . .. (But) Uvaldo could do a very 
lorney lo conuectloo with expend!- a county sup
ervisor, the mayor ol have caused the city. 
eOecllve job as a councilman durloc 
tvrel be made during a trip to the Chula Vlsla an
d the president of the • Martinet's first lawyer, 
William Ibis entire thing, and if be could be 
East Coasl · San Diego Cllamb
er 'of Commerce. Grauer, hired a private Investi
gator, acquitted he would put everything 
Former Councilwoman Maureen Sources said 
some ol Marllnez's who prepared an 800-page rep
ort !or beblnd him and the city would go for• 
O'Connor, who wlll face Councilman aides and per
sonal friends were the the dlstrlct attorney's office
 detailing ward .. . I think he's very strong." 
BUI Cleator ln a June 3 runofl elec- actual guests at 
several of the meals. who had dined with Martinez
 on his "fd like him to know there are 
Uon for mayor, called for Martinez's Three membe
rs of Martinez's stall city credit card. 
people out there who are llis friends 
rertgoation, while Clealor said sucll a were callecl to 
t~tify before the Fallout from the contro
versy and that when be has the opportunity 
declslon should be made by Martinez grand Jury. 
came q~ickly al City Hall. Council to clesr himse
lf. he'll feel a whole lot 
himself. During the
 1984-85 fiscal year, members began calling fo
r a new better about it,• uld Don Harrison, a · 
• "My first reaction la that I'm sad Martinez and 
Murillo charged more policy on credit cards an
d reim- longtime Martinez friend. • . •. Uval• , ' 
for the city and I'm sad for Uvaldo's than $6,600 lo
 their credit cards for bursemenl for city expendi
tures. do wants to clear bis name •. . He'll 
family," Cleator said. "All politician, meals at San D
iego r~laurants, en• As a resull, a new policy was fo
r- waoi lo stay In there." 
In public Ille will suffer by each one terWning a host
 or politicians, busl• mulated by the city manag
er and Attorney Celia Ballesteros, whom 
~f these situtions. A grand jury lo- ness leaden, 
developers and mem- city ?Udllor that baited the
 lssuance Mariinez defeated in 1983; sald "It ii 
' cllctinent ls really not a conviction, bers of the m
edia. Their charges or credit cards to council m
embers really a tragic thing. a penonal tng• 
and my only response la to let the were blgber 
than the all_!ount of and city employees and t
ightened edy for him to have to Co throup 
process run its course." money charged by 
all other council guidelln~ on expenditures char
ged tbi&. • 
1 
Said O'Connor: "This ls something members combi
ned. to the cily. Limlls .also were
 placed Also ct111trlb•lhtt to /jll report 
that Mr. Martinez got himsell In, not San Diego ar
ea restaurants that on how m~h could be sp
ent on ll'trt ~ltf Nt,,. ~r¥kr n,porttr 
son\e ootside force. We are talklnc were the sub
ject or y~terday's In- breakfasis, lunch~ and dinn
ers. WJll/iu11 Osbane .ad ,tan .,,/terr 
aboul the city of San Diego. a repre- ' dlctmenl Inclu
de The Brigantine, Murillo was asked to reslg
a from ~rol Sott/JJ, Mkutl Smoleu ~ / 
sentative of the dt . I f~I he will Butcher Shop 
Steak House, Dobson's, Martinez's staff, and Colin 







earc . ,,,,,.,,. 
ByG~slrn{ 
SAN DIEGO-An hour befont 
. dawn, Mluion Bay 11 a dark, placid 
~tio111 of street Ugh~ lffm 
, IO float on II• IUJ'face, rocking -
gentiy fl-am side to side with the 
lide. 
Now d then the shrill er, of a 
abont bird cuts lhroqh the dark-
llell. 
1 Far out on the water, ahadowy 
figures In Ions, narrow boatt gllde 
acrou the water, moving rhythmi-
cally u they go. They are rowera, 
and thll II their hour. 
- At a time wbea IIIOll l~io · resldenta of the city 
COUNTY are pttin, acquainted 
--- with a new day over 
bacon and coffee-or are llill lytn, 
bed_~ about ',ettin, IC· ~ 
· qualnted wllh II-the IUJ'face of 
Mlalon Bay II alive with people , 
rowin, around lllr.e ao many aquatic 
bup. 
Among them are the four- and . 
etaht-penon crewa from San Olqo 
State University, UC San Otesaand 
the Uolxcnj!l_ of Saa Pfc10 wbo 
_p,,lJ at their OIJ'I in untaon while 
coaches follow in motorboat,, 
abouting inltrucllon1 through bull-
horn■. But an lncreutng number ol 
Individual, are aJao out on the bey, 
rowing for mite■ each morning 
■Imply for the exerclle and joy of 
being on the watet. They include 
profe■alonala and retiree■, many ol 
them women. • 
Al the San Otego Rowing Club, 
memberohlp hH climbed to 150 
, from a low of 25 In the late 1970., 
according to J>reeldent Tom 
Ward-McKlnlay. Duke Robtn1on. 
Y1ce praldent of the Mlalon Bay 
Rowing "'-·• whicb admlhiltel'I 
foe■ and equipment for local col-
le,e teams u well u for about 200 
recreational rowen, aid member- . 
' lhlp "JI ~ ,13. \WO 
yearugo.• 
Robinloo . ~ l~ OlylJ!lllc 
Game■ in Loe Anael 
atimullted intenlt In 
alao pointed out that m 
are taking up the ■port 
the proliferation ol .., 
In colle1e■. '"l'bere 
many women rower1 
are men.:' be eatd. 
la ■pile of !ta 
rowtns II II.Ill a 
.mon form ot 
who ■tick with It 
ta be lndlYldua 
doa tt, ·Uld l .)I 
Wbelallllld. 
Whelan. 34. (i 
llnD of 
F...-.41 .uc Banta 
ber_ofthe 
----·---------·---
-ROWERsl"1~--Search of. Solitude 
Co~eft"~•I• I 
agreed that rowing "gets Into your 
system. It 's like a narcotic. 
"The beauty of it Is that It's a 
· pure athletic activity. There are no 
profess ional teams or high 
fives .... but most of us who get 
involved with it end up remaining 
a ·ound it forever." 
Neffeler rowed competitively at 
the University of Southern Califor-
nia in the late 1950s. But he had 
long given it up when, five years 
ago, he decided to see tr he could 
Interest his two teen-age sons In 
the sport. He took the boys out In a 
boat a few times, they didn't think 
much of it. Neffeler, however, 
began rowing in earnest again. 
Now he is out on the bay at 5,30 
a.m. five or six times a week. He 
lx•gins at Santa Clara Point, then 
rows under the Ingraham Street 
bridge and around the eastern part 
of the bay to the Hilton Hotel 
before returning. It takes him 
about an hour to complete the 
eight-mile route. 
Neffeler explained that early 
morning is the best time for rowing 
because water skiers are scarce and 
there is little wind. Both create 
swells on the bay's eurface that 
make rowing difficult and some-
times impossible. "Once you've got 
a chop on the water, forget It," he 
said. 
That's why rowers tend to grum-
ble about water skiers and the 
boats that tow them. The wakes 
they leave aren't always large, but 
even a small wake can cause a 
lightweight shell to rock violently. 
"It wouldn't be so bad If they 
were more considerate, but they 
seem to have no Idea of the effect 
they have on you," said Ward-
McKlnlay, explaining that alders 
often pass within a fe feet of 
hard-working rowers. 
Another constant danger for the 
rowers is collisions. It's the nature 
of the sport to row "blind," with 
your back pointed in the. direction 
you're going. Neffeler said most 
rowers try lo memorize the posi -
tions of all the buoys in the bay, 
because a collision with one of 
them can not only send you for an 
unexpected swim but also damage 
your rowing shell. , 
Nevertheless, collisions with the 
buoys are not infrequent. One hap-
less rower here actually speared a 
buoy with the sharp bow or his 
shell, and was unable lo move 
forward or backward until another 
rower came by and helped him 
disengage it. Neffeler hit a buoy 
recently when he adjusted his 
course to avoid a fisherman'■ line. 
He also ran Into a seal a few 
weeks ago and pitched into the.~ay. 
"It dldn 't damage the boat, but I 
thought for a moment the seal wu 
going to come after me," Neffeler 
aaid. 
Such unpleasantries do not deter 
the devoted rower. "An enormous 
challenge develops" to stroke the 
oars cleanly and efficiently, Neffel-
er explained. "You never really get 
to the point where you 're taking 
perfect strokes every time." 
Whelan agreed that the "pursuit 
of perfection" motivates many or 
those who row. "There are eight or 
: 12 dlfferent parts in the stroke, and 
every one of them requires atten-
tion. You have to concentrate all 
the time or it goes wrong," he said. 
"Sure, I have to get up at 4:30 
a.m. to pack my breakfast and • 
lunch for the day" In order to row 
for an hour before work, he said. 
"And to do that, I go to bed at 9 or 
. 10 at night, which doesn't leave 
much time for a social life. 
· "But In a way, rowers are like 
those people who travel to Kat-
mandu to seek out a yogi. Every 
now and then when you're out on 
the water, there comes a transcen-
dent moment when the boat just 
lifts off the surface, and you can 
actually hear the water singing on 
the hull .. . . 
"To tell the truth, I'd love to Just 
row all the time." 
"But all of us who do this r_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-----------_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_:_.-'-L--
appreciate the beauty of the bay in • 
tl>e early morning, too," he said. 
·'The moon. the stars, the light on 
the water and the sunrises are 
fantasUc, I grew up In Los Angeles 
and spent a lot of time near the 
ocean, but I've never seen 10 many 
different kinds of birds as I have 
since I've been rowing." 
I Whelan lllld he likes "to row for 
r ·a half hour and then stop dead In 
the water, and just look at the fog 
or watch the sun ri se. You really 
feel like you're ou t alone, apart 
from t'veryone." But he added that 
rowi ng is a decepllvel.v simple-
lOllking ~xcrcise that in reali ty can 
he " lung ~earing." 
" Rowing burns more calories per 
ho ur than anything but 
cross -country skiing," Neffeler 
sa id. "Most of the effort comes from 
your legs . . . . but dlfferent parts 
of the body are doing different 
things. You really have to concen-
tra te." 
The boats are highly responsive 
to the sii11htest ripple-and the 
slightest mistake. These are not 
dumpy aluminum rowboats like the 
one your grandfa ther cl imbs in to 
go fi shing. They're . lightweight, 
nel'di e -shaped shells of wood or 
fibergiMs, with seats that slide • 
backward an<l forward as you row. 
The.v cost $2,000 to $4,500, and an 
avcragP. shell for one person is 28 
feet long and only a fool across at 
the widest point. They move fast, 
but they're also unstable in the 
·wa ter. One fal se move and you're 












--_u repares for 
-~izhelmer's~_!9Je t . 
• Volunteers are · eeded 
to take part in a · designed 
to aid those who provide care for 
victims of Alzheimer's Disease. 
. Individuals participating in the 
. project will learn strategies and 
· techniques for stimulating 
memory and problem-solving 
. skilla in patients. -
The proeram, which will be con-
, : 
......_ 3,u, 
• - :t_ IL 
-ducted at' the volunteer•, borne, is 
sponsored by the University of San 
_piego Sc_~ool of ,Nursing . 
. , For" aaditional information · 
regarding eligibility requirements, 
call Dr. Mary P. Quayhagen at 
260-4578. . • ' 
· /' . 
·, 

Barrick, Mtilligan_. Expres~ Interest in.USC Job 
.. ' 
0
By~~NC~. Times Staff Writer 
' . .. , •, . . 
' .' 
' It has been 'reported that Jim USC Athletic Direc
tor Mike available. So is UC Irvine's Bill coach, wh
o formerly ·coached 'at 
Harrick has done about all he can McGee said that he didn
'.t want to Mulligan, the 1986 coach of the Pepperdine,
 is presumably inter-
do at Pepperdine and that, perhaps, be held to a timetable i
n regard to year-in the Pacific Coast· Athletic · ' ested in the
 job. · . · · · · 
it's time-ta"move. on-if he can find choosing a coach because matiy of ·. Assn. ) , · · · , , , , , · . -
John Block, a former,USOstar 
the right coaching situation. ijle candidates are invo
lved in the . Mulligan, a former USO assistant player, a
nd a former head coach 
He would like to stay in Southern NCAA tournament. 
· . coach, was asked if he's seeking the and assistant at the Universit
y of 
California and would be gratified, Harrie~ is , \'.me of ' 
them. His USC job. 
1 · •· San Di:W apd Oral Roberts, re-
his friends say, if he were to Waves, ·the Western 
Collegiate ,, , •:•rd be interested in talking to spectiv • 
also is presumed to be 
become the new coach at the ·. · Athletic 'Conference 
champion •· them,'' Mulligan said cautiously.' interested
. 1 • 
University of Southern California. with · a 25-4 record, 
will meet · Harrick and Mulligan 1have the. Other possible can
didate are Bill 
That job became available Tues- Maryland in a first-roun
d NCAA advantage · of having recruited in Foster, who 
just resigned as South 
day when Stan Morrison, USC's tournament game Frid
ay at the this area while maintaining owner- Carolina's
 coach, and George Karl, 
coach for the last seven years, Long Beach Arena 
· ous contacts. · . the coach of the C
leveland Cava- ' 
announced his resignation to be-' Whenever there is 
a major That fact isn't lost on the USC liers of the N
BA. Karl also has been 
come an associate athletic director coa~hing vacancy, sc
hools an- administration, although there are mentioned
 for the vac.ancY, at the 
at the school. nounce grandly that th
ey're con-: : such other coaching prospects as: Universit
y of Pittsburgh. 
"~ USC is interested in me, I ducting a nationwide searc
h. -Boyd Grant,' Fresno. State's It's believ
ed that Gary Williams, 
would be interested in them," Har- Perhaps, the Trojans 
won't have successful coach, who resigned . the Bost
on College coach, was 
rick said Wednesday. · to look any· farther than
 their own Monday, although those close to \ McGee's f
irst choice for the USC 
USC has just begun the p'rocess backyard. 
Grant say. he wants to get out of job. But Williams is lik
~ly to ·be- · f 
of selecting a new coach through a · Harrick, the four ~tim
e WCAC coaching. . ' collie Ohio 
State's coach. A Colu - , 
committee process. coach 'of the year, is p
resumably -Gary Colson, New Mexico's ' 
PleHe 1ee USC, Pa e 8 
~,use ·. 
~rueifrom Pare! 
bus, Ohio, newspaper has reported 
that Williams' appointment at Ohio · 
• State would be announced this 
· afternoon. 
It has also been rumored that • 
McGee already has some definite 
candidates in mind and that the 
committee process Is a smoke 
screen. 
One of those would be Cincinnati 
C~ch Tony Yates, who was hired 
by McGee when McGee was that 
school's athletic director. 
But Yates' three-year record of 
32-55 isn't very attractive. · 
Bob Boyd's name has also sur-
faced. The former USC coach has 
left Mississippi State and is report-
edly not interested in coaching in 
the college ranks anymore. 
Major coaches will not necessari-
ly be lining up for the Use· job, 
though. The basketball program 
has long been a stepchild to the 
football program, there is apathy 
among students and alumni that is 
reflected In the small crowds over 
the years at the Sports Arena, and 
there aren't many perks, such as a , 
radio or . TV show or a summer 
basketball camp, to attract a 
. big name coach. 'l 
' USC is also the only school in the 
.. Pacific 10 • that doesn't have a 
campus arena. Rival schools point 
out those things · to potential re-
cruits. ' 
There is a plan within the uni-
versity to either make the Sports 
Arena a more, attractive site or 
build a campus. facility, although 
that latter project is down the road. 
Although McGee and . Morrison 
said at a Tuesday night press 
conference that they had formerly 
discussed the possibility of Morri-
son's moving into the admlnistra-
. tive field, Ws . believed he was 
forced to ·resign in the wake of 
USC's last-place standing in the 
Pac-10 and ongoing personnel . 
problems, most recently the sus-
pension of forward Derrick Dowell. , 
. Not only has Morrison left the 
coaching job he held for seven 
years, but there also is a possibility 
that some of his ·star freshmen · 
players may transfer to · another 
school. ' , , 
Hank Gathers and Bo Kimble, 
both recruited from Philadelphia 
by assistant coach David Spencer, 
said they were upset and shocked 
by Morrison's resignation. : ' · · 
Gathers, Kimble and freshmen 
Tom Lewis and Rich Grande re-
portedly met late Tuesday night to 
express their support.for Morrison, 
saying they wanted their coach to 
stay. 
There isn't the likelihood of that, 
but Spenqer said he hopes ·~ be 
retained by the new coach. · 
"The assistants are still working 
and recruiting, and hopefully I'll be 
retained," Spencer .said. "If not, I 
' don't intend to get out of coaching." 
Even though Morrison is no 
longer USC's coach, . Spencer said 
that USC has not lost out in the 
recruiting compefition to sign Chris 
Monk, a 6-9, 235-pound prep star 
from San Francisco. After early 
signings, USC has only one schol-
arship available. · 
i 
·USD tops o·ut its~'living room' 
University C.enter, the $9 million "living room" on the Uni~an 
Diego campus, recently was topped out as the last of nearly 500 tons of steel 
beruns was hois(ed into place, according to Paul Muzzy, marketing director 
for Trepte Construction Co., the general contractor. 
The ceremony included the signing of the final beam by officiating mem-
bers before it was installed. Those in attendance included USD president 
Author E. Hughes; Roy Drew, principal of project architects 
Mosher/Drew/Watson/Ferguson; Heonan Kopf, vice president of Artimex 
Iron; and Gene Trepte and. Mike King, both of Trepte Construction Co. 
The 74,500-square-foot facility consists of two levels. The main level will 
feature a student dining hall, faculty dining room, student government and 
student affairs offices, deli, sundries store, lounge and multipurpose program 
room. The lower level will house a .. center for student organizations and 
publications. · · · 
University Center is the fourth multimillion-dollar building to be built on 
the campus since 1983. It. was designed in 16th century Spanish Renaissance 
. style, conforming to the architectural style on the campus. . . ~ ~ 
~!J.h,, Doar plan chapel ceremony - : 
John W. and Sarah bridegroom is the son of ate o
f El Camino . High Beach Unified School 
Nemeth of Oceanside Peter and Jacqueline Sch
ool in Oceanside and District as a teacher. 
announce the engage- Doar of Chula Vista. hold
s a master's degree The prospective 
ment of their daughter, from
 the University of bridegroom is a gradu-
Kathryn Ann, to Neil An- A ceremony is planned §an
 Diego, Sfie 1s achve ate of Hilltop . High 
thony Doar of Chula for April 5 at the Univer- with
 the Special Olym- School in Chula Vista and 
Vista . sity of San Diego, pies
 and Council for Ex- San Diego State Univer-
Founder's Chapel. ceptional Children. She sity
. He is employed by 
The bride is a gradu- · is employed by the Long Rock
well Internationy-
The prospective -
ost Charities - , ' 
Sign Waiver in 
J. David Case 
- ~~~ . By BILL RITTER . and HILLIARD HARPER, Times Staff ~Titers 
' Nearly all of the 25' charities and civic organizations that w~re asked to return more than $1 million in contributions from J. David & Co. have agreed to waive a statute of limitations clause that would have prevented the J . David bankruptcy trustee from filing lawsuits to re-cover those funds. 
Trustee Louis Metzger on Friday said that "almost every one" of the charities has agreed to t~e one-year waiver, and two groups have accepted the trustee's offer to re-turn 60% of the funds they re-ceived from the fraud-ridden La Jolla investment firm. Only three of the 25 local non-profit groups have not responded to Metzger's demand last month that they either return the funds, waive the federal bankruptcy statute of limitations requirement or face im-mediate lit'.gation, the trusteisaid. 
Please see CHARITIES, 'l''e 4 
I 
I~ I tCHARITms/ ~~:·~:~:7. ~•0~ .:: ••• ~ ·"' :;. ~i ::it .. ~~i:~,,~':~~-~:=s:::~i.~-:~. ,: ; :...,
6 
_,, . . with ~he process, . said one arts.:-. according to William Pickett, USD nonprofit organizations tut month, '; •: ··o-,'S:,_i;., . -. administrator who asked not to be . • vice president of university rela- arguing· that. although •,the groups ; ;'.·_Contlnuet°'from Pare 1 named. "This is just the prellmi- lions.. ·. · · accepted the money in "good · ~ . ' The deadline for answering nary _dance. We're tr~ing to set_ the Of that amount, $2,000 was given faith," tlle contributions were actu-. ~ , Metzger's request is today. ground rules. We don t want this to to them in the so-called prefer:ence ally used to 'Protect Dominelli's 1 - · · . Metzger has his own deadlines be completelr out of our control." ' , period, 90 days prior to the J. David Ponzi scheme, in which i:iew inves-_ro, filing lawsuits to retrieve the The.San Diego Opera, KPBS-TV bankruptcy, and 60% of thai al- , _ tor funds were needed to pay off . c~•aritable contributions. The Channel 15, the La Jolla Museum of ready has been returned. , existing clients. ' i. ~ •frustee declined to disclose the two Contempor~ry Art, the Museum of · . · In addftion, a $4,600 donation to The contributions were used to , ~ se.parate statute of limitations Photographic. Arts, the La Jolla USD by J. David wu•for_ several market J. David's image and they 1 ~ ' · dates but has acknowledged that Chamber Music Society and COM- sports banquets, and so isn't in- helped solidify the firm's reputa- i ~ : lht1'~e fast approaching. BO each respon~ed to the trustee's . 'eluded in the trustee's requesL - t · lion as a successful investment I '! ::3:i:Nople have been very under- request with t~e1r own c?unterpro.7 . · The maximum total 
1 
•i~ure" enterprise, Metzger has claim~ ; -.. :~ng," Metzger said in an inter- posals, according to B111 Nelson, 
11 
___________________________ ..:. ;: :J$ ,Friday. "They understand my , president of the ?Pera, who has 
. ;: ••t....,nsibility, [although) they been in contact wit~ a number of : •~adifferentpointofview." · groups that .~eived the letter r . · from Metzger. ,: _Sunply agref!ing to the waiver Nelson said he didn't believe 
:: 'doesn't mean that the organizations Metzger would recover funds from 
,: -Abt turn th~ funds to the bank- . the opera. "It was designated and 
: 1 f.!e _J. Davt~ ~t~, however. all spent," he said of the S85,000 ,. . :Qiiming a waiver 1s different than , donation from J. David. 
:, · reaching a settlement," said Metz- · ' Meanwhile, Univwitl[ af_§_an 
-: ger , •. : Diego officials on Friday said they • 
' · :: At least foll! arts o~ganizatio~s plan to retu5n 60% of the funds 
·• that_ agreed to the waiver condi- under "exposure" from the trustee. 





Wjnl}ing ·is· n.ot·; , 
the ·only thing 
for tJSD coach. ,., 
'' . 
1 By TJ: Slmen, swrwr11er " • •1 
1 Though he will admit wlnnlna II llll!letblng, baseball ~ch John Cunn· 
blgham prefers to meuure s- quite differently. He begins his Ilea· 
son with the premise that for every aame the UnjvenjlY of San Diego • 
wins, ft probably also will lose a game. ,, 
1 
· • 
"What constitutes success?" C)uminpam uked. "l c1on, think there II '
1 
a coach who eiists who doa not want to win, but lt'a not reallatlc to thlnlt 
we11 beat Te.as ,for the national dlamplonahip. , 
"That doesn't mean you can't CGmpete and bave a good baseball team. 
There a~ other thing, more Important,• Cunningham aald. "It's a phllc»-
opby of Ufe. Whether we win game1 or not, l don't know' If that Is the 
IDOll Important factor. l llke to think our clubs repreRDt the school well. 
-We talk about this being an educational Institution, and that Is wbat It 
bas been," Cunningham added. "lf yoo don't'wln bere, 'there II no move to 
• oust you." 
For 23 yean - from a' time when USD bad no baseball field -
Cunningham bas been the Tol'fflll' bueball coach. He bas won his share 
of games (503), Bat u._ lie la not Illy ID j,otntlna oat be II three I-
from bis SOOth deleal ' ' ' ' · 
' "tiff IAallre4 . 
'~: guidance, the Torer01 lnotec1 smootblrlnto Division I com-
oetitlon In 19711 with 1 32-19 record. In the 1IUt three yean, althougll 
iwidlcapped by I lack of ocbolanhlpa, USO conlinued Its winning ways. 
1 The Toreroo, 11-3-110 far this ,e-, bave not been 10 successful the 
put three -years. After a promlllng Division I start, the Toreros bad 
three straight !OIiing llel!ODI and were 54-102 from 1983 tlirollgh 1-. 
'11 my Job wu OD the line, I might have to lhlnlt about It, but that's the 
beauty of working here. No one bAI said a word about thole last three 
years. Nobody ii beatlna you over the heal!_ to turn things' arvand,.., 
C.'lmnlngham uid. "Lut year, tboagll. 'I was very frustrated. It wuni , 
because of our losing record, bat I jllt didn't get - all the tblnp 'I 
belleve In to the kids we bad," ~ · 
, Cunningham, who played for SL Aqutlne IDgh School and the Unl'ffl'-
att, of San Francilco, is happier now with the younaest team be ever 
.-mbled at USO. 11'1 a team, be Aid, that repreamts l/lt best of wbat 
lJSD bas to offer. , • 
"Tbe kind of athlete, we bave bere II more 'latereeted In our ~ 
pbles," Cwmlnglllm Aid. ~Edlatloa•il more lmpoc1aDt lo tbeN atll-
lela, • I , • . . 
, A few yean a,o, 'tbe 0NCAA coodllcted a aur,ey 1D10D1 collesl1te 
ll■Nblll to dilcovw bow 111111Y pla,en ._..,padutina Ill four 
.,...,, ',.· -----------· ~ ~ ~·-"""' 
-- "We were.selected to~ part of that survey," Cunningham' said. ''They 
discoven:cI that 91 percent· of our players were graduating in four years, 
and that's what is im119rtant • ~- , .. ~ · , · 
• 
"I have two· full scliolarships and 1 tuitions to use ov~r a four-y~ 
period of time (the NCAA allows a maximum of 13 full rjdes for base: 
ball). Th,ese kids know that if they have a bad year, unlike some other 
schools, we won't pull their money (financial aid). I could maybe improve
 
our record by cutting someone's scholarship, but I'm not willing to 
do 
that, and the kids lu!ow it. We go all the way with the people we bring i
n." 
However, Cunningham is not sure anymore that he can go it alone all
 
the way. For the past 23 years he has been bus driver, groundskeep
er, 
equipment manager and coach, but :•1 need some help; you can't run it 
with one man." . 
''There is $2,500 in the budget for help, and that's why I brought in Jake
 
Molina this year," Cunningham said. "A lot of kids, when you're recruit-
ing, want to know how many ~pie you have to help you run t
he 
program I've had to tell them, 'Me.' So they go elsewhere because th
ey 
want more individual attention. -~ 
"If this program is to take off, w~ need more help even before we get
 
more scholarships; To establish a legitimate Division I program and 
to 
be competitive, we're going to need help, a full schol~hip program, and 
then maybe it can all be turned over to a young guy." 
While Cunningham looks ahead, he plays on with the resources he has.
 
Recently, his team was poimded by San Diego State, 12-1, but In keepin
g 
with Cunningham's philosophy of ·winning a game for every game lo
st, 
his Toreros scored a run in the bottom of the 10th to win·a rematch, 6
-5 . 
. Sialilarly, in a double-header yesterday, USD fell to .Cal State Domin-
guez Hills, 11-2, in the first gaine, theq came ~ck for a 3-2 victory In 12 
innings. In the second game, David Jacas singled In John Bonilla with th
e 
winning run. - ~- . . . . . . . 
"I'm not ~ppy settling for .500:,_ Cunningham said, ''but sometimes
 
there is not a doggone thing you cair do about il ·• · .f"' ··\ • L 
• 
7 .. ,, ' 
·"I want to give these players an opportunity to play and help them ge
t 
a de~ee:' Cunningham added. "If t,aseball figures in their life beyon
d 
USD, so much the better, but while they are here, I'd like-to help po
int 
them in the right direction. : . _ _ _ 
. 
. "Last fall I was invited back to Springfield, Mo., for a John Wathan
 , · 
~t. John played for m1: here at USD and plays for the Kansas C
ity 
· Royals now. You know wliat a roasf'JS like, b~t Whitey Herzog (for
met . 
Royals manager, now with St. Louis)gets up and changes the whole ten
or : · 
of the night. · · . · - · . • • ~ 
· 
,"He says he can't say one "bad w~rd about John Wathan. He sa~ he'
s 
• never met a finer man. Well, you know, we bad an awful lot of guys co
me .. 
. through h~ like that. They are doc;tors and lawyers and businessm
en 
,.now. To me, that says·sometbing goe>d is hapj>eDing here." · .-
. · 
--. . - . ... - ~· . .. . 
SD garden donated 
A r~-:garden~~ . San Diego ha.5 bee d ruvers1ty of ory f A n onated in mem- , o nne Swanke a USO h student murde d ' onor after h re while stranded 
ed roa:~c~o!::~~o~~on a 1esert- · / 
T~e garden is in the East Fo d ~aho on the un ers Hall ' east side of Founders I 
. / } 
, · TORER~S BAS-B ....:._!ISD-\ · rallied for three r · e seventh 
inning of the firs for a 6-5 vic-
tory and went on to sweep a double-
header from the Uqiversity of Port-
land yesterday at USO. The Toreros 
(13-8-1) took the second game, 5-3, as 
Sean Bar n hit a two-run home _run, 
his seventh homer of the 7eason. 
Portland fell to 'l-l -
:" • ,,.. . l E~lianasia' Topic of ·. . 
. l>1p~I ~i~ussion ·r /" . 
: A~ panel discuss~"With- . , . hol~ng and Withdrawing Life- • ;,. Susu!nlng Treatment for a Termi-
. nal!Patie~t" will be presented at 7 
. p.~ednesday at the UQ!versity . • of ain Diego Law School. ,,. _ . -
' , ~ d.isclWion, which is spon-sor@_ by the San Diego 'Medical Legat Society, will~n the 
leg~. ethical and philosophical im-
pli~Uons of forgoing life-sustain-
. ing'.treatment for adult patients. ·rupe free•program will be in the 
Moqj. Courtroom on the third floor 
, of t~e law school. · 
I 
In Searcf: ~r 
~ ) .. .., . 
· Insurance Firms : 
,f ,.~ .. ( 
Drastic Rate Increases Only , 
Part Of Pur.zle; Co~rtiums'" 
Seek Solutions, Partners · 
1 I t ,, ti 
By LIBBYBRYDOLF I 
..... Doll,n...ri,,, ... f'riNr I~ l 
Att.ome:, Dennia Hickman,' with 
Higl, Fletcher,. ancVMack, baa 
nc:ently begun ependilli hia even-
ings th- daya'reading The Daily 
,. Adee. ~ I • 
Hickman, a specialiat in libel · 
law: ian't a 
1
particular fan of the 
San Diego State student newapa• 
i-. He baa been hired to belp pro-
tect the univenity and Allllociated 
Studentl organization from libel 
claima while officials aean:h for an 
inaurance carrier willing to pro-
vide liability insurance for the 
IIOffletimM feiaty paper, ' 
The Daily An« lan't the only 
entity at SDSU hayinf .illaurance 
,.probjeDII, -.rdiAr ~'°' y-
1 quez, univenlty buainea manager. 
"We're juat • getting ltllled with 
110me of the rates," he aaid. 
A ltate-funded ,'!Choo!, SDSU for 
the most part la cove~ under the 
State of California's self-insurance 
policy. Bu\ q,rtain high lla~ility 
program1 IUCO as athletics, food 
service ~ ll880Ciated student ac-
1 tivit!N, ,require their own~ial 
policiet. , , ' 
:1n' the ·- of athlbtics and rec-
reational'' sports, premiums have 
jumped i~ the last ftvcl yeaz:a from 
, ,207aooo men than ~;000_1 And 
, a 1 •· viii """c,f.,. ,1~ ..... ..,.. 
f.l... le d"froni SS ..,,,.:.I'i"j°sj;' 
i ~~, ,· ,.,1 
than ,s6,000 this year despite an 
accident..1ree driving record. . ' 
·. ~ ,:_~ ,to ' ch-Jaltlc.,.rate. in, 
c:reuM, unfverait~ 8J'9 aleo fin• I 
ding the insurance ~jtaelf , harder 
and harder to come by. Four or five 
years ago, five or six compafliea 
would bid for insurance coverage,' 
now "we're lucky if we have 
three," Vll;l(l¥8Z said. And in the 
cue of The Daily An«, not a 
single company hu yet been will-
ing to atep forward. "f ou add it up 
and we've got problema1•~ he con-
cluded. ~ , ', . . , 
Other campuaea have been hav-
ing similar trouble. Long Beach 
State Univenity offic:iala can't find 
an iJllurer for their ewnmer day, 
camp ,P"'lf8JIII, V uques lllid. And 
aome univeniti• have been let\ 
out in the cold without liability 
(Coetinued on.a...i 4A) 
- -- - - --- ---r~~--
u 1:l!~~!' Ins!!~2~,!£~~-,-in---m-ill-io-n -ci-vi-1 -law-s-uits - one for insurance whatsoever. surance for the University of every five Americane - were filed These are just some of the latest Alabama, Birmingham, yesterday in 1985. stories that illustrate the ac- outlined a course of insurance in- According to figures compiled by celerating liability insurance- crisis dependence for member univer- Tillinghast, Nelson & Warren, tort that quietly began raising insur- sities and colleges that number system coets have risen from leea ance rates and cutting coverage for more than 1,600. than $1 billion in 1960 to $20 companies and public institutions Walker and other AGB members billion in 1915 and more than $60 ' acr088 the country 10 years ago. have be,m working to set up a Col- billion last year. The number of Recent publicity about the pro- lege and University Self-Insured million-dollar verdicts have climb-blem has focused on medical Consortium that would offer its ed from about 50 in 1976 to 400 in malpractice and product liability, 
but the public sector has also 
begun to feel the pinch. Many San 
Diego County cities say they can no 
longer afford the huge jumps in in-
surance rates. (Related story on Ci-
ty of San Diego's situation at bot-
tom of Page lA.) Colleges and 
universities are also facing 
astronomical increases in premi-
ums accompanied by reductions in 
coverage. 
The University gf Spn Diego is 
covered by Catholic Mutual of 
Omaha, insurer of Catholic in-
stitutions across the country. And 
while Catholic Mutual's rates "are 
generally much better" than mar-
ket insurance rates, USD's general 
liability rates have risen 35-40 
percent during the last year and a 
half, according to Jack Boyce, vice 
president for financial affairs at 
USO. 
But increased premiums aren"t 
the biggest problem for USO. 
Boyce is far more concerned about 
the drop in its catastrophic "um-
brella" coverage from $25 mill ion 
to $5 million this year. Catholic 
Mutual must buy that insurance 
from a larger carrier. Boyce be-
lieves the coverage will increase 
again next year, but said USO re-
mains "really concerned" about 
the problem. 
The Association of Independent 
California Colleges and Univer-
sities, of which USO is a member, 
is forming a committee to examine 
the problem and consider alter-
native forms of insurance, Boyce 
said. 
The liability insurance crisis is 
also on the minds and tongues of 
members of delegates of the Asso-
ciation of Governing Boards of 
Universities & Colleges gathered 
in San Diego for their annual con-
ference this week. 
John M. Walker, director of the 
own insurance to colleges and 
universities at two-thirds the cost 
of current market premium rates. 
Coverage would include protection 
for hazardous waste, pollution and 
discrimination claims that · are no 
longer included in commercial in-
surance policies, Walker said. 
Ultimately, he predicted, members 
could expect a 60 percent discount. 
Although AGB had originally 
hoped to have the insurance con-
sortium set up by July, that date 
has been moved back to October or 
January, Walker aaid. Initially, 
the group hopes to enroll 35 major 
universities, eacq putting up 
$100,000. Smaller universities 
would then be invited into the fold. 
Walker hopes membership will 
number 1,000 after the first 18 
months. 
AGB is also looking at alter-
natives to liability litigation in 
conjunction with the Center for 
Dispute Resolution. The two 
groups are pushing for legislation 
to create a center in the next 12-18 
months. 
Who's to blame for the insurance 
crisis? Consumer groups criticize 
the insurance industry for giving 
hasty bad risk policies - often to 
obtain quick premiums to invest 
during the high-interest rate years. 
Others blame the legal system's 
expanded concept of liability and 
the "exceSBive" multi-million• 
dollar jury-awarded judgments. 
The rapid litigation escalation can 
be seen in statistics. More thari 13 
Mazda Motor 
LOS ANGELES (UPI) - Mazda 
Motor Corp. said it is considering 
marketing its rotary engine for 
marine use. Mazda motor lends 
itself to boating applications be-
cause of its compact size, reduced 
noise and vibration, and ease of 
serviceability. 
1984. 
Insurance carriers deticribe the 
rise as part of the normal lnduatry 
cycle, and say rates are likely to 
fall again in the next couple of 
years. A 30-year study cited by 
Walker after his talk illustrated 
that cycle. Although 1971-73 
showed nearly 2,000 flfflll earning 
profits in the $99-$999 million 
range, nearly 6,000 reported losing 
billions of dollars in 197 4-78. Ca-
sualty companies have been on the 
losing side of the equation since 
• 1979, Walker said. 
Walker agrees with thoee who 
blame the current crisis on the rise 
of medical malpractice suits in the 
mid-19708 and what he termed the 
abandonment of underwriting 
standards in the industry's push 
for premiums during the late 19708 
and early 1980s. 
Colleges and universities, in-
stitutions with traditionally few 
claims and few major liability 
judgments, complain that they are 
being punished unfairly for ' .high 
medical malpractice awards. "For 
the most part there were no 
claims," Walker said. And when 
expenses did occur, they came from 
legal expenses, not awards, be said. 
Walker has encountered at least 
250 schools that face "significant" 
premium increases or hav~ been 
unable to obtain any liability in-
surance at all. He cited one school 
whose premium rose from $25,000 
a year to $450,000 for leaa cover-
age. 
Despite his many years of strug-
gle with the insurance industry, 
Walker also had a positive view of 
the crisis. Explaining that higher 
premiums and coverage cutoff• 
have force universities like hie own 
to become responsible for their 
operations, he concluded, "It may 




sayers will be startled, but the 
1very luxurious Meridian . tower 
downtown is working out. The 01 
series of apartments (on · each 
floor) is nearly sold out (or in es-
'crow). They offer views of bay 
and park, and are among the 
most expensive. .. ,. High rents 
,have chased out many Girard Av• . 
:enue merchants in inner La Jolla. 
Now Banana Republic seems 
most often crowded. And anothev 
newcomer to open soon seems to · 
cast the tone of the future: Th 
Gap, the specialist in jeans. 
CROSSTOWN: Federal judges I are anguished because funding 
for a badly needed fifth bankrupt- . 
cy court judge In San Diego bas 
t been deleted from a Senate bill 
They're seeking to reinstate the 
position. (Among others, the ' 
Westgate case Hogen on the · 
agenda.) . . . At a St. Patrick's 
Day party given by Jane and 
John Murphy, the towering Rich-
ard Burt wore a tiny green bat. It 
was an award from Kelly Girls 
for bis Chamber of Commerce · 
blarney. . . • Municipal Judge 
, Robert Coates Is writing a book ! 
(on the homeless) the profession-
al way: He carries bis pocket re-
corder and uses spare time to· 
dictate. 
'MOVING ON:' A. feisty Bob 
Johnston, back after hip surgery, · 
turns 89 on Saturday. For a time 1'"'his was the only legitimate the- . 
ater operating in San Diego; It 
was the Hollywood burlesque 
house, and his Palace Bar next 
door on F Street was our last cit-· 
adel of Damon Runyon charac- , 
ters. Both gave way1to redevelop-
men~ Now downtown is catching 
up to him at his saloon way up 
Broadway at 11th Avenue: 
"Downtown is pushing the rough 
crowd up this way, and it's get-
ting rough up here." · 
CITY BEAT: Mikhail BafysbDlT 
kov, dancl.ng In ,"GlseJ]e," has . 
sold ont the opening performance 
1of' the· 4'merlcan Ballet Theater 
on Taeiday. The only seats re-
maining are $%58 and $581 each, 
Including a supper at the Grant 
with Baryshnikov promised . .' .. ,' 
Today's the deadline for bids on 
construction of . the convention 
center. There were UM contrac-
tors at the start, but only six 
hard-ballen are expected to bid. 
The job'• expected to come in at 
about $101 million .... ID a rare 
moment of intr01pectlon, CBS 
will air a TV movie called "New• 
at Eleven" on April !. It Involves 
a TV-news group that perverts 
the news to boost ratings. AD 
unwelcome bonus: The story 11 . 
set at a San Diego station. 
THE NAMES: The New ork 
Times makes its fifth pass at . 
·, Horton Plaza today. Architecture 
critic Paul Goldberger calls it 
"surely the fnOSl important shop- ' 
ping mall to be built. in any . 
American downtown smce the 
' Rouse Company (created Quincy 
• Market in Boston)." · . . . USD's 
Sara Finn missed a beardunng 
Jazzercise and will check into 
· Scripps Clinic for arm surgery. 
' Dr. Paul Hirshman, who doc!,ors 
the Padres, doctors her, too. , .. 
Phil Herr saw a familiar face at 
bis Miki-San sushi bar on Mon-
day. When Herr picked up his , 
customer's American Express 
card, be connected: It was Akio 
Morita, the Sony CEO .. 
ON LINE: Shirley Bentley, a 
very human word processor; bas 1 
named the computer center 
· where Scripps oceanographers 
· tap into the new UCSD super-
computer. It's the Scripps Super- 1 
computer User Remote Facility. 
Now the Scripps people, who are . 
legend for their surfing lunch 
breaks, go on line with the~ own 
ij code: SSURF's up. , 
AJJioa DsRosa assists witb tbe 
• .._ ...... 4 ..... 
, ftfell Morgu colaf11L · · ) 
t-<f s-s 
... .,. .. c..,_ 
Lowell Rigsbee has seen
 dramatic changes In th
e lock business. 
Getting a lock _on . the b
usiness 
By ERNEST E. PUND




saddled a blank in 
the key cutter and 
flipped on the switch.
 The 
motor rose to a whir 
that was 
soon drowned out as 
the brass 
touched the blade. 
. Little flecks of met
al shot 
loose and joined a sa
nd dune 
of shavings that sprea
d across 
the heavy work table
. 
"Oh yeah, business is
 
good," said Rigsbee, 7
5. 
Business is also diffe
rent. 
La Jolla Repair and 
Locksmith Service, "s
ince 
1953," exists as" a com
munity 
gauge of sorts, shifting 
with 
changes in social 
preoccupations . 
Looking back to whe
n he 
bought the business i
n 1964, 
Rigsbee said, "In those
 days, 




getting in. People wo
uld just 
come over, borrow a 
cup of 
coffee and leave a no
te, you 
know what I mean? W
e used 
to do 90 percent of m
y 
business in home repa
irs. 
Now, it's the other w
ay 
around." 
That doesn't mean th
e 
business doesn't do it
s share 
of home repairs anym
ore, only 
that people are more 
security 
conscious. 
Rigsbee said the shift
 began 
in "about '69 or '70, 
when 
things were getting ki
nd of 
nervous, you know. P
eople 
were breaking into ho
uses and 
we'd go put dead bol
ts on 
their doors .... And
 now it's 
even worse, and this 
town is 
filling up so fast. I ca
n't even 
remember where the s
treets arc 
now.'' 
If you lost track of w
here 
La Jolla Repair and 
Locksmith Service we
nt three 




on Pearl was renovat
ed to 
make way for a 
restaurant - it has m
oved to 
Girard A.venue, still s
taunchly 




receives the majority 
of its 
business. · 
Lowell Rigsbee no lon
ger 
owns the business wh
ich he 
sold.to his son, Jeff, 
nine 
years ago, but he still
 comes in 
to cut a few keys and
 rewire a 
lamp or two. 
The older Rigsbee has
 lived 
in La Jolla since 1940
 when 
his home was on Coa
st 
Boulevard : Now, he a
nd his 
wife of over 50 years r
eside in 
another La Jolla hom
e which 
they purchased for $1
1,000 in 
1949. 
During World War II
, he · 
worked for General D
ynamics, 
Convair Division as a
 
foreman. When the w
ar ended 
he began a delivery se
rvice in 
La Jolla making trips t
o and 




the H&R Market . Th
e latter's 
location is now occup
ied by 
Jurgensen's, he said. 
He hurt 
his back and left the 
delivery . 
business to manage th
e H&R 
Market for the next 16
 years. • 
In 1963, he saw Augi
e 
Handley, then owner
 of La · 
Jolla Repair Service (
no locks 
or keys), at Harry's C
offee . 
Shop. Rigsbee made 
an offer ' 




offer and a bargain w
as made, 
He purchased the bus
iness 
located on Pearl, "lo
ck, stock 
and batrel," for $6,0
00. 
And if you have won
dered 
where La Jolla Lock 
and Safe · 
went in 1969, Rigsbee
 bought 
that, too - for $8,0
00. 
Before buying La Joll
a Lock 
and Safe, Rigsbee did
 only 
light work in locks an
d keys. 
"The fact is," he said
, "I 
didn't know a damn 
thing 
about locks. Bill Mea
nley, of 
Meanley and Son Ha
rd-
ware - Bill's not the
re 
anymore. He died. H
is son is 
there - he taught me
 so 





the University of San
 Diego_, 
and worked tor General 
Atomic from 1964 to
 1975 
·when he was laid off
. He com-
muted for a short tim
e from 
his home in Del Mar 
to Irvine 
until he decided to bu
y his 
father's business. 
When asked for their
 best 
stories, Jeff Rigsbee s
aid, 
"Oh, that's easy. Dru
nks. I've 
had one over hcrl'! tha
t was 
really something, whe
re I had 
to get her in several 




always try to lock her
 out. The 
last time I went over 
there 
they had a big fight, 
and after 










: ' Jeff insisted
 on being paid
 
: . before leaving. 
All she had was a
 
$100 bill. She to
ld him to keep 
ihe change. 
Domesti.: 3qua:./
- ·:·· ,<;: 






. The younger 
~ Rigsbee said that o
ne time he was 
, putting dead bo
lts on a woman's
 
door after a recen
t break-up, and 
..:while he was 
working the ma
n -
~ came in and pro
ceeded to remove
 
.,items from the h
ouse. He said he 
f ul
dn't do a thing· 
but call the 
; oman and tell
 her what was go
-
g on. -
- · .. .. --
He added, "For
 me to do the 
jobs on their pl
aces and figure 
out what they ne
ed to have done, 
I have to know w
hat the situation 
is. If they just wa
nt to keep a kid 
t ' , ' n not going
 to stress cer-
. · hi1 '- · it ·
 e hubaivJ or 
_ ~, trienu 1" ~,m1g ,o start beat
ing_ 
her ijp, well , the
n we start look{ 
ing at heavy stu
ff on the doors. 
It's pretty wild."
 ./ 
Darfler - Wilson 
, Gena 2-&ar~ ~Diversity 
City was married February 15 to 
Scott Bradley Wilson of Long 
Beach. The bride is the daughter 
·or Mr. asnd Mrs. Gene Darfler of 
La Jolla .. The bridegroom is the 
son of Dr. and Mrs. James 
Wilson of Point Loma. . 
The afternoon ceremony took 
, place at La Valencia' Hotel and 
was officiated by Louis Vick. :The 
brother of the groom, Todd 
Wilson, acted as -the Best Man. 
1 After a reception in the Veranda 
Room of the hotel, the couple.left 
r for a wedding trip to Hawaii. 
· Upon their return, they settled in 
, Long Beach. 
l 
./. LCALA PAR~· e University of San Diego w
ill 
/ A from 11 a .m. to 3 p .m
. on 
host a sumMme_rh 2 m the Camino Dining Room on t
he 
Saturday, arc • . 
USD campus. 25 children's camps, accredited by ~
e 
More than . . .11 be featured to
 give 
American Camping A:ssoc1auon, WI portunity to becom
e 
parents and their children an op 
· d · th the summer programs. 
acquamte w1 d this summer include comput
er 
Camps to be feature . Camp and weight loss
 . 
camp, Golden West Forensics swill also be offered, 
camp ~or girl_s. S~veral spo;t;;,~~ and tennis. Cam
ps 
includmg sw1mmmg, boys f '. ht and 18 with th
e 
are for children between the ages o e1g . C , 
. f USD' Tournament Tenrus amp . 
. excepuon_o . s n to the public. For m
ore 
The fair is free and .ope 260-4585 or John
 
information, call Jacqui Hones at 
Nunes at 260-4682. ..-•·• 
The bride is a graduate of 
University of San Diego and is 
working as a sales representative. 
Wilson is a USO graduate as well 
and received a master's degree 
from the University of Texas. He 
is a scientist and engineer . . 
orero :baseball team 
split~~ Ouble.;-header· \ 
1 The u n· · Diego base-
' . hall team spilt a double-header yes-
terday with visiting University of 
San Francisco in West Coast Athletic 
Conference play. 
The Dons won the opener, 13-6, but 
the Toreros won the second game, 7-
3, as Jim Westlund improved his 
record to 4-0. ' 
· Westlund, a freshman right-tand-· 
er, allowed six hits and two. earned 
runs in 71/3 innings . . Dan Newman 
earned a save. USD scored five runs 
in the fourth inning, with John 
Slaught and Robbie Rogers each hit-
ting RBI singles. · . · 
' In the first game, Dave Rolls .hit . 
tjis fifth homer, with one on. Dave 
~acas had three hits in the first game 
,as and 4-for-5 overall, with three 
oms and two RBI. · . . . 
I UCSD SWIMMING ...:... UC-San 
Diego's Roger Brisbane broke his 
NCAA Division III record of 1:49.87 
ih the 200-yard butterfly yesterday in 
lhe Divis
ion III national champion-
hips at Canton, Ohio. He bettered 
he record by · six-hundredths of a 
second. Kenyon College of Ohio won 
its seventh consecutive Division 111 
hainpionship with 496 points, beat-
µig second-place Claremont-Mudd 
rr72.5) and third-place UCSD (338). 
r CSD's Keith Miller was chosen div-
Local Briefs 
ing coach of the year, and UCSD's 
Jeff Stabile was named diver of the ' 
GULLS BASEBALL - U.S. Inter-
national dropped a double-header to 
visiting University of the Pacific. 
The Gulls (7-22) were shut out for the 
first time this season in a 4-0 loss in 
the opener, as four Tigers pitchers 
limited USIU to three hits. In the sec-
ond game, the Tigers' Doug Nelson 
went the distan~ as Pacific (12-12) 
won, 7 .. 2. _ ·i 
USD TENNIS:_ The University of 
San Diego men's tennis team handed 
Washingtoii'{lFl) its first loss of the 
season yesterday, 7-2. Jim ~fac-
Namee beat the -Huskies' Chris Pear-
son 4-6, 6-4, 6-2 in singfes play. USD is· 
13-9. .. 
USA VOLLEYBALL - Eileen 
Dempster had 16 kills to lead the 
USA women's team to a 15-12, 14-16, 
15-8, 15-10 victory ov~r Korea at Col-
orado Sprin~. USA scored the last 10 
points in a row in the fourth game to 
clinch the match win. Jayne McHugh 
added 13 kills. The USA women's 
team will play Japan on April 1 at 
UCSD, and the men's team will meet 





aydie Smith graduated from 
the l.lnurer-
sity of San 
_D~ in Decem- .. 
bei;-, 1985, with a 
major in education 
and a minor in 
English. She is cur-
rently employed as 
a substitute 
teacher with San· 
Diego City Schools Smith 
and is working towards a master's 
·degree in curriculum development at 
the University of San Diego. 
She isUiecfaughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Gary Smith of Brawley. She is a 1982 
graduate of Brawley Union High 
School. 
,._.., - --- ' -
w;,:~.-n Diego offers "In-
• Ho 1\«!IIS'-"KJCe" from students at · 
USD. li you· need furniture moved. ·: 
yiffilsclea~ed, errands run or any-as~ · 
sistance around the· house, call 236-
5765. This program will be held April 
5 and 6 and will be operated on a 
first-come, first-served basis. 
' ·---- --~ 
'Corrections 
. ..... ~&~cations , ~ 
~es1s Dominguez, who 
has been commissioned to de-
sign and cast a memorial busf 
of the late !lai A. Kroc at San ·, 
Diego Jack Murphy Stadium, 
also has a life-size sculpture of 
St Didacus in front of the 
• . H~I~ _IC and James S. Copley 
Library at the Universitv of 
San Diego. . '.l'be Tribune last 
~oneously reported · . 
~at the S~._ Didacus sculpture · 
IS located m fronf"o{ the James ·.·. 
S. Copley Library in La Jolla. · ·· 
. ' 
. acbed..i..l far February 198G. 
But tM)' nn Into trouble with 
tba Ind~ riainc u...i to carry 
"N,;, Wendy, John and Michael 
'Into tba air. No concern for Captain 
Baalt ~- be didn't ny anywo.y 
..... 'nlwr Bell WU projected with 
,' aapeclal 1-. Yetjuat I~ a 
.... , QA , phi,o,a ..,, 
PetarPan. 
That'• 'When Dyaut stepped in. 
Al a ~ or J.T.'1 ~uc:tion 
ataft' and a llailor for about 23 1 
7--, be tracked down aome 
marine banlwara which bad • 
- wwkloe ~ty or 1,600 to 2.000 
pouncla, imn than enouch to bai>, 
die the abow'o equipment. ' 
"When 7ou'•o been around 
aallboata, you dee.I with larpr rig-
PJII equipment," laid Dyaut, who 
.,.,.. a Newport 33 aallboai bd l~ 1ut ,_,.., ..,mmoc1o .. or th• 
~~ Yacht Club In J¥nt 
' 
( 
. B?ot;;'iER: Ted "
Dr . 
Seuss" Geisel, at 82, is in 
top 
form. His newest book, "You
're 
Only Old Once," is No. 1 t
his 
week on The New York Tim
es 
best-seller list. It's No. 2 in L
os 
Angeles. Once again Geisel 
has 
confused the critics. In Ne
w 
York he's on the non-fiction l
ist. 
In ~uthern California, he's 
fic-
tion. Last night, as he joined 
the 
gala for Mikhail Baryshnikov,
 he 




"Now that I'm finally ah ad
ult-
book author," he said, "I c
an 
drink in public." 
eROSSTOWN: The city brok
e 
new redevelopment ground y
es-
terday. The first bricks w
ent 
down in a $100,000 effort to 
~ut 
Sixth Avenue in harmony w
ith 
the rest of Gaslamp Quart~r.
 • • · 
An April cover story in Read
er's 
Digest is on Chris Valva, 
the 
teen-ager who was stabbed in 
the 
heart and was ruled technica
lly 
dead before he was revived
 at 
Mercy Hospital. ... Stephen G
ray 
of La Jolla Playhouse sugge
sts • 
building a Yuppie Crossing
 to 
link his Golden Triangle nei
gh-
' hors: the watering holes o
f the 
Marriott, Rusty Pelican and 
the 
Elephant Bar. He offers a ro
ad-
side emblem that all Yupp
ies 
recognize: the LaCoste alligato
r. 
SP ACE CADETS: The aircraf
t 
carrier Ranger has been in 
~is-
guise off our coast - portray
mg , 
the old USS Enterprise. M
~-
Spock (Leonard Nimoy) and 
his 
Star Ship crew were aboa
rd, 
trying to extract gamma ra
ys 
from the ship's nuclear react
or. 
Many of the Ranger's crew 
en-
listed as extras. It was all par
t of 
filming for "Star Trek IV." 
THE NAMES:-Rose· Bird, who
's 




commencement speaker at 
Cal 
Western Law School on May 
11 . 
. . . Jerry G. Bishop, the Sun-
Up 
host, Is resting at Mercy Hosp
ital 
after surgery to repair a 
de-
tached retina . . .. Susan Laslav
ic, 
the wife of sportscaster J
im 
Laslavic, will direct group sa
les 
for the symphony. 
LITERATI: For publishers, Sa
n 
Diego makes sense. The c
ity 
boasts a growing pool of autho
rs. 
Among those in the stable of H
ar-
court Brace Jovanovich, wh
ich 
-startled the book trade by m
ov-
'ing from New York to San Di
ego: • 
:Rita and UCSD chancellor R
ich-
'.ard Atkinson, who are finishin
g a 
'revised "Introducti9n to Psyc
hol-
ogy". Other HBJ authors fr
om · 
UCSD are Stanley Chodoro
w, 
Donald Norman, Ross Bott 
and 
Allen Munro. From USO, the
re's 
, Alan · Wise, and from Palo
mar 
College, Richard Nation a
nd 
Peter Crampton. Among ot
her 
· San Diegans with HBJ: Do
nald 
Knox, author of "The Kore
an 
War"; Mary Gilligan Wong, w
ho 
wrote "Nun"· and Don Baud
er 
who chronic!~ J. David Do
mt 
·nelli. Children's book authors
 in-
clude Martha Stack, Sea Wor
ld's 
·Frank Todd and Phyllis Evan
s. 
FACT SHEET: The seat be
lt· 
' Jaw doesn't apply to peop
le in 
cars manufactured before 19
68. 
. . . . Each cigarette cuts 5.5 m
in-
utes from life expectancy. Th
at's 
the word from the Americ
an 
Lung Association . . .. It's like 
un-
derground Manhattan: The av
er-
age duration of station stops 
for 
our Trolley is 25 seconds ....
 A 
new ethnic count is in from c
ity 
schools: 47 percent of. stude
nts 
are white, 21 percent Hispanic
, 17 
percent Asian and 15 perc
ent 
black. ... Four out of five c
ars 
stolen in San Diego last y
ear 
were unlocked, almost half 
of 
them with keys left in the ig
ni-
tion. 
Alison DaRosa assists witb tb
e 
Neil Morgan column. 
I 
Unive~~-~ at Sao Die a dou- · 
TOREROS BASE~ALL The , 
hie-header yesterd m Long Beach State, 14-10 and 9-1. Mark Traston (7-for-10 on the day) -and Chris Bwy (5-for-10) led the visiting Toreros (16-10-2). Tom Sizer pitc/hed a four-hitter in the second game. t 
-
n, Diego, C,\ 
(San Diego Co.) 






•• F.st.' ,18'8 , 
~~9c.~.~~~:~h?.!~lU!'uHa~~~!~e~!w~! !~!.~~~l~~m I ·· season was truly a record setting The Toreras set an NCAA record be lost. all season was our lack of depth. campaign for the University of San against the University of Nevada- The loss of Theroux will be the We have to go out and recruit, get Diego Toreras. Reno when USO went 24 for 24 from big concern for Marpe and her some numbers. " A mlmber of mdividual and team the free-throw line, setting a single staff. Weaver, a guard, played in 28 records, as well as one. NCAA game mark for best percentage. games this season, averaging 0.9 mark, were broken, including the USO hit a total of 29 in a row over a ppg while playing an average of team's best record ever at 16-13. three-game span. 12.9 minutes per outing . Ha-The Toreras were competing in the Some of the other individual and jdukovich played in only 12 con-newly-formed West Coast Athletic team records that fell include: tests, scoring a total of five points. Conference and finished second to most points in a game, as Evans So seven of the teams top eight United States International scored 33 against Pepperdine ; scorers return next season, plus University with an 8-4 record. longest win streak is now. eight redshirt Jane Gilpin, a transfer " I'm proud of the fact that we games ; team free-throw percen- from Penn State. finished second," said Coach tage at 72.1 percent for the season. " I see us next year as being as Kathy Marpe. "You can't be disap- N t' all USO fi . hed . th strong as we were this season," pointed in a season with our most a 1?n Y, rus ID . e · · wins ever." , top 20 ID the country for team tr.ee- ~ i-----~ USO landed two players on the throw percentage an~ scormg 10-member All-WCAC team. Senior defense. Theroux, who hit~? per-DebbJe Theroux, who holds many ~•l ~f her fr~ throws, f~ individual Torera records, averag- runth ID the nation. _, : -~ edJ.:p points' per game and 6.9 re- In the :§-CAC, Evans_.avei bounds to earn the honor. The El 16:8 · pp'g, eighth best, . while, Cajon native was joined , by,•·•Theroux finished 10th in scoring , freshman Julie Evans of Chula (13.1 ppg), and fifth in rebounding Vista, who led USO in scoring this (7.1 rpg) . Kelli ,Behrens, . the season with a 13.5 ppg average. Toreras' junior center, led the con-Evans was also named to the ference in blocked shots with 26 WCAC ·All-Freshman team. (2.2 bpg) and had 55 (1.9 bpg) for Theroux finishes her career at the season. She also finished eighth USO at the school's all-time in rebounding with 6.7 rpg ,,,lille leading scorer (1,010 points) and averaging 10.3 ppg for the season. rebounder (680) for women's Looking ahead to next season, basketball. She is the first Division the Torer'as lose three stniors. I player, man or woman. to reach Theroux, Peggy Weaver and Lynn 
Marpe added that because of new 
NCAA regulations, it is now up to 
the players to work on their own 
during the off-season. "It's more 
critical than ever for the individual 
people to work to improve as 
players," Marpe explained. 
Before the 1986-87 season though, 
the Toreras will have a chance to 
work on their game in Australia. 
______ ,,, 
' ' 





:::z.Oc:C. By Joyce Carr 
Thi tFu"rcla invi1cs iu mcmbcn to cnlcr into the 
puchal myotery of Ch riot'• pauall" from mortal to men 
Hfc celebrated during the Easter Triduum. 
We accept this invitation by uniting our su fferings with 
Christ'• for the continual Redemption of the world, 
alway• looking forward in faith to our own n:rurrcction, 
not only in heaven , but also in the events of this life. With 
faith we believe that God bringt good out of evil - that 
each trial or death endured is followed by a victory or 
resurrection , 
SCRIPTURE ABOUNDS with references to the 
death-rc1urrcction cycles woven into the fabric of the 
Christian life. The aecond reading in the Good Friday 
liturgy concludes: "Son though he was, he learned 
obedience from what he suffered; and when perfected, he 
became the 10urce of ctcrnaJ salvation for all who obcr 
him" (Heb. 5:8-9). 
A, this year 's Easter Triduum neared, John and 
KathJcen Swanke reflected on the violent death or their 
22-year-old daughter, Anne Catherine . 
They learned on Nov . 24 . 1984 , that her body had be,,n 
found in Spring Valley with " multiple slashes to her 
neck ," her father uid . She had been mi!!ing five days 
and was seen walking with a can of gasoline toward her 
car parkt: d near Jack10n and Parkway Drives in La Mesa . 
ANN WAS a 9Cnior at the Univenity pf San Diego 
where her father teaches philosophy counes. 
11 How could anyone get through this without faith?" 
Kathleen questioned t6 month~ later. " I never asked 
why," she said, adding that she put her initial feelings of 
shock on the altar . "I didn't know how to handle them ," 
she said. 
1 Her husband 's anger at the attack 8000 turned f lo 
resignation . " We knew in our minds God was in control, 
but it wu hard to get the heart to follow suit," he ,aid. 
IT WAS their Good Friday. ~ 
,._., ....................... 
A blue tlle 1/1b /aid In the circular rose garden honors 
the memory of Anne Catherine Swanke. Above her 
name /a written In French: Your Interrupted melody 
unit•• us In harmony. 
...,. • ..,rrwean 
John and Kathleen Swanke are shown with a fam//y photo, 'ft'.h/ch Includes Anne Catherine (standing, aecond 
from left). 
His wife recalled the fi ve days of uncertainity that 
followed arter a police officer showed them Anne 's 
driver 's license with news of her abandoned car . ''Our 
hopes were up and down like a yo-yo," she said . 11 We 
went through upheaval and exhaustion ." 
She thought of Our Lady losi ng Jesus in the temple . " I 
hoped she wouJd come home, instead of her eternal 
home, '' she said . 
John said he felt deep sorrow during this time. 
THE DAY after her burial in Holy Cross Cemetery , 
they went camping 1 John Swanke prayed and 
contemplated his loss. ' 11 It was like the agony in the 
garden." he said . 
"I don't like il," he prayed, "but your will be done . 
You have asked tor a difficult sacrifice. '' He said that 
crying hard brought an emotional release. 
He and hii1 wife also recollect the rc!urrcction 
experiences of their ordeal. 
THEIR PASTOR, Msgr. T homas Moloney of Our 
Lady of Grace C hurch , celebrated Mau in their home the 
day after they learned of Anne', death . Twelve family 
membcn, unready to meet the public in church that 
Sunday, gathered for the liturgy. 
Adrienne Robbins. Anne's sister, led the aucmbly in 
singing the Ma.ss or the RCAJrrect.ion for Anne . 
concclebrated by over 30 priests. uBc Not Afraid" was 
one of the songs selected for the lit· ,>gy she described 
as inspiring. 
1 'J never had such an experience of joy; I aang my heart 
out ,11 Kathleen said. 
HER HUSBAND concum,d. It was uplifiing to realize 
11 th~t life i1 not ended, but changed.'' he said. 
Holy Weck 1985 saw the two in Couonwood, Ariz 
Although keenly aware of their 10111 1 the time wu an 
"occasion of grace" for J ohn . The Easter Vigil they 
1 attended in the to'fn '1 largely Hisp~c church brought a 
plu,. tum •) p•g• 11 
{ 
Easter/ Pjoritise-co-ntin-uc«:.f-fro-mpa-gc6- I 
renewed acquaint&~hn discovered At Our Lady of 9race parish she was 
that the pastor was a high school class- an usher and had been "invited to mate from Columbus, Ohio, whom he bec~me a Eucharistic minister," her had not seen for 45 years . mother said . Sne was also a member of I The Swankes also testify to their the Catholic Daughters of the Americas , growth in spirituality after the tragedy . the young adult group, and participated . all RENEW . ' Kathleen said she is " more keenly aware m sm -group _ _ meetmgs . of God in her life . rm working icf keef) • -- --him there ·. " 
HER HUSBAND said he feels a " deepe r sens1uv1ty to death and mortality." He sometimes does grief counseling in his private practice as a marriage , family, and child counselor. 
The Swankes see stepped-up safety practices resulting from Anne ' s assault. San Diego and La Mesa gas stations are urged to harbor women who come there during the night until police arrive. Local civic groups pressed for the distribution and sale of large Call-Police signs for use by drivers with car trouble . 
They believe women, in general, have become more safety conscious and aware of their own vulnerability . 
HAVE THE Swankes forgiven Anne's assailant? 
"Whoever it is , I hope the person is converted . . . like the assassin of St. Maria Goretti," John said. 
"We believe that Anne died defending her integrity, '' he said in a written statement issued through USD soon after her death. "I' hope that everyone who knew Anne learns that virtue and integrity are needed for happiness and peace." 
JOHN AND Kathleen Swanke believe Anne is at peace and extol her virtues 
Anne 's parents _ said she donated generously to religious and c1v1c charitable organizations . They have about 200 letters from individuals testifying to the help. they received from Anne . 
"She . was an excellent scholar, " Kathleen said . She was majoring in music and French and hoped to become an opera singer. She was posthumously awarded a bachelor 's degree with magna cum laude honors at USD graduation ceremonies last May. 
THE MEMORY of Anne Catherine Swanke lives on at the university . . 
A circular rose garden east of Founders Hall was dedicated- in Anne's memory March 18. · (See photo on page three .) Here Anne and her father used to walk together. The garden was donated by a friend of the Swanke family . 
The Anne Catherine Swanke Memqrial Scholarship fund was established through contributions to provide a tuitiod grant and the cost of music lessons to a qualifying music major at l._JSD who plans to become a performing musician. Dr. Swanke hopes the fund, now totaling $13,000, eventually will be large enough to support a full-time faculty member in the university's music department. with pride and joy· 
''The joy of the resurrection is not 
They said she enjoyed attending Mass, , complete," -he said. Anne is still not 
frequently read -from her Bible, always buried in my ' life.'' However, he 
wore the brown scapular of Our Lady of • - continues to searc::h for good in the tragic 






Experts call rule 
a standard, but 
still controversial 
By A. Dableen Glanton 
Staff Writer 
. The 12-mile territorial limit the 
United States is trying to preserve in 
the Gulf of Sidra evolved as a stand-
·ard practice of international law 
after years of observance, but it has 
long been a controversial issue, ex-
perts say. 
Disputes have risen between the 
United Stales and · Mexico Chile 
Peru, Ecuador over who o~ns th~ 
tuna fishing rights 200 nautical miles 
from the Latin American shorelines. 
This time, the United States is 
again challengi ng Libya's claim that 
the North African country owns the 
sea and airspace extending 200 miles 
from its coastline. 
In both cases, the United States ac-
knowledges territorial waters ex-
tending only 12 miles o£fsh·ore. It as-
serts that U.S. vessels should be free 
to travel and fish in water up lo that 
point. 
. Just as Libyan warships Monday 
fired on Navy planes entering the 
Gulf of Sidra to assert the U.S. posi-
tion, Latin American nations have 
seized crews, impounded vessels and 
levied fines against tuna fishermen 
who crossed their 200-mile limit. 
Other countries have been involved 
in similar confrontations. 
"That is a question of international 
law that has been going on for some 
tim :· ~ays R. Dale Vliet, visiting 
di~tinguished professor of law aLCal:._ 
ifornia Western School of Law. 
"There is noreal code of internation-
al law agreed lo by everybody. Basi-
cally. p{'ople have come to assume 
that as in matters of common law, 
there are some rules that prevail." 
Theoretically. some territorial is-
sues could have been settled when 
the United Nations approved the 
Law of the Sea Treaty in 1982. Rep-
resentatives from 160 countries met 
during the Law of the Sea Confer-
ence in Geneva from 1973 to 1982 lo 
update international laws regarding 
propriety of the sea. 
President Reagan, however, bas 
refused to sign the treaty because of 
a clause granting coastal countries , 
lhe rights lo tuna and other re-
' 11011ICeS III a 200-mile economic :z.ooe ----·"=..... _ ..... - ... 
-rhe only remaining peaceful -ii~ 
lion for settling the dispute is the In-
ternational Court of Justice, an inter-
national supreme court established 
at The Hague and comprising repre-
sentatives from the major nations. 
That route is unlikely, experts say, 
because the United States has 
refused to acknowledge the world 
court's jurisdiction. And though the 
court's opinion could be used as a 
guideline, it would be binding only to 
the two countries involved . 
The 12-mile limit is largely a his-
torical rule and is not sacred, said 
Vliet, author of legal works on Chi-
nese Jaw and U.S. military law . 
"Al the time the rule of interna-
tional law came into being, 12 miles 
was the farthest that a naval weapon 
could fire a shell," he says. "So as 
long as they get outside the limit, 
there was no danger to the country 
whose waters were being ap-
proached." 
That shellfire tradition is obsolete 
today. -More powerful weapons are 
used. But some countries want to 
keep the 12-mile limit because it al- · 
lows them closer to harbors so they 
can keep tabs on activities on shore. 
Vliet says. 
Before 1969 when Col. Moammar 
Khadafy took over leadership of 
Libya, the United States had free 
reign in the Gulf of Sidra, says Jorge 
Vargas, director of the Mexico-Unit-
ed States Law Institute at th~ 
versily of ~n Diego. · 
In claimmg the Gulf of Sidra, a U-
shaped body of water that cuts into 
the central Libyan coastline from the 
Mediterranean Sea, Khadafy has 
drawn a so-ealled "line of death" ex-
tending 245 nautical miles across 
gulfs mouth and bas vowed to attack 
foreign vessels crossing it without 
authorization. 
"Under international law, only 24 
nautical miles can be closed," said · 
Vargas, who was a Mexican delegate 
to the Law of the Sea Conference. 
"There is no way lo draw .a line say-
ing it's internal waters belonging to 
Libya because it is too vast a portion . 
of the ocean ." I 
Vargas says Khadafy's claim that 
the gulf is subject to the sovereignty 
of Libya, based on historical consid-
erations, also violates international 
law. Such law allows such stipulation 
only if a country proves the gulf has 
been considered as its territory for a 
number of centuries. 
--,, ~-- -- -
~sset freeze doesn
't 
melih free hand for ' 
Manila, expert say
s 




nt has frozen 
any Ferdinand Marco
s assets that 
may be reposing in t
hat nation's 
banks. but that doesn
't mean the 
Philippines will be ab
le to snatch 
those assets, or even 
get records on 
th•!m, says a San Die
go expert on 
Swiss banks. 
Raymond E. Daly III
. a new resi-
dent of Rancho Santa
 Fe. got his 
doctorate in banking 
from SwitzPr-
land 's Lausanne Univ
ersity in 1970. 
In 1968, he purrhased
 a Swiss hank 
(only 28 days before 
the Swiss made 
it illt>gal for a foreigne
r to own one) 
and served as chai rm
an for 15 years. 
During the period, he
 was also 
chairman of an Ame
rican institu-
tion, Bank of Indiana
. After the So-
cialists took over Fra
nce, Daly sold 
his Swiss bank to a F
rench group for 
a juicy sutli. Now he 
is selling his 





ding Bank of 
Indiana), is heing me
rged into Co-
l11mhus. Ohio's Banc 
One Corp. 
After a lifetime in ba
nking. Daly 
is being ordainrd as 
an Episcopal 
deafnn (In April 19, a
nd will be 
spending part of his 
time in the pul-
pit. 
In nicent years. the S
wiss govern-




lio11 with foreign gov
ernments in 
t'ertain criminal case
s, but talk that 
lh,, wiss are substan
tially liberaliz-
in~ the secrecy codes
 is "U.S. propa-
ganrla." said Daly. "T
he one natural 
asset they have is Sw
iss banking; the 
other is the Alps. The
y're not going 
to blow that (banking
 power)," Daly 
said. 
The frpeze will keep 
Marcos from 
removing his assets, 
but the Swiss 
government won't le
t those assets be 
returned to the Philip
pines, and 
might not even requi
re that ~he 
banks share their inf
ormation with 
the new Philippine g
overnment, 
i)aly said. Bank secre
cy is simply 
too important to the 
Swiss economy 
for the government t
o interfere with 




ty of San Diego inter
national busi-
ness students on the 
arcane world of 
Swiss banking, and su
mmed it up 




land is the place." 
He added in an interv
iew, "I don't 
know of any politicia
n around the 
world that wouldn't h
ave a Swiss 
bank account," althou
gh he doesn't 
know whether Ameri
can politicians 





 will continue 
to flow lo Switzerlan
d, said Daly, al-




able people because 
it had an Amer-
ican reputation to pr
otect, he said. It 
was named Banque I
ndiana (Swit-
zerland). 
In recent decades. Sw
iss banks 
have had competition
 from such pi-




Montserrat and the li
ke, but Daly 
doubts that they have
 eaten into the 
Swiss' share of the ta
x-haven mar-
ket significantly. The
 Swiss have an 
impeccable reputatio
n as well as a 
sound currency, he n
oted. The par-
. venu satrapies only
 offer total secre-
cy. 
The Swiss banks are 
enormously 
profitable because th
ey provide so 
many services - ban
king, broker-
age, storage, foreign 
exchange and 
precious metals deali
ng, etc., Daly 
said. 
For example, most p
eople park 
money in Switzerland
 to diversify 
out of their home cur
rency. A person 
entrusting $100,000 to
 a Swiss bank 
to invest in overseas 
stocks will be 
hit with a fee: 1. when
 the money is 
converted into Swiss 
francs; 2. when 
the francs are conver
ted i'nto th!! 
currency of a country
 in which an 
investment is made; 
3. when the 
stock is purchased; 4
. when it is 
Raymond E. Daly
 Ill 
stored in the bank; 5.
 when the divi-
dend is converted fro
m the foreign 
currency into Swiss f
rancs and 6. 
when the stock is sold
. 
"On a rainy Tuesday,
 unscrupu-
lous Swiss bankers w
ill switch one 
account with another
 account -
pretending leach is bu
ying and sell-
ing. But actually, no 
buying or sell .' 
ing is done - the acc
ounts are just 
switched," said Daly
. 
"In Switzerland, the 
favorite sport 
. is tax evasion." said
 Daly. In fact, 
the Swiss banks delib
erately under-
state their own finan
cial condition to 
slash their own laxes
, he said. 
U.S. citizens are requ
ired to tell 
the Internal Revenue
 Service of 
their accounts in fore
ign banks, and 
to pay laxes on the in
come. A full 80 
percent of American
 customers in 
his bank requested th
e appropriate 
IRS forms to report 
their incomes, 
said Daly, "but we ha
d no way of 
knowing whether the
y actually used 
them." 
Under law, Swiss ban
kers cannot 
discuss an account. D
aly remem- · .,,, 
bered being in a taxi
 in New York 
when an American w
ith money in 
Daly's Swiss bank sta
rted talking • 
about his accouni. "I
 told him, 'I · 
don't know what you
're talking 
about,'" Daly recalled
. "It's like a 
sealed confession wit
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_ _,,~A'.-'Father. ~ -·Day' proclaimed • ,\ 1 
· ·· ·. -·; · ~ppl~ Valley 
-~'S~ . . ., . · ·.. ·"'By Gordon Watsdn, . , is expected .to celebrate his anniversary APPLE VALLE,Y -- Not •'~mly was at a yet to be determined date this sum- , March 17 Si: P-atrlck's Day but In Apple mer. • , · , . Valley (( w,s, .proclaimed "Father De Born in Leominster, Mass., Father • Day" ln ·,-or, of Father Dominic De De Pasquale was appointed pastor of . P~JJale)~ anniversary 'of ordina- . Our Lady of the Desert Parish in Ju\y tlc)MO the priesthood. , • • . ., ' 1984. , . The i>roqamation was made by Ap- "He is a greatly loved, very pastoral pie Yalley'.s ·honorary ·mayor~ Gerda I ' person," . said L Pat Woods, pastoral ' ~. who joined·Our Lady of the associate at the High Desert parish. . · Desert~ community In celebrating Mrs. Woods particularly spoke of Fath« De .Pi5$<1uale:s anniversary at a Father . De: Pasqualf,s ,talents. for . spefjal dinner at the. Victorville Holiday · ' ministering to the sick and the bereal(-. Inn ~March 15 ... A special anniversary . ed . i,·, · , : · ' ',. •, ', ~ .Mass.'!Jllulebrat~d at the parish March . . P,arlshioiier .Diane 0 lake sai<;i ' that If .16. . • · · ' _ _' one word could sum up. the deep feel-. Father '"D,!" as he Is known 'to lngs expr~ssed about father De •Pas-~oners. was. ordained by Bish~p ·quale it would be "nurturer." .. , · · ~ ..... Ow1es F. Buddy at the Chapel of the • ·. Mrs . Wpods also spoke of° Father De lmrnaculata on the University of San . , Pasquale as an "excellent liturgist." an~. DlegoHffiP.~-~n March 17, 196L ..i • of his enc9uragement · of lay. involve- · Ordained · at the same time were ment In the parish. 
pas or cerebi-ateS ' 
Father Malachy McGinn, pastor of St. ·,. Under father De Pa.squale's ·pastor-Theresa ParisH In Palm Springs, and ship the 1parish .coun<;il bas • been Father •Thomas Gillespie, pastor of st.· revamped, ~e said, and two parish Tl)oinas Mc;,re Parish, Rialto . · ,, organizations in particular, the _ bap-. Fathe;r · Gillespie celebr~ted ' his an .:' tismal team and the marri':'ge. prepara-, ~versary M,rn:h 15 and Father McGinn tion team pav~ flourisheq . 
l~II' ! I 
1" • l • i 
,Father Dominic De;Pasq4ale 
•' 
, ~ .. ~r ~ -; _ fr •· , ... 
1',,Father,Pe ~asqu~le1~~ ~p ~een ~c~ 
tive. on the ecumenical ftpn_t,. ai;id ;there 
is . curr~ntly .a , paris~ ecumenlf<ll com-
mission "talking . to 9 different (local) 
Christian ·chutches," said. Mrs. ,Wood. 
' . The parish's pe~ce a~d .• justice . c<:>m· 
1i mlsslori;· althqugh only for~ed ~ little 
over .a .moo.th· ii90 under, th~ leadership . 
;of Joe Lawlor, was ·a!>le ion ,very .short 
-.notice ( a matter of hours) to 'prepare a 
,meal' for 600·pea~e1Jlarch~.on their re-
cent ill_-fate9 •. attemp,t , to ~.:;w.alk to , W sh' gt . •' I a 10 Oh. ,.·' : • , , • ·, _. , ,. 
•.l Father: ~ Pasquiil~~ :J.~lped . peace, 
and _justice•·commlsslon mern,bers and, 
other -member~ of.his.parish ln ' bravlng 
, ~e. co/d, wet conditio_ns)bat greeted 1the, 
. marcl:iers as th
1
ey arrived in neighboring 
Victorvill~ March 8 'and walked · in · 
solidarity with them. _ ~ ,., : . , \ · 
· For his·anniversary celebr~tlon i=ather 
De Pasquale was· joined · by ,some . 30 
relatives, many who ,had travell~d· from 
Massadiussetts, said Mrs. Wood. ' . . 
.. Among thein were• his sisters Connie 
" Culley, Rose -De Pasquale., a'nd· Grace 
Ruberti, and brothers .Fred and Louis . I ' De Pa$quale. · ~
.!' ., 
· L~:Y'~helps giVe Profession a ~ood name 
BJ ~ANf1E WII..LlAM!I, ~ Stall Wnt,r 
lawyer Micbad Reed ¥IS · People " auac:k us unfairly. · ~."an orchestrated campaign bet-I N HIS BUSINESS, trial in his Mount Soledad home. • not attorneys fault either but the best of times and the ThOJC lawyers who &ive us a · ween manufacturers and in-
worst of times. laldJ, It hu bad rep are no! trial lawyers; Stuance companies a1ainst trial 
been the former. ~ they steal from the poor." lawyers." Reed said. "We are a 
• Ill January. the T~cr• - Good personal Injury lawyers, _ b~~va_tarJet . No~y likes 
~n.conferred upon the _by contrut, do not charJe ex- -111. 
~~ Jollan iu top casively and actually are con- Moreover, insurance carriers, 
award for 198S, in part for his sumer representatives, the only . who-Se stock.s are stron1 and 
professional dili1encc and in ones to ~hom clients can tum solid, are the only C.Qmpanies 
=~~:::i;~- Focusing In . 
Bcin1 selected u T,:ial~er 
of the Year ◄ •is a reallionor, Tt • 
really is," Reed said, especially • 
.fuce honors are Dot always a 
staple In the lives of personal in-
jury attorneys like himself. 
Ou the contrary, terms such 
as "ambulance chasers" usually 
precede those lawyers who take 
on corporations and insurance 
• · companies with III allqed 
multi-million dollar venaeance. 
Such a reputation "really 
bothers me," ,Reed said recently 
when seeltin1 financial redreu, 
he said. . 
Flamboyance is nor al"'•Y• 
their professional style, said the 
sofupoken Reed, whose only 
visible idiosyncracy is a •. 
· preference for cowboy 'boots. 
The ,ky-hiah settlements that 
supposedly push up insurance -
rates and keep insurance com-
panies rattlina their swords are 
whose rates are not subject to 
anyone's review, thanks to a law 
from the '20, which exempts 
them from monopoly and price-
. fixing regulations . 
furthermore , no lawyer ever 
has made the kind or awards 
that gives the profession a bad 
name. Lt always is the jury 
which, after hearing both sides, 
makes fi nal decisions . That, he 
said, "is the community 
speaking.' ' 
Lately, the community spoke 
to the tune of SJ million in 
favor of a MQ.ican woman 
whom Recd met throu1h his 
voluntary work u legal counsel-
to the Mexican consul in San 
Diego and whom he represent<!!, . . 
in a suit a1ainst _Volkswa1en. 
The woman had been left . - t 
paralyzed from her waist down 
after a motorcycle crashed into 1 
the side of a '72 Beetle in which ! 
she wu riding as a passenger. ~1 
Tlie decision, appealed by the, 
· car maker, was reached after ' 
Reed showed that the crash im-
pact could have been avoided or 
lessened had VW installed door 
beams in its cars. The company 
did not do so until forced by 
law. 
Reed said.his com-
pany - Casey, Gerry, Casey, I 
Please see REEfl, C4 
-------------------------------------------
Continued rrom Cl 
Westbrook, Reed and 
Hupe, ...:·,peat some SI00,000 
for expert testimony and crash• 
testing, an unwual but necessary 
amount or money since the 
lawyers -re up against bi& guns . 
"Volkswagen spent between 
half • million and a milllon 
dollars," Reed said . "They go 
down swingin,. '! 
But Reed finds himself up 
aaainst bia guns quite frequently. 
In the mid-'70,, he represented a 
military pilot who had been kick-
ed out of the U.S. Navy for alleg-
ed drug abuse. Reed proved that 
the pilot's erratic behavior, which 
led to the dismissal, wu caused 
by his clothin1: Durin1 a nighv' 
from San Diego to Florida, hii -
clothes accidentally got soaked in 
PCP in the airline' s luggage com-
panmcnt, and the substance 
subsequently entered the pilot ' s 
bloodstream through h~~ skin . 
-. 
The Navy exonerated the man woman lawya- wllo later~ · fQJCa ~,51iiir,rllil 'wllt. 
who, with Reed's help, Ill~ his wife. "lt'WII. ~ - and blr ••··lhclr - to aa 
ceufully ;ued the airline for father ~ "p4nanal lltjmy ·: wba ille q appoimal to 
s-«J,000. Reader's Di1est pubqsb- lawyers) who Pil! me an~- balds.. The marital Jide of 
ed 1:,e story under the title, ''Tb& in law.'! L..,.i wdlli, with ita Im- Reed A Recd· putlm'Sbip ff 
Lieutenant's Deadly Oothi!s," mediate applicatloa and satiafac- tuaJIJ ....-diaolved II well.. 
which is rumored to become a lion, also promised to be lntcllec." The divorce cawed Reed movie soon. -: tually stimulatina. quit• IIDllb mcwe to La Jolla where aw..i 
But not all of Reed's cues are science where esoteric punuii., llhip·of bll new bomc ba clra 
so spectacular. A lot of his ~ork "put you oo tJ!e frinae." - him in1o·t11e familiar COll!nJ¥C\ 
stems f rom car accidents, he said, Eventually, Reed and,laia ,rife . o--4ba -Aldath ovcrpau. W1] 
involvin1 face-to-face encounters moved to San Diqo where he-ob- Reed ls a daily uafllc: ~ 
with often badly hurt clients. tained Im Jaw dcarec at the himsdf - !Iii office is on 
Injuries are a common si1hf In Univenity of Salt Dlqo. At tbe Street In San Dicto - II docs 
his job, Reed said; yet actually it l,ime::. more tluar a decade - make seme to biiD 10 saailloe 
was abhorrence over a bloody •· ago - San Dicto'• leaal field · Jolla- on the altar of trans 
sight that got him started on his already was "overmanncd, tion case.' 
legal career in the first place. ovcrpersoned and over - "fnaway,itisditist."he 
Ori1inl!lly, Reed was a scientist _ populated," be said. · "But It becomes a qucstioa 
with a master ' s degree In · After araduation, Reed joined quality of lifO.:' • 
microbiofoiY and Ph.D. aspira- - -
tions . But one day, in • ; 
laboratory of the Univenil)' of 
California, Riverside, "I had to · 
take blood out or a rabbit's ear. 
That was the day I decided not to 
become a doctor. '' 
The decision 1ained momen-
tum with Reed's courtship of a 
~ 
J 
U_§Wen.~S basketba'.11 . ~ea so
n · 
The 1985-86 women's basketball ·
 rebounder (680) for w
omen's most points in a g
ame, as Evans 
· season' was truly a record
 setting basketball. She is
 the first Division scored 
33: · against Pepperdine; 
campai~ for the Uajyersity
 ~of~ I player, man _or wo
man, to reach '· longest wi
n streak is- now eight 
Diego Toreras. · 
1,000 points in her career at
 USO. games; team fre
e-throw percen-
]: number of ihdividual and
 team · - The Toreras set an N
CAA record tage at 72.1 p
ercent for the season. 
records, as_ well as one 
NCAA against the Univer
sity of Nevada- Nationa
lly, USO finished in the 
mark, were broken, includ
ing the Reno when USO we
nt 24 for 24 from top 20 in t
he country for team free-
teamrs best record ever a
t 16-13. the free-throw line
, setting a single throw p
ercentage and scoring 
The Toreras were competin
g in the game mark for b
est percentage. defense. 
Theroux, who hit 85. 7 per-
newly-formed West Coast A
thletic USO hit a total of 29
 in a row over a · cent of h
er free throws, finished 
Conference and finished se
cond to three-game span.
 · ninth in
 the nation. 
United -~tates Interna
tional r Some of the other individual
 and In the WCAC, Ev
ans :averaged 
University with an 8-4 recor
d: team records th
at fell include: See USO/
Page 82 
- "I'm proud of . the _fact tn
 we ~ 
" 
· - finished second," ·sai
d· Coach r-:::.::;:,.....,:;:;:.,__;;::;:::;::::::
;.;;;:==========;;::;:::=:::
::: . ...::_;::_ -~ 1__._-::-.,,,-::-.,.. - -7'""--
Kathy Marpe. "Y<_>u can't be
 disap-
pointed in & season with ur
 m~ 
wins et~r ,, .. ,.,. · ·. ff .,:¾.; :_ i .-• 1 1 -•~, 'J: !' .•. f l 




' Debbfo ·Theroux, who hold
s many I 
individual Torera records, a
verag-
ed 13.3 points per game and
 6.9 re-
bounds to earn the honor. 
The El 
Cajon native was join
ed by 
freshman Julie Evans of
 chula 
Vista, who led USO in scor
ing this 
sea.son _ with a 13.5 ppg av
erage. 
Evans . was also named t
17 the 
WCA'; All-Freshman teani. , . 
Theroux finishes her care
er at 
1 USO at the school's 
ail-time 
leading scorer (1,010 poin
ts) arid 
-
16.8 ppg , eifM~st, while 
Theroux finis~tofu · in scoring 
(13.1 ppg) and fifth in rebounding 
(7.1 rpg) . Kelli Behrens, the 
Toreras' junior center, led _the con-
ference in blocked shots' with 26 
(2.2 bpg) and had 55 (1.9 bpg) for 
the season. She also finished eighth 
in rebounding with 6.7 rpg while 
averaging 10.3 ppg for the season. 
Looking ahead to next season, 
the Toreras lose . three·· seiilors: 
Theroux, Peggy Weaver and tynn 
Hajdukovich are the three who will 
be lost. . 
The loss of Theroux will be the 
big concern for Marpe and her 
_ staff. Weaver, a guard, played in 28 
games this season, averaging 0.9 
ppg while playing an average of 
12.9 minutes per ' outing. Ha-
jdukovich played in only 12 con-
tests, scoring a total of five points. -
So seven of the teams top eight 
scorers return next season, plus 
redshirt Jane Gilpin, a transfer 
froin Penn State. · - · 
"I see us next year as being as 
strong as we were this season," 
said Marpe. "The think that hurt us 
a11 · season was our lack of depth. 
We have to go out and recruit, get 
some numbers." · 
Marpe added that because of new 
NCAA regulations, it is now up to 
the players to work on their own 
· during the off-season. "It's more 
_critical than ever for the individual 
0 
F A FEATHER: Criminal 
d~fense attorney Frank 
Pranlil was himself 
sentenced this week lo prison on a 
1983 conviction involving check 
lorgery. Thal despite a colorful plea 
lo Superior Court Judge Raul I 
Rosado for probation: "I'm no longer 
that peacock that strutted. My 
feathers have been plucked." , . 
Rosado. responding in kind: "The 
chickens have come home lo roost." 
Two years, , ,, , ' '.. ,,, 
~~.-U' •l 
Brown, president-elect orlhe SD 
Board ol Realtors, plunked down 
some change al her neighborhood 7-
Eleven store Tuesday and picked up 
a $100,000 winning ticket in the 
California lottery. Her plans for the 
money? What else: "Buy real 
estate." ... Terri D'Acquisto, who 
started this week al USO as · 
assistant PR director, is the wife of 
lormer Padres pitcher John 
D'Acquislo. She came in on her own 
credentials, of course. An alum, she 
wat.J]SD~outstanding female 
graduat'eiri 1977. Bonus points: In 
1976, she was Miss San Diego . .. . 
The restaurant called 926, successor 
to the first Gustaf Anders at 926 
Turquoise in PB, will serve its last 
precious vegetables and close the 
doors after Saturday night's dinner. 
That may only be temporary, 
depending on the capital situation. 
Chef Doug Organ says the t ' 1 ' 11 
restaurant will be closed at least for 
the first couple weeks of April, and 
may re-open as a "bistro" with new 
menu and lower prices. Then again. 
it may not. 
OlJRS:Al{y.P 
Frega, who's representing plaintiffs ' 
In the deep-pockets suits against J. 
David & Co1 was among the last to.· 
· • visllJerry pommelli before bis , .' 
stroke this week in the federal 
prison at Pleasanton. Dominelli, like 
a previous high-profile San Diego 
inmate at another facility, works as 
a gardener at the campuslike prison. 
Alas, neither Frega nor some 15 
, defendants' attorneys was able to 
get Dominelli to talk. But, says 
Frega, the attorneys did get to 
spend about two hours with guards 
who conducted elaborate searches of 
them. "As if," he says, "these 
lawyers were gonna break 
Dominelli out of his country club." 
TURNABOUT: Elsa Saxod, 
businesswoman and political 
activist, is in Kaiser Hospital today, 
mending after complications from a 
good deed. Saxod, on a mission of 
mercy, was delivering crutches to • 
her 8-yr.-old nephew, Victor 
Vilaplana, who sprained his ankle 
while three-wheeling in the desert. 
As she was leaving Victor's house, 
Saxod slipped on ice planL And 
she'll be needing those crutches 
back. Saxod broke her ankle - in 
three places. 
. ITEMIZED: Local Boy Scouts, 
warming up for next month's Scout 
Fair at Del Mar Fairgrounds, will 
be out in force this morning, doing 
their good deeds on Good Friday al 
Embarcadero Marinaf ark. With 
provlsioos frOm Voas, they'll serve a1 
free pancake" breakfast to anybody ' 1 
who needs one, from 7:30 to 9:30 a.m. 
. .. Charlie Lum, for years the No. 2 
man here with the Small Business 
Administration, bas been named 
district director of the SBA for 
Hawaii. But he's not forgetting San 
Diego. Lum called Phil Herr al . 
Miki-San here to cater his 
installation ceremony at Honolulu. 
.. . Gail Lynn Falkenthal, an aide to 
Dick Murphy when he was 
councilman, has landed al KSDO 
Radio, a popular spot with ex-City 
Hall employees. Falkenthal, who's 
actually returning to the station 
after a six-year absence, starts next 
month as managing editor: . , 
:upMANSHIP: Katerina.Lycheva, I 
the Russian schoolgirl who's gelling 
a rare taste of the U.S. tliis week.r 
attended a perfonnance of "Big • 
River'' on Broadway Tuesday nigbL 
After the show, she stopped to pose I 
with the cast, and told them she'd 
read "Huck Finn" In Russian."~' 
quipped a cast member, "the / 
of ginal version." . / 
'. { . ' 
I 
.. 1¥:P.Y la~ers Write 'tllat_ wa)' . 
,. By~cbael Lee ~wler
 
)ft ·;· clldn'~ 
 I · · 
- • I first learned wby law
yers write ·, Com~entary· was
Jmpressed." . ·, . 
. 
, . the way they do when I 
was In law , . 
- ' l My new writing Je; whlcla I call 
'· sdlool. I was studying Co
nstitutional . Discounting 
tYie fact that many of , "Ulyae
a In Law School,• eventually 
-i Law at the University of
 San Diego . San Diego ilJgulne
's readers are' earned .me a Ju
ris Doctor degree ,. 
;,•. School of Law under a 
nationally , lawyers, I sacl
denly 9"' the ligbL from the Un
iversity of San Diego 
· recognized First Amendme
nt-1Cbol· Lawyers doa't'w
ri~ the wa the)' do School ol Law
, aa..- me IIUCCeafully -
,,. ar. Our semester/a grade wa
s based . to CODfuse their clle
n~ and;I~ the ;paa tbe·Ca
lif~ State Bar Eum 
' on a single paper concerning a
 tree:. . clients to bdleve. the lawyers, 
are -., and aot me a job with a ~ law
 
'v dom-of-speecla Issue. 
·, , 1 earning their fe
es (as ltfie old joke, firm' wbere. I spen
t m~ ol my day 
-ft., I spe11t weeks researc
hing anc1- goes), Instead, 
~ do it- to ceiafuse helping'
 write a lawyer's boot-on a , 
.,, writing the paper. At 
the time I ' each other. 
·. 1 l blgbly apecla
li'f'd vea of tbe law. _ 
rt: worked as a writer at 
&a Diego · Lawyers, rv
e 1~ have th1' . TIie bpo
t gave,me 111me ~ ble. 
.:,::. ~ and !fear my wort a
t the n~ unusual belief
-' that. 1f they '• Occulaoally, 
my.~ boa' palled me 
oc magazine suffered from the eztra
 can t UDdentand w~t IO
Dlebody uide•ucl said, "Bowler, th
la ~ is ' 
. ,., time I -.pent 011 tbe ComU
tn_tiCJpal , '"1tes It II becausel
lle Idea mmt be ·· for lawyer
s. Don't _be 90 sitnpi,. 
o _ Law paper. , 
-. . .over their beads. Th
ey never believe We've got t
o give them aomethlng ~ 
j"'' · I rationalized the'time expencllture It 
Is because the writing Is UDc
lear. · think about. 'lbey'ft
 got to rea1iie 
"' as benefiting my job u 
a writer. ' IJ OM lawyer frie
nd told me:r, • we rea111 know 
thla area of the 1a1
" 
'." .;~ !~r;'!,=~~:u~!1i don~ ~re;~~:~~
:O~ 'I~~ with a·~~ 
•~. probletnsandcarefullyre
seai:chU.S . . get scared. 
J figure',thls guy (or , ~are~l
teplyOll'.DllllUake 
. SUpreme Court decisions. •
 woman, nowadays
) !Dlllt·really mow to ,.- lite an
 ,Intelligent_ lawyer .. 
~• 'l ' believed these new
ly-acquired what ill taWnc alioat, Afte
r all; I . First, you have lo real
lyP-9v/ ~bat 
l•~ atnls would belp 111'1 writln& w
hile went a.~ :..utlooal l
aw · you ,are writing abolltA,~ ~
 
P-:' my wort on tlle ' magazln
e . 
~ntand It, ,write It 
In slmpl~ clear ~gllsh:-• 
·,/, make writing law-sch
ool papers the judge pro
bably •abl, to 
~• you rewrite It In a way 
to 
~~-. easy. I was sure I would 
get an "A." either. He'll 
rul'3 In my ,opponent's, ~
 oCbllr 1nyera. 
·•: Boy, was I dead wrong
. . favor rather 
than admit be doeiD't F
or example. the amtence, "L
aw-
jr.., I won't tell sYOU my grad
e (J do · understand that ar
ea of law." , yen lik
e to use a lot ol big words" l
a 
t!, 1 have some pride), but hril
l tell you I took .my .law-l
Chool profeSlor's rewritte
n as: ~ 
what my professor said. 
advice, and in my Civil Pr
ocedure · "Upoo Informa
tion and belief, J 
•:~, . "This is too clearly 
written," be ,Class wrote a
 paper mm I clldn't un- her
ein allege with lllbltantlal
 cer-
. said. You've taken coi:nplu
 legal derstancL Instead of 
writing , IOllle- taint)' ·the 
prollmate· came of Oae 
-- questions and ill 200-300
 words · done thing "wasn'
t legal,~ 1 said It was 8bad
ea of subtlety within the scope of' 
what it takes a good legal
 acholar 1~t within the pa
rameters ,of the . writing lo
t the bench/bar baa made 
. 200-300 pages to do." .
 historical deve
lopment of both Eng• clar
ity a suspect .clalllflcatlon
 re-
·•:• I asked him if I miss
ed any iili- lisb common
 law and statutory suit
ing in a per• obflllcatloa o
f a 
rt! portant points, . 
schemes adopted in .most 
jurisdic- . relatively benign
 simplistic Anglo-
/ ,.,. "No,''. he replied, "but
 I just can't tlons. Of cou
rse, minority jurisdic- -Suo
n terminology and la therefo
re 
.r.:'. believe Constitutional 1.J
w· il thla · Uo111 are contra.
 Substantial Justice· . replac
ed,astheliaequaDODofprop
- . 
Im:. simple. 'll you wrote IIO
llletblq this , and ' fair play 
demand ,tlle plalDtlff -er ju
rlaprudeatlal . anderltanding
, 
,> simple for a real court, other l
aw- 'prevail· · , 
1 • 
. , with polysyllabic Latin-h
ued verb!• 
,t~ yers would laugh. They w
ould know I received m
y highest grade in law ace creating a CG
Ddae degree of con--
rr?' exactly what you were ta
lking llboul school on tha
t paper. The professor · fus
ion.'!. , • 
J.:;- This ls something one of 
SIID Diego took me aside a
nd,said, "Bowler, the Jam
es Joyce, move over. Here
 L 
Magazine's readers could 
under• • distinctions you dre
w were' so subUe come. · 
' • · • , ,, . 
stand, though." · 
1 and carefully,""'!Jgbl that





SD BASEBALL - D
avid Rolls' 
two-run homer in t
he third inning 
/
drew the University o
f San Diego (17-
11-21 to within 3-2, b
ut host Nevada-
I Reno (9-11) scored t
hree runs in the 
bottom of the third
, three in the 
fourth and two in th
e eighth to win, 
11-7. ;). q 5" ~ 
___ _..._, 
-~-~- · .aciss-. ·._ _-
- · · . tate lleton pliiloso-
- pht1ff*~rs, David J. De-pew,- AJ6erf1=1ores and Craig K. 
~ · lhara, ·were panelists anhe 
Conference on Virtues at the · 
Unit~~_ity of~ Diego. Flo-
res alsogivea talk on ''The 
· Eth.teal Boundaries of Engi-
. neering" to the Orange 
. County chapter of the Insti-
. · tute of ·Electrical and Elec-
tronic Engineers in Anaheim 
:.in conjunction ~ith engineerv 
·week· -·~·, ~ -. . . ,_ . - . .. 
( 
_Two USD_yraduates 
H_ope Millions Of 
. Us Gel,Spanked 
2~JIMRIFFEL 
s,-;.i to tbe Daily 1'raa11CripC 
If a young mai1 wearing boxer 
shorts approaches 'you on the street 
and tells you to, "Get spanked," 
don't punch him. Even you might 
be wearing boxer shorts in public 
one day. 
They're the latest fashion among 
. young men, and even young 
women, and two San Diegans a~e , 
hoping to capitalize on it with a 
line of their own called Spankers. 
Tom McGraw and Mike Wehan, 
24-year-old business administra-
tion graduates of the University of 
San Diego, run the 6-month-old 
firm out of their house. The com-
pany produces walking shorts, T-
shirts and caps. 
Spankers recently ·received its 
first taste of real success when 
Nordstrom agreed to ,place an 
order _- ~.' There is a trend towards 
innerwear being worn o t ," says 
(Continued on Page 3 > ~ 
The~ ~o~· e Mi. lions.Get $panked-
<Contmued · is aurviving primarily from monies 
Marie Joyce, the e d buyer at gep.erated by a silk-screening bus-
Nordstrom· who appreciates the inessthetworanatVSD. 
"fun look" of the line and plans to Wehan and McGraw aren't ex-
dis play Spankers .. in the actly new to the business world. 
loungewear department. After meeting through Sigma Pi 
What you'll see are boxer shorts fraternity at USD, they began 
with various designs on them, . their silkscreening business as a 
nearly indistinguishable from the service for other fraternities and 
underwear; T-shirts with the campus organizations. They put I 
designs along the side instead of Greek letters on sweatshirts and 
the front and 'l)ack; and T-shirts. * - I 
Australian-style caps which are Now Wehan, who grew up in , 
more rounded than regular Dana Point, and McGraw, from 
baseball caps. · Newport Beach, are entrenched in 
Current designs have Sphightop · the clothing business full-time, and 
t e n n i s s h o e s , n e w - w a v e •' looking to move out of their home 
. models, teddy bears, and a Sum.mer near Balboa and I-5 to a permanent 
of'63 beach scene. office. 
A l t h o u g h b o t h o w n er s The first delivery was scheduled 
brairuitormed over a name for their for March 16: They'll spend the 
business, Wehan insists that next several months servicing 
Spankers came out of thin air. , these accounts, establishing new 
"There's so much you CllJ!.dO with a ones and aiming for a show in Sep-
name like that, promoti9n-wise tember where they plan to premier 
and marketing-wise," Wehan says. '" a line of sweatshirts, according to 
The slogan "Get spanked" may, W'l:lhan. ' • · 
they hope, become a household ' The basic plan is to stay dif. 
slogan less associated with pain. !ferent, but as McGraw says, "We 1 
Wehan and McGraw have so far want to build on the success we 1 
put most of their energies into ·started with the name Spankers, 
marketing. Almost from the and continue to offer a · product 
beginning, they aimed towards the which is different. We'll follow the 
Action Sports Retailer Show in path of success but not offer the 
early February. They enlisted the same product as everyone else. 
aid of Jessie Seidenwurm, a retired "The boxers· are big but we took 
president of an eastern clothing the idea and made it different." ·l 
manufacturer and a member of the Ron Miller, owner of PB Ski and 
Service Corps of Retired Execu- Sport, says their difference is stay-
tives (SCORE). ipg with_ the boxer look, while oth-· ' 
Seidenwurm is enthusiastic er manufacturers are becoming 1 
about the two, using phrases like more conservative, such as a I 
" ... they conjure up the meaning of swimming suit look/ "I feel it· will 
entrepreneurs" and '' ... they are . be different and unique• They'll 
bringing a fresh new approach to have to be put on a separa\e rack," 
the business world." Miller says. ' · 
Part of McGraw's and Wehan's ' Spankers isn't all conservative. 
homework consisted of visiting Should they or shouldn't they keep 
1. . ,~arlier shows to see what succeed- the fly? After much thought and 
ed and what didn't. "At the show consultation with Seidenwurm the 
nobody did anything likE: this at ~w~r was yes, but they agre~ to 
all," says Wehan. "There were 800 sew it up. _ ~ 
booths, and every one was exactly _Spankers will also be found at 
the same. People would ?>me to our Robby London's in Pacific Beach. 
booth and say, 'Your stuff is so dif. The shorts, inade in Columbia, · 
ferent. That's what we want.' " S.C., have a suggested retail price ~ 
At the moment, though, orders o $12.95. . .. . · . ' , 
are just beginning to come in and i Ai for the- future, Welian wd, · 
much of the incoi:ne will be use<! to "You've got iohave guts, and°faith 
keep up the cash flow. The business l that y~u will succeed." , 
Soviet Law Talk . 
Mai~~h_ild,~SD law 
professor, will discuss SoV}et _!,aw 
and-Soviet Reality at a luncheon of -
Ch~t 100 on March 11 fro_m 
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. · in •the 
Reg~ncy Room of :he Little 
-America Westgate Hotel. 
0 
-4 
Th~~~mphony will perform 
works h co91~ Smeta-
na, Dworak, J~~ Friml, at 
2:30 p.m. Sunday in the Camino 
Theater, Alcala Park. Admission: 
general, $4; senior citizens and ~iq- , 
tary, $2; students, $2. Information: 
260-4600. ~ 
J:!SD SYMPHONY ~ Universl-
_fy ,of s'an Diego ~6 y, con-
ducted by Hen~, r, will per-
form works by Dvorak, Janacek, 
Smetana anci Friml at 2:30 p.m. 
next Sunday in the Camino The-
ater, USO. / 
( 
=! • s -~; . . : j 
) } ' . 
I . lier· ' .: 
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·' By T.J. Simers 
• Staff Writer , , 
They met at 5 ~st night for pr~c-
tice. The Unive.r.mL of __§jB Diego 
bask~thaU team lWl~to be pre-
pared if the National Invitation 
Tournament called, but an hour later 
practice was over and the telephone 
was quiet. , 
They waited and waited, but the 
call never came. 
Then around 7:40, USD officials 
learned from a repprter that the NIT 
had announced its 32-team field and 
had oypassed USD in favor of 17 
teams with fewer victories than the 
19-9 Toreros. , 
"It's a little disappointing," said 
USD coach Hank Egan, "but we don't riie San Diego Union/Greg Vojtkj 
want the NIT selection committee to _ tiank Egan doesn't find 
make it a bad year for us." , -· the help his Toreros need. 1 
USD, loser twice to Loyola Mar- ,! 
ymount during the season, figured its · hay, jl ~tter one riext ye¥," . 
West Coast Athletic Conference com- " .. The Toreros will return three 
panion with an 18-10 record tindoubt- starters next season, including· 7-foot 
edly would get the nod from the NIT. center Scott T~ompson. , Thomps<in, , 
But USD was hoping Loyola ·would . after bas~etball pr?._cti~ ,last _nipt, 
be matched against Cal, giving USD . adjourned_ outside to w~tch his soft- • 
an outside chance of meeting 15-13 , ball team play. ,~-- , • . ., · 
J JCLA in Pauley Pavilion. · · 1 • 1 • "'fie only have sevep guys, but 1:m 
~ Last night the NIT did select Loyo- sitting this one out uitti! I find out fpr 
.la to play at Cal,.and it invited UCLA sur~- whether wfre going to the 
to host a first-round game. But then · Nit;' said Thompson .. 
. it stripped away USD's hQpes by pitt- It was the top of _the fifth when 
ing UC-Irvine, 16-12 and a ·winner Thompson · learned his basketball 
twice -over Nevada-tas Vegas, sea~ n was _officially over. "I guess 
against the Bruins. .. I'm, a softball player now," he said . 
. , "I told the kids we don't have · a "It ~ooks like , there is stjll · time ,to 
i::omplaint with Loyola · because we sqllel!ze me jn the game. . • 
didn't beat them,". Egan said, "But , •~ thought we ,;ye~ playing well _at 
< since Christmas we have been a pret- d he .·end .of the season:"• _Thompson ~ 
, ty consistent team, won five of our added. "A postseason tournament 
,_,last six games and were the only con- . might have made a,,difference:'' 
·"> . t erence team to beat Pepperdine. I ::~ 'fhe WCAC ·wm stag~ its first post-
r thought we were a pretty good bas- -; season tournament next_y~ar~ · / 
•· ketball team, but for whatever rea- . · .,,/' .. ; 
son the NIT didn't pick us." 
The field in '· the West includes 
_· UCLA; Loyola, UC-Irvine, Cal (19-9), 
New Mexico (17-13), · Northern Ari-
zona (19-10), Montana (21-9), Wyo- -
ming (20-11) and BYU (16-13). The 
NIT also took 15-13 Pittsburgh, 15-13 
Providence and 14-14 Ohio State. , 
_ Middle Tennessee State (23-10) post-
ed the best record _ of any team 
picked for th~ NIT. · •· · . .! 1 ,., ' 
'?:~ ; '!Anything·! would say would seem 
- 1like-,. sour grapes," Egan said. "We 




. Cathy O'Brien made two free throws with seven sec-onds left to give the University of Sao Djego a 60-56 win over Utah State in the consolatior. bracket of the North-ern Lights Invitational basketball tournament at Ancho-rage, Alaska. 
Debbie Theroux led USD with 18 points. The Toreras will meet iona (7-22) today for.fourth place overall in the tournament. 
SPARTANS LOSE IN PLAYOFFS - The MiraCosta men's basketball team lost to Pasadena City College, 92-· 61, in the first round of the State Community College playoffs. MiraCosta trailed by only six points with 5:45 remaining in the first half (28-22), but five straight turn-overs led to a 13-4 Lancer run and a 41-26 halftime lead. 
1 Doc Phillips led the Spartans with 17 points and James Moore added 14. . · · · 
Local Briefs 
~ ~ J" 
' AZTE(;S SOFTBALL - San Diego State's Vicki Bence 1 lost a perfect game opportunity against UC-Riverside in the second gan.ie of a double-header but picked up the shuto.ut anyway, 4-0. Bence had retired 20 batters in a row before giving a single. Riverside won the first game 2-1 after the Aztecs (5-5) committed four errors. 
. TOREROS BASEBALL - The USD men's baseball team looked good for five innings, in the first game of a double-header against UC-Riverside, then the Highlan- 1 ders (9-6) scored five runs in the sixth on two hits, four walks and a hit batsman to win the first game, 7-6. The Toreros (8-4-1) came back to win the second game, 9-5, behind five-hit pitching from Jim Westlund (2-0), Sean Baron's two-run home run. 
J-' • 
CRUSADERS SPLIT - Mark Bilger pitched a se·v~n-"hitter to give Point Loma Nazarene an 8-3 win in the : first game of a double-header against Southern Utah. The Crusaders (4-5-1) dropped the second game 9-4 when Southern Utah scored four runs in the first inning and added three more in the third. David Tenney hit a solo home run in the fifth for the Crusaders. 
AiTECS VOLLEYBALL - The San Diego State men's 1 volleyball team beat visiting Cal State-Northridge, 15-5, 15-3 and 15-13, in California Intercolleigate Volleyball Association action. John Eddo led the 10th-ranked Aztecs (6-5, 5-5) with 26 kills. ~ . 
• "t"<' ... .. ·i ~ 1 SURFING - Top-seeded Doug Silva of- Solana Beach, and second-seeded Dave Eggers of Ocean Beach easily won heats yesterday at Carlsbad State Beach as more than 80 surfers tried to qualify for today's California Amateur Grand Prix of Surfing.' La Jolla's Peter King, the No. 7 seed, also made the quarterfinals, which be:Vin today at 9 a.m. with finals at 1 p.m . 




Sunday, March 30, 1986 
signation of USD Truste Brings Out a Touchy Issue 
Los Angeles Times 
The Most Rev. Leo T. Maher 
By JANNY SCOTT, Times Staff Writer 
Author E. Hughes, president of 
the University of San Diego, calls it 
a clear case of clerical interference: 
priests, irked by articles in the San 
Diego Union, pressuring the news-
paper's publisher to quit the uni-
versity's board of trustees. 
. The Most Rev. Leo T. Maher, the 
bishop of the Catholic diocese of 
San Diego, calls it a clear case of 
freedom of speech: clerics, like 
anyone else, discussing the affairs 
of a Catholic university that would 
deny them that right. 
Either way, USD is out a crucial 
patron-Helen Copley, an influen-
tial Catholic and multimillionaire 
who helped build the university. 
She is stepping down from the 
board because of machinations 
among priests upset by her paper's 
printing of articles about clerical 
scandal. 
The whole affair swirls aroun 
disagreement over the role o 
publisher in determining what , 
pears in her paper. It appears to 
a case of a publisher's profess: 
placing her at odds with leaders 
her church. 
But it has also, for the first tit 
publicly, raised a tender issue lo 
brooded over privately within t 
diocese and USD: What is t; 
proper relationship between tl 
university and the church th 
founded it, and how often is th 
uneasy truce breached? 
The query comes up at an inam 
picious moment, when relatior. 
between American Catholic uni 
versities and Rome are strainec 
And it interrupts a long struggle b: 
USD to broaden its base of stu 
dents, faculty and donors. 
"The_y want people to know thal 
we are independent of the diocese. 
They really want people to know," 
said Gary Macy, a religious studies 
professor, remarking on the ad-
ministration's surprisingly vocal 
denunciation of the machinations 
behind Copley's retirement . 
"They c~rtainly don't want the 
people of San Diego to think of USD 
as a narrowly religious school," 
Macy said. "They've spent 15 years 
building up the reputation of the 
university. They want to set the 
record straight." 
"The Copley affair," as one pro-
fessor laconically labeled it last 
week, began as fallout from a series 
of articles published in the Union 
last year airing allegations of co-
caine abuse, homosexuality, finan-
cial finagling and favoritism within 
the diocese. 
Many of the charges had sur-
faced earlier in the Reader, the 
Union and on KFMB-TV (Channel 
8). Maher declined repeated oppor-
tunities to rebut the charges, Union 
editors say. They say none of the 
charges has been challenged. 
But the pieces were less than 
popular, in certain circles. 
"If you read the articles and were 
not a Catholic, the conclusion you 
would get is that priests are either 
one type or another," said a priest 
who agreed to talk only if he was 
not named. "They are either homo-
sexuals or thieves. If not, they are 
both." 
"Well, I know that 99% of the 
people in the diocese were upset 
with the articles," Maher said. 
"There's no doubt about that. Not 
only upset, but I think they were 
hurt that the press would use this 
Please see USD, Page 3 Author E. Hughes 
County Battle Brews 
on 'Unfair' Division 
of State Tax Monies 
By DANIEL M. WEINTRAUB, Times Staff Writer 










, BARBARA MARTIN / Los Angeles Times 
The east entrance to the campus of the University of San Diego. 
USD: A Resignation 
Exposes Tender Issue 
Co.ntinued from Page 1 
type of writing. It certainly was not 
journalism." 
Some priests said they resented 
the page-one play of the final Dec. 
29 series, in view of the fact that 
some of the information had been 
report-ed before and in one case was 
15 years old. They say some of the 
peopl~ involved had already been 
penalfzed and were trying quietly 
to teconstruct their lives. 
It's very unusual to see the 
Union print something like, that," 
said the priest. "I certainly haven't 
seen such a series of articles done 
about the Episcopalians or the 
Unitarians or the Jews. You know 
you could do quite a series on th~ 
Copleys." 
On Jan. 13, the diocesan Clergy 
Welfare Committee convened at St. 
Mary Magdalene Church and talk 
turned quickly to demoralization 
within the ranks. Up came the 
subject of bad press, as minutes of 
the meeting reported: "Received at 
th~ hands of the San Diego Union." 
from there, the discussion shift-
ed , to Copley and "the apparent 
paradox" that the publisher is 
Catholic and vice chairman of the 
suggested approaching Msgr. 
Richard Duncanson, who heads a 
committee that keeps tabs on the 
Catholicity of USD. 
Duncanson, like some in the 
diocese, had doubts about the con-
nection being drawn-that Copley, 
as publisher, had something to do 
with the articles. 
"I've always maintained that I 
doubt as a publisher of the newspa-
per Mrs. Copley would sit with a 
green visor on her forehead and a 
red pencil in her hand every night 
checking every line of copy and 
classified ad," Duncanson said in an 
interview. 
But he sai~ there was a possibili-
ty of "a credibility problem with 
the Catholic folks, because folks 
sitting out in the pews might be 
confused. . . . I think it really 
comes from a very unenlightened 
view of what it means to be a 
publisher of a newspaper." 
Helen Copley had nothing to do 
with the articles, editors at the 
Union insist. They say she knew 
they were in the works but never 
discussed them or saw a draft. 
They say she never intervened and 
they are unaware of any efforts by 
lmmaculata Church and the dioc 
Other trustees also refused to 
talk about the matter, though some 
insisted Copley is retiring simply 
because she is tired after 15 years 
as a trustee. In theory, trustees 
oversee the functioning of a uni-
versity. In practice, the most influ-
ential trustees raise a lot of money. 
Hughes gave little credence to 
the theory that Copley is tired. 
"If she is, she didn't indicate that 
to me," he said bluntly. 
Copley's loss is no small blow to 
USD, struggling to come into its 
own. Arguably, she has been USD's 
most valuable trustee since the 
university cut its financial ties to 
the church and struck out on its 
own in 1972. 
Copley is chief executive of the 
Copley Press, the San Diego-based 
publisher of dozens of daily and 
weekly newspapers in California 
and Illinois. She has held that 
position since 1973, when her hus-
band, James, died of a brain tumor. 
Forbes magazine recently 
pegged her net worth at $335 
million. 
The USD library is named fort 
* J Sunday, March 30, 1986/Part II 3 
a offices, left, are on the grounds of the University of San Diego but are not part of the university. 
capital campaign headed per-
Uy by Helen Copley. 
e campaign, from 1979 to 1983, 
t much of the USD campus. 
t includes a new business 
l funded by a $4.5-million 
dation grant, and the Man-
ster Executive Conference 
ter, aimed at making USD more 
le in the business community 
San Diego at large. 
pley's $1.5-million gift proved 
ial-useful in pitting donor 
nst donor to leverage bigger 
bigger gifts. That it came from 
ustee was also significant: It 
trated the confidence of those 
knew the university best. 
nd gifts are especially critical 
SD, whose endowment fund is 
ere $4 million. Ninety-two 
ent of the operational fund 
es from tuition and fees. A 
er endowment would lend flex-
ty and an operating margin, 
resources to fall back on in a 
year. 
e administration now hopes to 
d up the endowment, after a 
-decade uildinu th 
very beginning," said William 
Pickett, vice president for univer-
sity relations. "And the fact that 
her name was with us was very 
important in saying to the commu-
nity, 'This is a significant thing.' " 
But "the Copley affair" is equally 
disturbing for another reason, ad-
ministrators and faculty say: It 
could create the impression in the 
community that people within the 
diocese call the shots at the univer-
sity. 
Most insist that impression 
would be dead wrong. But years of 
progress could be jeopardized if it 
existed. So they attempted this 
month in blunt terms to, as Macy 
put it, "set the record straight." 
Immediately after the announce-
ment of Copley's retirement, the 
university's Cabinet, made up of 20 
top administrators, unanimously 
passed a resolution urging her to 
reconsider. The faculty senate fol-
lowed with its own resolution say-
ing her retirement is "inconsistent 
with the best interests of the 
sity of San Diego," he said. "Many 
people get confused about that 
because they have their offices on 
campus. But it is a separate organi-
zation.'' 
The problem is, it wasn't always 
that way. The church created USD. 
First, there was San Diego Col-
lege of Women, opened in 1952 by 
an order of nuns called the Society 
of the Sacred Heart. Then came the 
College of Men, the dream ot San 
Diego Bishop Charles Buddy. It 
opened next door two years later, 
on the hilltop that now houses 
USD. 
By the late 1960s, the men's 
college had left the diocese heavily 
in debt. For financial and academic 
reasons, the colleges began a long 
and difficult merger. The merger 
was delayed almost a year as The 
College of Women insisted on com-
plete independence from the dio-
cese. 
"The Catholic higher educational 
institution, like all higher educa-
tion institutions, is first a universi-
ty," said Sister Sall Fura 
yet uses its Catlio 1c1ty as a sellmg 
pomt.,, 
'I think removing [Copley] from 
tht? ]oard would have accorn-
pli'shed two things," one priest said 
in an'.'.interview recently. "First, it 
would have given the board some 
integrity-they certainly wouldn't 
have the president of Planned 
Parenthood on the board. Secondly, 
it w~Jd have been a manifestation 
of the loyalty of the university to 
the dlocese." 
B~t the plan fared poorly a 
month later when reported to the 
Diocesan Presbyteral Council, 
cha1ced by Maher, who also chairs 
the :OSD Board of Trustees. The 
minutes of that meeting, distribut-
ed onfy to all priests in the diocese, 
have since turned up all over San 
Diego, 
Maher himself discouraged plans 
for ;>.. letter to USD President 
Hughes, saying the priests ought to 
focus ~their query. One monsignor 
' ~ 
sponsible. 
"I certainly do," he said. "Be-
cause if that happened in our 
Southern Cross [the diocesan 
newspaper], I would be responsi-
ble." 
The matter rtever reached Dun-
canson's committee. 
Instead, anonymous letters went 
out to Copley-signed "a priest of 
the diocese" and enclosing copies of 
the minutes of the meeting of the 
Presbyteral Council at which the 
Clergy Welfare Committee report-
ed its discussion about her. 
''They offended her," said 
Hughes, a friend of Copley's. She 
quietly told him she would not run 
in May for election to a sixth 
three-year term. 
Hughes said Copley told him 
"that she regretted that she was 
becoming a target of a dispute for 
her serving as a trustee and that 
she could resolve that very simply 
by not continuing as a trustee." 
' OTHER SAN DIEGO COUNTY NEWS 
Goalie Jim Gorsek had a record night Saturday despite being hurt in the San Dieg9
1
Sockers' 11-4 victory over St. Louis. 
SPORTS, Page 1. 
As open space in San Diego disappears at the hands of developers, the best way homeowners can protect their views is with an awareness of the planning process. 
I •• REAL EST ATE, Page 1. 
The Center for Reproduction of Endangered Species at the San Diego Zoo is a leader in research on the birth and health of exotic and endangered creatures. 
L.A. TIMES MAGAZINE, Page 20. 
HAYDN, Violin Concerto No. 1 
SESSIONS, Concerto for Orchestra 
(West Coast Premiere) 
MOZART, Adagio and Rondo 
MENDELSSOHN, Symphony No. 4 ("Italian") 
JOSEPH SILVERSTEIN, guest conductor and violin 
~~I~ 
plan that ets you b~ as 
aggressive as you like. 
CHOOSE FROM MUTUAL FUNDS, STOCKS, BONDS OR CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT. 
Whether you're looking for high-
growth investment or something a 
little more tame, San Diego Trust & 
Savings Banlc has the IRA option for you. 
TERM DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS 
We offer a choice of F.D.I.C. 
insured deposit accounts with terms 
from 18 to 36 months. You can lock in 
today's interest rate or earn interest 
that varies with the money markets. 
With 7/24 Banking, we'll even trans-
fer your monthly deposits automa-
tically from your San Diego Trust 
checking or savings account. 
MUTUAL FUNDS 
'Through San Diego Trust you can 
invest in a variety of mutual funds to 
meet your personal investment goals.* 
You can invest in these funds with as 
little as $250. 
7/24 DISCOUNT BROKERAGE 
With 7/24 Discount Brokerage, 
you can build a portfolio for your IRA 
from stocks, bonds, zero-coupon bonds, 
treasury securities and GNMA's. * 
Plus, take advantage of discount 
cpmmission rates on your transactions. 
Call Discount Brokerage at 238-4488. 
In North County call 942-9542 (coastal) 
or 741-6244 (inland). 
SELF-DIRECTED 
OR MANAGED TRUSTS 
As your IRA grows, our self-
directed trust lets you diversify and 
manage your investments. Or select 
our fully-managed trust for expert 
investment advice. Call our Trust 
Department at 238-2169. 
AVOID THE 
BEASTLY PAPERWORK 
With so many San Diego Trust 
options, you can change your invest-
ment in the future without changing 
institutions. 
So bring your IRA to the nearest 
office of San Diego Trust. 
We'll bring out the animal in you. 
No matter what kind you are. 
*Mutual funds, stocks, bonds, zero-coupon bonds, 
treasury securities and GNMA's investments 
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m.nu a squeeze lias occured." cents. In Orange, the county gets 
as n Francisco and Los Angeles. 
"The state has taken the easy 
ugncto oe- simIIarly funded re-
gardless of the value of local 
property upon which taxes are 
co t es dilemma the "equal sew-
er" problem. 
USD: Controversy Ignited by Publisher's Resignation From Board 
"Are people entitled to fiscal 
neutrality with respect to every 
imaginable service or only with 
respect to services that can be 
characterized as fundamental 
within the constitution?" Coons 
asked. 
Continued from Pare 3 by the American Assn. of Universi-
its thinking. Scholars have to be ty Professors. But it includes a coda 
free to probe any aspect of a that instructors "are expected to 
subject." refrain from inculcating doctrines 
"But when we say we're inde- opposed to the essentials of the 
pendent, this does not mean we Catholic faith." 
want to separate oursel:ves from Most of the tenure and promotion 
the church," she said. "Our very criteria are unsurprising: teaching, 
. b research, and university and public 
purpose 10 eing is to serve the service. But the fourth criterion is 
church. But to serve the church in 
a way a university serves the support for "the spiritual and moral 
h h orientation of USD" through re-
c urc • not in the way a parish spect for Catholic Christianity. 
serves the church." 
In 1972 the two schools finally "If you're a faculty member, 
merged, into a coeducational, inde- you're going to want to know how 
pel1dent, Catholic university. The they interpret that," said Professor 
diocese and the nuns turned over Macy, who, being in the religious 
the assets to the new university studies department, is more sensi-
tive than many to church-univer-
corporation-all but a narrow strip sity issues. " ... When you've 
of land at the heart of the campus. 
And on that strip still stands the got a criterion in there like that, 
diocesan offices-cream-colored you want to think twice before you 
and Spanish Renaissance-style like take a position that is particularly 
offensive." the rest of the campus. It shares the 
land with Immaculata Church, the Those professors who have 
diocese's blue-domed cathedral. qualms about the church's role say 
"The church is probably our they have difficulty citing 
most visible symbol-the blue clear-cut cases of what they would 
dome on the hill," Pickett mused call interference. But they point to 
from his office in DeSales Hall, a handful of instances that they say 
shoulder to shoulder with the Im- make them uncomfortable: 
maculata. "That can lead to some • Jane Via, formerly a religious 
confusion about the mixing and studies professor, was barred by 
melding of these two institutions." Maher from speaking in Catholic 
The relationship is indeed com- forums in the diocese last year after 
plex. she joined 96 other prominent 
The board of 34 trustees is Catholics in signing a published 
independent-with four seats set statement calling for a dialogue 
aside for the diocese and the Soci- within the church on abortion. 
e of the Sacred Heart to protect Via was not working at USD at 
their investment. Every year since the time, so whether she could 
the board was established in 1972 have continued to teach there has 
the trustees have elected Bishop not been tested. Maher insists that 
Maher chairman. the church has not curtailed her 
Apout three-fifths of all under- freedom of speech, only her "free-
graduates are Catholic, and that dom to teach falsehood." 
percentage is substantially lower • Now Maher has criticized Macy 
among graduate students. The and two sociology professors who 
head of the faculty senate estimat- signed a follow-up statement that 
-ed that one-third of the faculty appeared March 2 in the New York 
members are Catholics, though six Times. Signed by 900 people, it 
of the 12 religious studies profes- declared solidarity with original 
sors are clerics. signers like Via who have been 
"The institution has indeed be- penalized by the church. 
come more free-standing-inde- "He certainly has not given the 
pendent _not only in terms of con- university a very good name and 
trol. but support and the breadth of has caused a certain amount of 
the community it serves," Hughes scandal in backing up people who 
said. "It has also become less are for freedom of choice," Maher 
doctrinaire." said of Macy. " . .. We are going 1 
USD's statement of academic to help him form an upright con-
freedom is the usual one, endorsed science and to accept the teachings 
54 Your weekends are precious, so use this Invaluable source 
H 
for Ideas on where to go and what to do. Thursdays, in the 
0Ur&■ Times View section. 
of the church." 
• Maher acknowledges that he 
would intervene if the religious 
studies department tried to hire a 
former priest. Macy said former 
priests appear in the applicant pool 
for most jobs. A ware of Maher's 
opposition, he said, the department 
never gives them serious consider-
ation. 
"They could teach, but I have 
made it a policy that they should 
not be teaching because I find it 
difficult," Maher said. "The fact 
that they have left the priesthood is 
a certain departure from the con -
duct of the church. There's some 
question on the faith of the individ-
ual." 
• Several years ago, the adminis-
tration hired a nun as a religious 
studies professor even though 
there were no openings in the 
department. Professors say the de-
partment opposed the hire, finding 
the woman highly qualified but the 
position not needed. 
However, Provost Furay says 
the department was split on the 
question and clearly needed an Old 
Testament specialist. USD wants 
priests and nuns on campus, she 
pointed out. If it waited for an 
opening, it would have lost a 
qualified candidate who was also a 
nun. 
"When you look closely at the 
university's actions relating to the 
diocese, there's nothing to worry 
about: It's independent," said Macy. 
ANSEL ADAMS 
"From the Family 
Collection" 
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"But it's obvious, too, that people 
have felt that it might be a prob-
lem. 
"You have a feeling in the back 
of your mind; it's a little elusive. 
The faculty does worry about it. 
But if you try to find an actual 
structure •that would create the 
problem, it doesn't exist." 
Perhaps the most serious qualms 
concern the future. 
The church in Rome is develop-
ing a new statement on the rela-
tionship of Catholic colleges and 
universities worldwide to the 
church-a statement that has been 
widely interpreted as insisting that 
Catholic colleges are part and par-
cel of the church. 
So last month, the Assn. of 
Catholic Colleges and Universities 
sent a detailed critique to the 
Vatican. It said the plan neglects 
the peculiar history of Catholic 
colleges in this country a.'ld could 
jeopardize their ability to get feder-
al money. 
"I know that it is not easy and 
that in the minds of some it would 
be much neater if everything were 
tucked neatly under the arm of the 
church," Hughes said. "But unfor-
tunately, American universities 
don't operate that way. . . . I'm 
not sure that Rome understands 
that." 
Maher counters that university 
administrators exaggerate the de-
cree's effects. 
"It's like anyone else," he said. 
"They're trying to hold onto their 
turf. They don't want interference 
in academic freedom whatsoever, 
in any area. When the church has 
to make a move in reference to the 
authoritative teaching, to keep the 
integrity of the doctrine, then there 
will always be conflict." 
Some priests within the diocese 
feel Maher has been too lenient 
with USD-an institution that old-
er priests remember as draining the 
diocese's coffers at the expense of 
their parishes. That issue surfaced 
in talk of the university's Catholici-
ty and the issue of Helen Copley. 
"It was founded to be a diocesan 
university," said one priest, speak-
ing like others on the condition that 
he not be named. "What that 
means is to serve the people of this 
diocese. Instead, it's fast develop-
ing into a school for rich white kids 
and Jewish law students." 
Ultimately, both they and more 
moderate priests and leaders with-
in the diocese insist that the priests 
who complained about Copley's 
presence had a perfect right to do 
so. The issue, they say, is not 
improper interference; it is healthy 
influence. . 
"We have a right to discuss 
anything," Maher said. "They're 
refusing to give the priests a right 
to discuss things, and they want all 
the academic freedom in the world. 
They are taking away our freedom. 
It's very much a contradiction on 
their part." 
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Richard Rothschild, director of 
litigation for the Western Center 
on Law and Poverty and current 
attorney for the plaintiffs in Serra-
no, said the county's argument 
sounded like "a rather significant 
expansion" of the schools decision. 
"If I had to guess I would guess it 
did not have a great chance of 
winning," Rothschild said. "The 
court might tend to say the coun-
ty's remedy is political, not legal." 
Officials in Los Angeles and San 
Francisco, meanwhile, argue that it 
would be unwise for the courts t() 
order equal funding for certain 
county services or to look at the 
property tax without examining 
every other source of county funds. 
Ed Gerber, San Francisco's lob-
byist in the state capital, said San 
Diego should focus less on the 
differences among counties and 
work more toward improving its 
own lot. 
"The issue of inequity is used, 
but in their heart of hearts it isn't 
inequity they're arguing about but 
inadequate funding for their own 
programs," Gerber said. "They 
have tried to beat more money out 
of the state. Now they're using the 
inequity argument as another way 
of addressing the same problem." 
Gerber and James Hankla, chief 
administrator for Los Angeles 
County, said their counties get 
more state funds per person for 
health and social programs because 
their needs are greater. 
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